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��ان ا������ة 

Lecture One  

General and Brief Introduction to American Literature  

 

:"#$%# 

In the beginning, America was a series of British colonies on the east coast of the present-day United States. 

Therefore, its literary tradition begins with the tradition of English literature. However, very quickly unique 

American characteristics and the breadth of its production began to develop an American writing tradition. 

Some consider Captain John Smith to be the first American author, when he wrote The General Historie of 

Virginia, New England, and the Summer Isles (1624) 

Similar writers of interest include Daniel Cox, John Hammond, Gabriel Thomas, George Percy, Daniel 

Denton, Thomas Ash, John Lawson and William Strachey. 

Poetry was also written in those early days, Nicholas Noyes wrote Doggerel verse. 

FG ،"Iا$Jا� KLآ� آ��N#أ "PQPR S# ات��UVQا�� "NL�WI�Jا� XP YZ�Qا� F[�\ت ا��I]�P� ة$�Vا�� FG K[�ه� و�_�^،. ا����� ا�$N��%b "Ncدeا 

�ن ذ�^، و#k. اhNPiLjي اeدب JI $NP%b$أ�R �# أت$c ا$m no�pq ة$I�G "NrI�#eع ا�Qbج وا�VLjا �I�WV� $NP%b "c�Vrا� "Nآ�N#eا . 

uUc �v�ا� SVc�rن ا��m wN�R ن�rN� أول y�z# ،FrI�#eا �#$� {Vو آ Historie م�Uا� S# "I]و ،�N�Nm�G �NL ،$L}~Lر اhiوا� yNpا� 

)١٦٢٤ ) 

 وm�ن ��R�ن b�#�س، ا��#�د دا�NLل، دV�I�ن m ،FR�Nc�رج ��b ،YNI�c�#�س ه�#�m ،$L�ن آ�آ�، دا�NLل اه��V#�ت P���# Y�\b" ا��Vrب

�VRاF\b و��Nم . 

{Vوآ ��Iأ �U\ا� {Vآ FG ^Pb م�Ieا {Vآ،Xو�eس ا]�rNL hNc�L  �U\ا� ^Nا��آ  

Edward Taylor and Anne Bradstreet were popular and Michael Wiggleworth was known for his best selling 

poem The Day of Doom. 

It is almost inevitable that given the history of the early American settlers, religious questions were rich 

topics for early writings. A journal written by John Winthrop discussed the religious foundations of the 

Massachusetts Bay Colony. 

 KLر وآ��PI�b ن ردوإدوا� KI�VRاد�c "NJU\وآ�ن ا� S# وف�Uا�� YrI�#  Wiggleworth �b$Np%� آ��eا �UNJ# م�Iب و�Qا�� . 

�ت ا�$N�I" ا��Yo�Q وآ��rJ# KL، و]FG K اNrI�#e" ا��VQ����V� SNر�vL �Iا أ�JI�%b �L ا��S# F�V آ�ن���# "N�� ت�c�VrP� ة�rJ# .K\[�L 

A "Pi# ��JVن آ�m وب���Iو �Reا "N�I$ا� Y� ة��UVQ# �VR�\b�R�# �NPq.  

American literature has a relatively short but colorful history. The first widely read American author was 

Benjamin Franklin, whose witty aphorisms and sound advice written in the yearly journal Poor Richard’s 

Almanack helped shape ideas of what it means to be an American. Washington Irving (The Legend of Sleepy 

Hollow) was the first American to gain an international literary reputation. James Fenimore Cooper’s verbal 
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landscapes in his Leatherstocking Tales captured the nation’s vast beauty. Walt Whitman and Emily 

Dickinson broke from poetic tradition and brought a sense of individuality to the nation’s literature. Mark 

Twain still captivates readers with his unique—and uniquely American—humor and insight. The modernists 

of the 1920s and 1930s produced such talents as F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ernest Hemingway. Today, writers 

like Toni Morrison and Cormac McCarthy continue to make American literature relevant and exciting. 

 �cرع ا�_ي �GاSN#�i�c ،SNPrL ا�N#eآF ا�b�r} وآ�ن وا�WL kRق XP ]�اءة أول. #P�L" و��b �Np[ �NJQL ���rر��I$� �I اFrI�#e اeدب 

$ت رVI\�رد ��R "Pi# yNU�c�VrP� FG Almanack �I" ا��NPQ" وا��\�رة ا[#��ل�R ر�rGeا Yr� �# �N�UI ن أن�rI ا���ء �Nآ�N#أ .KLوآ� 

SW�وا� ��NG�Iرة( ا�WRأ FJNPR ���أول) ه Fآ�N#أ {Qr� "U�R "Nدو� "Ncدeا .��Nm ر��N�NG �c�ا������ آ "NUNJWا� "Nv Pا� FG 

Leatherstocking ��  

Kن وا���VIو و FPN#ن ا�Q�rIا د��WZ S# $N��%Vا� "I�U\را ا��Uو� "Iدب ا� �د¡� FG د}Jرك. ا��# SI�b ] الhI �R£I ا�%�اء k# ¤�NvL ة$I�G 

S# ���L $I�Gو "Vr�ا� "NrI�#eة ا�NpJوا� .KiVLا��$ا�" أ S# ١٩٢٠s ١٩٣٠ وs {اه�ا�� Y�# F .ت�rR $ا��NmhVNG KQLاي وار�ه��~ .

  .و#��Nة ا�Pp" ذات اFrI�#e اeدب b ©I$%b�ا¨�r# Yر�F وآ�ر#�ك #�رQI�ن b�Y�# FL آ�Vب ا�N�م،

Kن وا���VIو و FPN#ا ا��W�L�Q�rIد S# $N��%Vا� "I�U\را ا��Uو� "Iدب ا� �د¡� FG د}Jرك. ا��# SI�b ] الhI �R£I ا�%�اء k# ¤�NvL ة$I�G 

S# ���L $I�Gو "Vr�ا� "NrI�#eة ا�NpJوا� .KiVLا��$ا�" أ S# ١٩٢٠s ١٩٣٠ وs {اه�ا�� Y�# F .ت�rR $ا��NmhVNG KQLاي وار�ه��~ .

  .و#��Nة ا�Pp" ذات اFrI�#e اeدب b ©I$%b�ا¨�r# Yر�F وآ�ر#�ك #�رQI�ن b�Y�# FL آ�Vب ا�N�م،

American literature like American history, although short, however, still full of glories and shining 

masterpieces and writers. Those American writers, while conquering this wild America, also had conquered 

the great field of American literature. From its first imitative activities to innovative attempts nowadays, 

American literature gradually gains its unique style, theme and form, and it is always excited to see their 

works are more and more America in its true sense. American literature is part of world's literature, 

however, it always has its unique flavor that cannot be easily ignored. 

 ا��Vrب هz[ء. وا��Vrب #\�]" ورواko أ#�iد #S آ�#hb "Pال [ ذ�^، و#k ا�%S# ،�Np ا���© XP ا�N#eآF، ا��VرY�# �I اFrI�#e اeدب

،"NrI�#eا FG SNZ وh� ¤_ه "I�Jا� "NrI�#eا آ��. ا�PVZان ا$N# �NJآ S# دبeا FrI�#eا .S# اول  ��VW\Lة #��و[ت ا����آ�ة أ�rVJ# FG 

K[�دب ا�����، ا�eا FrI�#eا {QrI �NiIر$b «�L ،$I�G ة�r وا� ،Yr\وا� ���V#و ��oدا "Iؤ�� ©���� U�c��ه� أ#��rI وأآ�� أآ�� أ

F%N%دب. ا��eا FrI�#eا �ء هhm S# دبeا ،F���Uو# ا�k ،^ذ� �LG ��oدا �V�rL ة$I� ا� FVا� ] Sr�I ��Pه�ib "���Qc.  

Most critics hold that the history of American literature can be divided into six parts, orderly, colonial 

period, romanticism, realism, naturalism, modernism and post-modernism. 

Although American literature in its true sense did not begin until 19th century, however, we always talk 

about colonial period as a preparatory introduction to American literature.  

©vU# ون ا��%�د�I أن Sr�Iو ©NQ%b �Iر�b دبeا FrI�#eا ، Xإ� "VR ،،اءhmا�� أ©v� .¤�V ا� "Iر��UVR]ا .،"NQL�#ا��و ،"NU[ا�ا� ،"NUNJWو#� ا� 

$Uc "ا��$ا�" ا��$ا� . 

XP�JVره� ا[��UVRرI" ا� �Vة S دا�VL ��o$ث ذ�^، و#١٩th، k ا�%�ن JI XVZ$أ �© ا��%U�c F%N��ه� اFrI�#e اeدب أن #S ا���© �c "#$%# 

"I�N��V�] دبeا FrI�#eا.  
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American literature is the written or literary work produced in the area of the United States and its preceding 

colonies. During its early history, America was a series of British colonies on the eastern coast of the 

present-day United States. Therefore, its literary tradition begins as linked to the broader tradition of English 

Literature. However, unique American characteristics and the breadth of its production usually now cause it 

to be considered a separate path and tradition. 

�Y ه� اFrI�#e اeدب Vr#ب�أو  "Ncدeا "iV�ا�� FG "%W�ت ا���I]�P� ة$�Vا�� ��bا��UVQ#و "%c�Qل. ا�}q ��¯Iر�b ،�rJا�� KLآ� آ��N#أ 

"PQPR S# ات��UVQا�� "NL�WI�Jا� XP YZ�Qا� F[�\ت ا��I]�P� ة$�Vا�� FG K[�ه� و�_�^،. ا����� ا�$N��%b "Ncدeأ ا$JI XP "P¨ ت�NP�Uc 

kRوeا $NP%b دبeي اhNPiLjا .k#ذ�^، و no�pqة و$I�G S# ���L "NrI�#eع ا�Qbوا ��m�VLدة ا� {JQI ن ا°ن�rIه_ا و �#eر ا�Q# 

Yp �# $N��%Vوا�.  

Unique American style 

With the War of 1812 and an increasing desire to produce uniquely American literature and culture, a 

number of key new literary figures emerged, perhaps most prominently Washington Irving, William Cullen 

Bryant, James Fenimore Cooper, and Edgar Allan Poe. Irving, often considered the first writer to develop a 

unique American style(although this has been debated) wrote humorous works in Salmagundi and the satire 

A History of New York, by Diedrich Knickerbocker (1809). Bryant wrote early romantic and nature-inspired 

poetry, which evolved away from their European origins. In 1832, Poe began writing short stories – 

including "The Masque of the Red Death", "The Pit and the Pendulum", "The Fall of the House of Usher", 

and "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" – that explore previously hidden levels of human psychology and 

push the boundaries of fiction toward mystery and fantasy. Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales about Natty 

Bumppo (which includes The Last of the Mohicans) were popular both in the new country and abroad. 

Humorous writers were also popular and included Seba Smith and Benjamin P. Shillaber in New England 

and Davy Crockett, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, Johnson J. Hooper, Thomas Bangs Thorpe, and George 

Washington Harris writing about the American frontier. 

�rI�#ب أ�PRأ $I�G S# ��L  

k# ب�Z م� ١٨١٢، "Jة وا���$IاhVج ا���VLj دبeا FrI�#eا $I�G ،"G�%ز وا���c د$ S# ت�Np¯\ا� "NQNoا�� "Ncدeة، ا$I$iا� ��cور 

� KL�I�c، آ��SN و�NPIم اNG�I��، وا��SW أ�cزه��Nm ر��N�NG ،�c�أ[ن وإد��ر آ �c .،��NG�Iا �J��� �# �JVUI أول {bآ� �I�WV� ب�PRأ $I�G 

S# ��L "NrI�#eا )XP��ل آV}) ه_¤ #��]\" #S ا���© eا FG روح "c�وا�I�¯Q" ا�$  Salmagundi �Iر�b S# ،رك�I�NL S# YJ[ 

 FG. اeوروNc" أ¨���© NUc S$ا Wb�رت وا�FV ا�\VQ# S# ،�U��Zة وا�UNJW" ا���rJ رو#��c "NQLاK�I آV}). ١٨٠٩( �¯c�rNL �b�Np�آ�

�م ١٨٣٢، �c أ$c "c�Vآ "p%ة ا��Np%ا� - ��c FG ^ت ]��ع" ذ��ا�� ��Zeا�P�"، "ة� Z ول$�cط" ،"و�%R KNc ��� S#"، و "©oا�m YV%ا� FG 

�I�rZت آ�KL. وا�¯�Nل ا�~��ض �L� ا�¯�Nل Z$ود ودkG ا�I�\J" ا�� � #VQ��Iت ا��¯ N" اrVR\�ف ¹JR ا�FV - " ا��\�Z" ��رع  

Leatherstocking �c�آ S  Bumppo ¹NLوا�_ي( أ S��VI �q� S#  Mohicans) "NJU\ا� XP $Z اء�R XG "ة ا�$و�$I$iوا�¯�رج ا� . 

KLروح وآ� "c�� آ�وآKN، ودF I اNL $L}~L� Shillaber P .FG و�JNR wN�R SN#�i�c و��KP ا��Vrب �NJU" أ��I ا�$WQأو� KI�VQiLو 

،SIو$��c ن�QL�m �c�ه J.، س�#�b رب�رج ا�$وي، ��mو SW�وا� �Iه�ر "c�Vrا� S  .اNrI�#e" ا��$ود 
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 Lecture Twoع

Colonial American Literature 

Colonial American literature is writing that emerged from the original U.S. colonies during the period from 

1607 to the late 1700s. It was largely influenced by British writers, and was created to inform people 

about colonial life, religious disputes and settlement issues. Many of the characteristics of Colonial 

American literature can be found in the poems, journals, letters, narratives, histories and teaching 

materials written by settlers, religious figures and historical icons of the period. Colonial American 

literature includes the writings of Mary Rowlandson, William Bradford, Anne Bradstreet and John 

Winthrop. 

  ا[��UVRري اFrI�#e اeدب

 b£�� و]$. ١٧٠٠s أوا�q إ�X ١٦٠٧ #S ا� �Vة q{ل اNP¨e" ا�N#eآN" ا����UVQات #S ���ت ا�FV ا�c�Vr" ه� اFrI�#e ا[��UVRري اeدب

Xإ� $Z �NJآ S# YJ[ ب�Vrا� ،SNNL�WI�Jا� K½\Lم وأ}j ا���س S ¤�Nا�� "Iر��UVR]ت ،.ا�G}¯ا� "N�I$ا� �I��[و "I�QVا� .$I$Uا� S# 

no�pq دبeا Fآ�N#eري ا��UVR]ا FG Sr�I ر��Uا� ��NP FG ،$o�p%ت، ا�}iوا�� ،Yo�Rت، وا���Iا��وا ��¯Iر�bاد و�وا�� 

"N�NPUVا� "c�Vr# S# YJ[ ،SN���VQت ا���Np¯\وا� "N�I$ز ا��وا��# "N¯Iر�Vة ��_¤ ا��V دب. ا�eري ا��UVR]ا FrI�#eا S��VI ت�c�Vآ 

Rowlandson ،©I�# م�Nرد، و��Gاد�c ن� KI�VRاد�c وب���Iن و�m.  

Aspects and Characteristics of Colonial American Literature   

Historical 

One of the major characteristics of Colonial American literature is its historical aspects, which evolved over 

time during the 400 years since its beginnings. Great figures from American history have also 

contributed to this genre, such as John Smith and William Penn. 

{Lا�m no�pqدب وeا Fآ�N#eة ا��UVQا��  

F¯Iر�b  

 #�_ R�" ٤٠٠ q{ل ا��]K #�ور #Wb k�رت وا�FV ا��Vرm ،"N¯I�ا��JL هF ا����UVQة اFrI�#e اeدب #S ا��NQNo" ا�¯S# no�p واZ$ة

��b�Iا$c .$[و Kه��R ت�Np¯� ة�NJآ S# �Iر�Vا� Fآ�N#eا ��Iأ Xع، ه_ا إ��ا�� Y�# ن�m wN�R ©Nو� Sc.  

Narrative 

Colonial American literature is characterized by the narrative, which was used extensively during this 

period. Most of the literary works of this genre are composed of letters, journals, biographies and 

memoirs. An example is Mary Rowlandson's narrative account, "The Sovereignty and Goodness of 

God: Being a Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson." This narrative 

gives an insider's account of a colonist being captured by Native Americans and describes the heavy 

hostility between the Native Americans and colonists. Rowland's story is categorized as an 

autobiography and a captivity narrative. 
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"Iا��وا  

hN�VIدب وeري ا��UVR]ا FrI�#eا S# ،د�Qم آ�ن ا�_ي ا�$¯VQI XP��ل #vU© وrVb�ن. ا� �Vة ه_¤ q{ل وا�WL kRق eا "Ncدeا S# ه_ا 

 وا�¯�NR �Nدة" ا��Qد، Rowlandson FG #�ري �QZب XP اP�#e" و#S. وا��_آ�ات ا�_اNb" وا��NQ وا��i{ت، ا��S# ،Yo�R ا���ع

S# ¾ي: ا�iIد و�Qا� S# �R]ء ا�NZة وإ$NQري ا��# Rowlandson ."د ه_ا�Qا� FWUI ب�QZ S# Yqا�$ا S# ��UVQا�� ©VI ¤�Rأ 

S# YJ[ د�ا���� ا��� ypIاء و$Uا� yN�Uا� SNc د�ا��� SI��UVQوا�� .©VI yN�pb "p%ا� $L]رو ��L£c ة�NR "Nbذا "Iوروا �Reا.  

Religion and Poetry 

Religion is also another characteristic of Colonial American literature and can be found mostly in Puritan 

writings. The Puritans wrote about the religious foundations of many of their settlements, especially 

the exodus from Britain, and employed the constant theme that God should be worshipped. They also 

used texts that prepared them for worship. This literature helped spread the message of God, 

suggesting that "life was a test" and the soul would face damnation if that test was failed. Ambition 

and hard work were continuously stressed. Many of the Puritan works were written in poetry form. 

Anne Bradstreet's poetry, the "Bay Psalm Book," and Pastor Edward Taylor's "Preparatory Mediations" 

are good examples of religious texts of the era. It was this type of writing that led to the Puritanism and 

Great Awakening movements. Non-Puritan writers also used religion to show the religious tension 

between the Colonial settlers and Native Americans. 

SI$ا� �U\وا�  

SI$ا� �ه ��Iأ "�R ى�qأ S# ت��R دبeا Fآ�N#eة ا��UVQا�� Sr�Iر و��Uا� ��NP FG {��~ا� FG ت�c�Vrا� FVL�VQbو�Jا� .{Vدون آ$\Vا�� 

� Z�لReا "N�I$ا� $I$UP� S# ،ت����VQا�� "¨�qة و�iه S# ي�iIو�NL�WI�c ��#ا$¯VRع ا���# ��VQ# �Lأ F~J�I $JUI ¾ا .

$. ��JUPدة ��© أ$ت ا�FV ا��p�ص أ��I اVR¯$#�ا�R دب ه_اeا �\L "��Rا¾، ر ��# FZ�I ن£c "ة�Nا�� Fر ه�JVqوا��وح" ا �mا�VR 

"�UPا� �آ�ن � KP\G ر ه_ا�JVq]ار وأآ$ت. ا��VR�c ح��Wا� Y�Uا�\�ق وا� .KJVآ $I$Uا� S# ل��eا FVL�VQbو�Jا� FG Yr� �U\ا� .

�U\ا� FG ن� ،KI�VRاد�c "ب�Vآ �N#اhا�� �NPq"، � FG ^Pb ا�$p�P� "N�I�ص Nm$ة أ#�P"" ا�I�N��V" ا�����Rت" PI�b�ر إدوارد وا�%

"J%ع ه_ا آ�ن. ا���ا�� S# "c�Vrا� FVأدت ا� Xإ� Á �Vا� K#hVآ�ت وا��Zة و��pى ا��Jrا� .�N� FVL�VQbو�Jب ا��Vrا� ��Iام أ$¯VRا 

SI$ر ا����j �b�Vا� F�I$ا� SNc SN���VQد ا���ة وا�����UVQا��.  

TheEnlightenment 

In the 18th century, the Enlightenment showed a great shift in Colonial American literature from a religious 

foundation to scientific reasoning applied to human nature, society, culture and political awareness. 

Many texts were written in pamphlet or narrative form and challenged the role of God and religious 

life, seeking to replace them with reason. Rational thought and science were the new themes. "The 

Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin" and the pamphlet "Common Sense" by Thomas Paine explored 

many of these new ideas. Similar texts also led the way to more awareness of social, economic and 

scientific issues. The American Revolution had a large part to play in the shifting of ideas. 
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�I��Vا�  

FG ١٨ ا�%�نthأ��� �I��Vا� ]��b ا�NJآ FG ة��UVQدب ا��eا Fآ�N#eا S# "QRz# "N�I$ا� X¹ إ�W�ا�� F�PUا� F%NJWVا� "UNJW� ن�QLjا 

k�Viوا�� "G�%وا�� F ا�$N�I"، وا���Nة ا¾ دور و�b$ى ا��Qد أ��rل #Yr� S أو آFG {NV ا��p�ص #S ا�I$U$ آKJV. ا�FR�NQ وا��

FUQوا� Y�V� ��P�# k# Y%Uا� .�Nr Vوا� FL}%Uا� F�PUوا� kNا���P� ة$I$iة. "ا��NQا� "Nbا�_ا SN#�i�J� SNPrLا�G "{NVوآ "�" ا�NPQ© ا��

S# YJ[ س�#�b SI�c K \آ  $I$Uا� S# ¤_ر ه�rGeة ا$I$iص. ا��pL "P���# أدت ��Iأ "PNRو $Ih�� S# F�I��%��c "N ا����Vm]ا 

"Iد�pV[]وا "N�PUرة. وا��ا�� "Nآ�N#eء آ�ن اhm �NJآ {UP� FG YI��b ر�rGeا.  
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Romanticism  

Lecture Three  

:"#$%# 

Influence of European Romanticism on American writers 

The European Romantic movement reached America in the early 19th century. American Romanticism was 

just as multifaceted and individualistic as it was in Europe. Like the Europeans, the American Romantics 

demonstrated a high level of moral enthusiasm, commitment to individualism and the unfolding of the self, 

an emphasis on intuitive perception, and the assumption that the natural world was inherently good, while 

human society was filled with corruption. 

�N�£b "NQL�#ا��و "Ncوروeا XP  اNrI�#e" ا��Vrب 

KP¨ا���آ" و "NQL�#ا��و "Ncوروeا FG "NrI�#eا .Yo١٩ ا�%�ن أواth .ء�mو FrI�#]ا "NQL�#ا��و «%G دة$UV#و �mوeا "Iآ�ن آ�� وا� �د FG 

�cأورو .Y�# ،SNNcوروeا KJن أ��NQL�#ا��و "NrI�#eا XP�ل #VQ�ى  S# ا����س ،F]}qeام اhVوا[� "Iا� �د y\rVbات، و_P� hNآ�Vا� 

XP  .ا� �Qد #k ا�J\�ي ا��k�Vi ا#FG SNZ ¡V أ¨{، Nm$ة آ�KL ا�FUNJW ا���U© أن ا�VGاض وNR$Z XP"، # ��م 

��ان......... 

Romanticism became popular in American politics, philosophy and art. The movement appealed to the 

revolutionary spirit of America as well as to those longing to break free of the strict religious traditions of 

early settlement. The Romantics rejected rationalism and religious intellect. It appealed to those in 

opposition of Calvinism, which includes the belief that the destiny of each individual is preordained. The 

Romantic movement gave rise to New England Transcendentalism which portrayed a less restrictive 

relationship between God and Universe. The new philosophy presented the individual with a more personal 

relationship with God. Transcendentalism and Romanticism appealed to Americans in a similar fashion, for 

both privileged feeling over reason, individual freedom of expression over the restraints of tradition and 

custom. It often involved a rapturous response to nature. It encouraged the rejection of harsh, rigid 

Calvinism, and promised a new blossoming of American culture.  

K�J¨أ "NQL�#ا��و "NJU� FG "R�NQا� ،"Nآ�N#eا " QP وا� S ت. وا�$��L "آ�Z Xا��وح إ� "Iر�ا�� "NrI�#eو�½^ وآ_�^ اe ق�ا�\ Xإ� 

 وا�_ي �FG ^Pb ،�N�N ��rP ا���Uر�" و��L$ت. ا�$F�I وا� �r ا�NL}%U" ا��و#�NQL�ن ر�rJ# .uGة �QVP�I" ا��pر#" ا�$N�I" ا�S# $N��%V ا���Vر

S��VI د�%V{]" ¨�رت ا�FV ا���N��UV ا� QP � اNL $L}~L� ���ر إ�X ا��و#�NQL" ا���آ" أV�# .XW�#" ه� �Gد آc �Np# Y£ن ا[ Y[أ 

{]" وm�د #P� k �د I$m$ة QPG " ]$م. وا�r�ن ا¾ NN%b SNc$ا "Np¯� k# ¾أآ�� ا .$��L � QP ا� �N��UVا�� "NQL�#وا��و SNNآ�N#¡� "%I�Wc 

،"P���# اء�R "JQ���c ر�U\� hN�# ل}q Y%Uا� "Iا��� "Iوا� �د �NJUVا� XP اc�iVR" ا�NZeن #S آ�W�I FG �N�ي أ�L. وا��Uف ا�N[ $N��%V�د 

FR��Z "UNJWP� .��VUi� XP ،uGر "NR�%ة ا�$#�m ،مhQ Prا� $  .ا�N#eآI$m "G�%�P� "N$ة ازده�ر #�PZ" وو

American Romanticism embraced the individual and rebelled against the confinement of neoclassicism and 

religious tradition. The Romantic movement in America created a new literary genre that continues to 

influence American writers. Novels, short stories, and poems replaced the sermons and manifestos of yore. 

Romantic literature was personal, intense, and portrayed more emotion than ever seen in neoclassical 

literature. America's preoccupation with freedom became a great source of motivation for Romantic writers 

as many were delighted in free expression and emotion without so much fear of ridicule and controversy.  
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K��VZا �rI�#أ "NQL�#دوا ا� �د ا��و��bو XP �Jا�� S# "I$NP%Vا� "�I$ا�� $N��%Vوا� "N�I$ء. ا��\Lا���آ" إ "NQL�#ا��و FG �rI�#ع أ�L $I$m 

"Ncدeا FVال [ ا�hb ��zb ب�Vrا� SNNآ�N#eال. ا$JVRت ا�Iا��وا np%ة وا��Np%ا� $o�p%وا� {W¯ت وا��L�NJوا� FG م�Ieا Fا��دب آ�ن. ا�¯eا 

FQL�#ا��و ،"Np¯\ة، ا�$I$� رت�أآ�� و¨ S# " ��Uا� XP k# "I�Z أ#�Nآ� ا�\��Y ا�\~Y أ¨ÂJ. ا�I$i$ ا�FrNR}r اeدب FG ا[�{ق 

  .وا�i$ل ا�S# "I�¯Q ا�q �N�r�ف دون وا���U " ا�S# "I�Z �NJUV آ�UR FG �N$اء وآ�L�ا رو#��VrP� FQLب ا�S# hN �V آ�NJا #p$را

 

They also put more effort into the psychological development of their characters, and the main characters 

typically displayed extremes of sensitivity and excitement. 

The works of the Romantic Era also differed from preceding works in that they spoke to a wider audience, 

partly reflecting the greater distribution of books as costs came down during the period. The Romantic 

period saw an increase in female authors and also female readers. 

�دة ا��NQNo" ا�\¯�Npت و�ض ��b�Np¯\P©، ا�� FQ ا���� FG ا�S# $�i ا��Ih$ أ��I و�U�ا "G�WVا�� S# "NR�Qرة ا����jوا.  

�p أ��ل "NQL�#ا��و yPV¯b ��Iأ S# ل��eا "%c�Qا� S# wNZ ��Lأ K�$�b Xر إ����m ،kRأو ��# �rUI �Nohm دة�Iز kIز�b {Vrا� 

yN��rbر آ����Lل ا}q ¤_ة ه�V ة ��$ت. ا��V دة ا��Iز FG "NQL�#ا��و S# ب�Vrث وا�%�اء ا��Ljث ا�Ljا ��Iأ.  

Poe, Emerson, and Hawthorne are near perfect representations for Romanticism. Poe's poetry has that 

happy, lyrical, and metrical verse. His subjects may be gloomy, but his poems contain sentimentality and 

supernatural characteristics and are about exploring the human psyche. For example, "The Raven" is about a 

sleepless narrator who is absolutely haunted by a raven. This man is mourning the death of his lost Lenore 

and is very melancholy. The raven shows up and makes his perch and will not leave. 

 ]o�p$¤ و�Sr #�ا�rb "�b�[ ،�UN�ن ]$. و#�زون ���No"، ا°I"، أن �I$� $NUR ا�\�U. ا��و#��JI�[ "N���# YN��V� "NQL هF وه���رن اR��I�ن،

V�b XP�ي " �� no�pqر]" و�q "UNJWP� ف�\rVRوا S �XP. ا�I�\J" ا��  YNJR ،ور" وا�~�اب" ا����ل$b ل�Z رق ا��اويeا SI_ا� 

  . I~�در  و�# S��U[ و��vI YUiI ا�~�اب. m$ا وhZن I �� $%G��ر و�Gة ا��$اد ا��Ym ه_ا. ا�~�اب ]�W# �#��b S# YJرد

 The man asks questions about grief, but the raven will only answer "nevermore." This event would never 

occur in real life, which makes the poem Romantic. The poem also is about exploring the depths of this 

man's grief. Similarly, Emerson is Romantic. Actually he is transcendental, but this can be seen as an 

offshoot of Romanticism.  

Ymل ا��£QI "P½Rل أ�Z ،نhا�� Srف ا�~�اب و��R {NiI «%G "�N� $Uc ا$cث �© ا��$ث وه_ا". أ$�I FG k[ة، وا�Nا�� �#eا�_ي ا YUiI 

 ا��F��UV، ه� ا��ا]FG k. رو#�FQL ه� اR��I�ن وY����c،. ا��Ym ه_ا ا��hن أ��ق اrVR\�ف S أ��I هF ا�%Np$ة. ا��و#�NQL" ا�%Np$ة

Srو� Sr�I أن �v�I Xه_ا إ� XP �Lأ "%�J�# S "NQL�#ا��و.  

In "Self Reliance," Emerson espouses the ideas of Transcendentalism. He tells the reader things like the 

importance of trusting oneself and that we don't know everything by knowledge; some things are learned 

through experience. The philosophy makes sense but is "out there" enough for it to be hard to incorporate 

into everyday life. Discussing abstract ideas without translation to real life is Romantic as well. In his poem 

"Give All to Love," he also talks of the importance to trusting oneself and giving oneself over to the divine 

power of love. In Hawthorne's short stories, these abstract qualities take on a symbolic meaning. In "The 

Birthmark," Alymer was so involved in achieving perfection that he ended up killing his wife in the process. 

As virtual mentor says, "Nature in romantic literature is moral; it bears symbolic meaning, and humans who 
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challenge it with inadequate respect for the immanent power of the divine generally learn lessons in 

humility" (virtual mentor).  

FG "د��V #F� Sء آ�UL Yف [ وأL�� ا�� � ا��%" أه�Y�# "N أ��Nء �P%�رئ I%�ل. ا���N��UV ا� QP � أ�rGر X�JVb اR��I�ن" ا�_ات XP ا[

،"G�Uا�� ©VIو K�PUb uUc ء�N�eا S# ل}q "c�iVا� ." QPG S# F%W�ا�� Srه��ك" و� "�# F rI S# Ymن أن أ�rI S# {Upرج أن ا�$b FG 

S أ�VI ��I$ث ،"ا��} آFG �b$Np[ "©I$%V� Y. أ��I ا��و#�NQL" هF ا��%N%N" ا���Nة �m�b FG" دون ا���iدة ا�rGeر #��]\". ا�N�N#" ا���Nة 

"Nا��%" أه� �Q �� ء�W�i# _q£b XPدة ا�p �ت ه_¤ ه���رن، ]�Npة ]FG np. ا��} #S إ��N" ]$رة #e Sآ�� ا�� � وإ X�U# يh#ر .FG 

 FG ا�I" :"UNJW%�ل ا�VGjا�F ا����$ آ��. ا�NP�U" ه_¤ FG زوYV%c �Vm اX�VL ا�L ا���rل Alymer ¹N%�b ا��\�رآ" FG ذ�^ وآ�ن ،"ا�\�#""

 FG دروm ©PUVP� �R�ه�ي اN��j" ا�%�ة آ �U� "I$م ا[�VZام #�VI k$ون ا�_SI وا�J\� ر#Yc Y��I X�U# ،�Ih أq{]F، ه� ا��و#�FQL اeدب

kا��Vا� �#��  ).ا��vه�I" ا����$" (

Who are they again?  

So who were these Romanticism writers? First of all they were a diverse group of individuals varying from 

different backgrounds and styles, but  one thing that they had in common was that they were all 

individualistic minded writers. Here is a list of the authors below with their major works and importance: 

Nathaniel Hawthorne- "Young Goodman Brown", "The Scarlet Letter", "The House of Green Gables", one 

of the anti-romantics. 

Edgar Allan Poe- "Narrative of Arthur Gordon Rym", "A Tell Tale Heart", "The Raven", inventor of the 

American short short, known for his Gothic writings, and viewed the countryside as a phantasm or an 

illusionary mental image. 

Washington Irving-"Rip Van Winkle", "Sleepy Hollow", is the father of American Literature, saw the 

country as a escape from city life, and fought for copyright infringement laws for authors. 

Walt Whitman- the controversial "Leaves of Grass", "Franklin Evans", one of the bridge poets between 

American Romanticism and the 20th century.  

Henry David Thoreau- "Civil Disobedience", he was a practical transcendentalist. 

Harriet Beecher Stowe- "Uncle Tom's Cabin". the "little lady who started the Civil War" and kept European 

nations from aiding the south in the Civil War. 

James Fenimore Cooper- "The Last of the Mohicans" and was the father of the American novel. 

Emily Dickinson- "is My verse...alive", one of the bridge poets between American Romanticism and the 

20th century. 

S# ©ى؟ #�ة ه�qأ  

XVZ SI_ا ا��Lء آ�]zب ه�Vr؟ ا�"NQL�#أو[ ا��و YJ[و Yا آ�Lآ� "��i# "��V# S# اد�Geا S# ت�N Pq " PV¯# {N��Rوأ ،" PV¯# Srء و�F\ا� 

$NZ�آ�ن ا�_ي ا� ©�I$� FG ك�V\ا�� �ه ©�Lا أ�Lآ� �UN�m ب�Vrا� "Iا� �د �Nr Vوه��. ا� "�o] S# ب�Vrا� ¤�Lأد k# ©����  :وأه�N" ا��NQNo" أ

YNL���L ،رن���ب" ه�J\د#�ن ا��اون ��c"، "ي ا���فh#�%ا�"، "KNc ت�L�P�iا� ��qeة ،"ا$Zوا S# SNNQL�#ا����دة ا��و Y�.  

S وا���Uوف اNrI�#e"، ا�%�Np ا�Np[ Ymeة #¯�Vع ،"ا�~�اب" و ،"I�rZ" ا]�ل ا�%A {P" ،"ر�R ©Iد ��ردون �ر��" c�، أ[ن إد��ر 

�b�c�Vآ ،"N��%ا� KUPوا� XP yIر¤ ا���JV�c ©ه�Vرة أو ا��¨ "Nوه� "NP%Uا�.  

 #S و�Zرc�ا ا��$�NZ ،"�Iة #S ا���وب ا�c $PJ�¨ �� اFrI�#e، اeدب وا�$ ه� ،"ه��� FJNPR" ،"و�G Yr�Iن رI}" اNG�I��، وا��SW ��$ت

Ymأ SNLا�ي ]$UVا� XP ¹Z y�zا�� S  .ا��Vrب 
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Kن، وا���VIو �Nل ا���$iP� "أوراق {\Uا�"، "SNPrLا�G hL� Iة ،"ا$Zوا S# اء�U\ا ا��Qm SNc "NQL�#ا��و "NrI�#e٢٠ وا�%�ن اth.  

  .ا�YUVQ# "NP�U آ�ن ،"ا��$FL ا��NpUن" ��رو، دN I$ ه��ي

KNIه�ر �\VNc ،�VR "خ�آ ©Uم ا��b ."X%cة" أ$NR �N~pأت ا�_ي ا�$c ا���ب "NPهeوا�$ول" ا "Ncوروeا S$ة �Q# ب��iا� FG ا���ب 

"NPهeا.  

� وآ�ن�Nm ر��N�NG �c�آ "�q� S# Mohicans "$وا� "Iا��وا "NrI�#eا.  

FPN#ن، إ�Q�rI" د�ه "I°ي ا$Pc  ...XP $N[ ة�Nة ،"ا��$Zوا S# اء�U\ا ا��Qm SNc "NQL�#ا��و "NrI�#e٢٠ وا�%�ن اth  
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Lecture Four 

Realism 

:"#$%# 

American realism 

American realismwas an early 20th century idea in art, music and literature that showed through these 

different types of work, reflections of the time period. Whether it was a cultural portrayal, or a scenic view 

of downtown New York City, these images and works of literature, music and painting depicted a 

contemporary view of what was happening; an attempt at defining what was real.  

KLآ� "NU[ا�ا� "NrI�#eا FG K[و �rJ# ة�rG ٢٠ ا�%�نth FG X%NR�ا�� S دب وا�eوا FVأ���ت وا� S# ل}q ¤_اع ه�Leا " PV¯ا�� S# 

،Y�Uت ا��R�rULة ا�V ا� "N�#hاء. ا��R ا آ�ن�I�pb ،FG�%� ا������ #\�ه$ة أو "NUNJWا� "c}¯ا� S# «Rو "�I$# رك�I�NL . ، ¤_ر ه�pا� 

��لeوا X%NR�دب ا��eوا ©Rرت وا���¨ "�mو �vL ة�¨�U# XP  .F%N%Z ه� #� �I$�V$ #��و�" �I$ث؛ آ�ن #� 

Realism in American Literature, 1860-1890 

In American literature, the term "realism" encompasses the period of time from the Civil War to the turn of 

the century during which William Dean Howells, Rebecca Harding Davis, Henry James, Mark Twain, and 

others wrote fiction devoted to accurate representation and an exploration of American lives in various 

contexts. As the United States grew rapidly after the Civil War, the increasing rates of democracy and 

literacy, the rapid growth in industrialism and urbanization, an expanding population base due to 

immigration, and a relative rise in middle-class affluence provided a fertile literary environment for readers 

interested in understanding these rapid shifts in culture. In drawing attention to this connection, Amy Kaplan 

has called realism a "strategy for imagining and managing the threats of social change" (Social Construction 

of American Realism ix).  

"NU[ا�ا� FG دبeا ،FrI�#e١٨٩٠-١٨٦٠ ا  

FG دبeا ،FrI�#eن اG ÂPWp# ""NU[ا�ا� "Y�\I ة�VG S# S#hا� S# ا���ب "NPهeا Xإ� kPW# ا�%�ن ���}q م�Nو� hه�و� ،$N� �rNJIر 

��Iه�رد ،�N Iه��ي د ،��Nm رك�# ،SI�b ©ه�Nو� {Vل آ�N¯ا� "R�rا�� YN��V� ¹N[د XP. #¯�NR " PV]�ت FG ا�NZ SNNrI�#eة اrVR\�ف و

" ا���V$ة ا��[�Iت K�L آ���Qc $Uc ا���ب ،"NPهeا $Iاhbت و]$U# "G�U# ا�%�اءة "c�Vrوا� ،"Nا��%�I$وا� �وا��� kI�Qا� FG "NUN�pVا� 

،���Vة وا�$�[ kR�Vا� FL�rQا� {JQc ،ة�iع ا��� bوار FJQL FG "%JWا� "WR�Vا���اء ا��. �Gو "½Nc �Ncاد  "Jpq اء�%P� SN�Vا��� FG ©�G ¤_ه 

 ا�S# �NN~V ا�I$�V$ات وإدارة �YN¯VP ا�VRاNiNb"" ا��ا]NU" آ�c{ن اF�I دK ا�p$د، ه_ا إ�X ا[FG K � ¤�JVL. ا��%�FG "G ا�UI�Q" ا��V�[ت

F��Vm]ء" (ا��Jا� F��Vm]ا S# "NU[ا�ا� "NrI�#eا kR�Vا�.(  

Realism was a movement that encompassed the entire country, or at least the Midwest and South, although 

many of the writers and critics associated with realism (notably W. D. Howells) were based in New 

England. Among the Midwestern writers considered realists would be Joseph Kirkland, E. W. Howe, and 

Hamlin Garland; the Southern writer John W. DeForest'sMiss Ravenal's Conversion from Secession to 

Loyalty is often considered a realist novel, too. 

KLآ� "NU[ا�آ" ا��Z KP�� د}Jا� ،��Pأو آ XP Y[eا�~�ب. ا «Rوeب، ا��iوا� XP ا���WJb" وا��%�د ا��Vrب #S ا�I$U$ واVR�$ت #S ا���© 

"NU[ا�ا� )] ��NR WD hت) ه�و�$�VRا FG �NL $L}~Lا .SNc ب�Vrا� SNNU[ا�ا�~�ب ا� «Rو]ا �v�وا� ��NG yIز�m ،$L}آ�Nه�و آ EW، و
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SNP#؛ ه�$L]ر�m YI��Vا� {b�rن ا��m ب ووآ���m DeForest'sMiss Ravenal S# ل�p L]ا X[ء إ��ا� �J��� �# �JVUb "Iروا ،"NU[وا 

��Iأ.  

American Realism 

Description: 

Like all the terms relating to literary movements, the term is loose and somewhat equivocal.  American 

Realism began as a reaction to and a rejection of Romanticism, with its emphasis on emotion, imagination, 

and the individual.  The movement began as early as the 1830's but reached prominence and held sway from 

the end of the Civil War to around the end of the nineteenth century.  The movement was centered in fiction, 

particularly the novel.  It attempted fidelity to real life, or "actuality," in its representation.  The realist 

concerns himself with the here and now, centering his work in his own time, dealing with common-place 

everyday events and people, and with the socio-political climate of his day . 

y¨�ا�:  

Y�# kN�m ت��PWpا�� "%PUVا���آ�ت ا�� ،"Ncدeه_ا ا ÂPWpض ا��� �G "QJVP#و Xإ� $Z �# .أت$c "NU[ا�ا� "NrI�#eآ�د ا YUG uGور 

،"NQL�#ا��و k# ه�hNآ�b XP " ��Uل، ا��N¯أت. وا� �د وا�$c "ا���آ FG K[و �rJ# S# م� ١٨٣٠ ���r� K~Pc دت ���ة�Rو _�# "I��L 

 ا��%N%N"، ا���Nة FG اqj{ص و�Zو�K. ا��وا��NR "I و[ ا�¯�Nل، FG ا���آ" #�آh وآ�ن. \� ا�kR�V ا�%�ن Z "I��L�ا�F إ�X اeهNP" ا���ب

��b �Pآh وا°ن، ه�� #¹PUVb �Q L k ا��ا]FG ��PN��b ."NU" ا��ا]k" أو FG �V[ا�¯�ص، و Y#�UVوا� k# ك�V\ن ا���r# اث$Zeا "N#�Nوا���س، ا� 

k#ا����خ و F��Vm]ا FR�NQوا� FG ¤�p.  

Major Writers                                                 Representative Works  �P��# ل�� ا

Samuel Clemens, fiction                                     The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,Life on the Mississippi  

                                                                        "Fenimore Cooper's Literary Offenses", 

                                                                         A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court 

  

Bret Harte, short fiction                                     Selected Stories of Bret Harte  "The Outcasts of Poker 

Flat""The Luck  

                                                                         of Roaring Camp" 

Ambrose Bierce, fiction                                       Tales of Soldiers and Civilian (1891) 

William Dean Howells, fiction, essays                 A Modern Instance (1882),  The Rise of Silas Lapham, A 

Hazard of New  

                                                                        Fortunes وات�� 

Henry James, fiction                                          "Daisy Miller,"  Portrait of  A Lady, The American, The Turn 

of the Screw 

Edith Wharton, fiction                                       The House of Mirth, Ethan Frome, The Age of Innocence 

Kate Chopin, fiction                                           The Awakening 

George Washington Cable, fiction                        The Grandissimes , Old Creole Days 

Joel Chandler Harris, fiction                                Uncle Remus stories 
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Charles Chestnutt, fiction                                    The Conjure Woman (1899), The House Behind the Cedars 

(1900)   

                                                                        "The Goophered Grapevine,""The Passing of Grandison" 

Paul Lawrence Dunbar, poet 

Hamlin Garland, fiction                                       "Under the Lion's Paw" 

  

Common Themes and Elements in Realism  

Pragmatism 

literature of the common-place 

attempts to represent real life 

ordinary people--poor and middle class 

ordinary speech in dialect--use of vernacular 

recent or contemporary life 

subject matter presented in an unidealized, unsentimentalized way 

democratic function of literature 

social criticism--effect on audience is key 

presents indigenous American life 

importance of place--regionalism, "local color" 

sociology and psychology 

  ا��ا]�V\# FG "NUآ" ��¨� ���Nت

"NU[وا  

  #\�Vك، #�rن FG اeدب

  ا���Nة وا]YN��V� k #��و[ت

  وا��V�WR" ا� %�Nة ا�JW%" - ا��UدSNI ا���س

"�Pآ "Iد� FG "i�Pام - ا�$¯VRا "N#�Uا�  

"�I$ة أو ا���¨�Uة ا���Nا��  

  I�Wc unidealized unsentimentalized%" ا�����ع �ض

"Nا��%�I$ا� " N� دبeا  

F ا��%$��Vm]ا - �N�£b XP  ا�� �Vح ه� ا���i�ر 

  اNP¨e" اNrI�#e" ا���Nة و�UIض

"Nن أه��rا�� - ،"N�NP[jن" ا�Pا� FPا���"  

©P  ا�� � وP© ا[��Vmع 
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Lecture Five  

Naturalism  

:"#$%# 

American Naturalism in Literature  

American literary naturalism is a literary movement that became popular in late-nineteenth-century America 

and is often associated with literary realism. The term naturalism was initially coined by Emile Zola, the 

renowned French author who is also credited as a key figure in the development of French literary 

naturalism. In the late nineteenth century, the literary movement became popular all over Europe, from 

England to Russia. American writers were particularly influenced by the British and French models and 

began to adapt the form to reflect American social, economic, and cultural conditions. Viewed as a 

combination of realism and romanticism, critics contend that the American form is heavily influenced by the 

concept of determinism—the theory that heredity and environment influence determine human behavior.  

"Ncدeا "NrI�#eا �ا���آ" ه "Ncدeا FVا� K�J¨أ "NJU� FG �qا�%�ن أوا kR�Vا� �\ �rI�#ا وأ�Nوآ� �# «Jb�I k# "NU[ا�ا� "Ncدeغ و]$. ا�¨ 

FG "Iا$Jا� ÂPWpا�� �NUNJWزو[،  ا� {b�rا� FQL� ا� �N�\ا�_ي ا� km�I �Nا� Y� ا� ��Iأ "Np¯� "NQNoر FG �I�Wb "Ncدeا "NQL� ا� .FG 

�qا�%�ن أوا kR�Vا� ،�\ K�J¨ا���آ" أ "Ncدeا "NJU� FG kN�m ء��Lأ ،�cأورو S# ا�VPiLإ Xإ� �NRت. رو��£b Yr\c ص�q S# ب�Vrا� 

SNNآ�N#eا����ذج ا "NL�WI�Jا� "NQL� أ وا�$cو FG yNrVا� k# ذج�ا��� �rUV� "NrI�#eا "N��Vm]ا "Iد�pV[]وا "NG�%وف وا���vوا� .�v�I ��Nإ� 

XP ��Lأ �Ih# S# "NU[ا�ا��%�د ا�،"NQL�#آ$ون وا��وzI ذج أن�ا��� S# FrI�#eا ��£VI Yr\c �NJم آ�� �c ،"N�Vا�� "I�v�ا� "Po�%ن ا�£c �N�£b 

 ا�J\�ي ا�PQ�ك I$�b$ وا�NJ½" ا��را�"

Although naturalism is often associated with realism, which also seeks to accurately represent human 

existence, the two movements are differentiated by the fact that naturalism is connected to the doctrine of 

biological, economic, and social determinism. In their short fiction, naturalist writers strive to depict life 

accurately through an exploration of the causal factors that have shaped a character's life as well as a 

deterministic approach to the character's thoughts and actions. Therefore, instead of free will, a naturalist 

depicts a character's actions as determined by environmental forces. 

XP q{ل #S ا���آSNc SNV وا�¹I� V اFL�QLj، ا��m�د YN��V� "[$c أXUQb ��I وا�FV ا��ا]Jb�I k# ،"NU» #� آ��Nا ا�NUNJW" أن #S ا���© 

"%N%Z أن �NUNJWا� «Jb�I ة$N%U� "Nm���NJا� "Iد�pV[]وا "N��Vm]وا "N�Vا�� .FG ل�N¯ا�¯�¨" ا� ©�c �Np%ب ا��Vrوا� "UNJWا� XUQb �I�pV� 

��ل ا���ف �rGeر ا����L "N�V وآ_�^ �¯�NZ "Npة �KPr ا�FV ا��JJQ" ا�U�ا#Y اrVR\�ف q{ل #c S$]" ا���Nةeوا .،^�_� ]$c S# رادةjا 

  .ا�N½NJ" ا�%�ى ¤I%�ر ��� و�Z �%Gف ا�mjاءات ا�pI "UNJW�ر وه� ا���ة،

��ان......... 

American literary naturalism came to the forefront of popular literature during a time of tremendous cultural 

and economic upheaval in the United States; in the late nineteenth century, industrialization, urbanization, 

mechanization, and an influx of immigrants from all over the world resulted in extreme changes on the 

American landscape. The short fiction of American literary naturalism depicts the experiences of 

impoverished and uneducated people living in squalor and struggling to survive in a harsh, indifferent world. 

Major thematic concerns of the form include the fight for survival—man against nature and man against 

society; violence; the consequences of sex and sex as a commodity; the waste of individual potential because 
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of the conditioning forces of life; and man's struggle with his animalistic, base instincts. As a result, the 

short stories of this literary movement are often regarded as depressing, slice-of-life documentations of sad, 

unfulfilled lives. A handful of significant American authors, such as Stephen Crane, Theodore Dreiser, and 

Frank Norris, utilized the form, which noticeably declined in popularity by the early twentieth century. 

Critics note, however, the literary movement's continuing influence on contemporary American authors. 

 وFG ا���V$ة، ا��[�Iت FG وا[]�pVدI" وا��%�NG" ا���Po" ا[��Wا�cت #�VG Sة q{ل ا�\FJU اeدب وا�m" إ�X اFrI�#e اeد�NUNJW "Ncا� �mء

�qا�%�ن أوا kR�Vا� ،�\ kR�Vا��UN�pVا� ،FLا��Uا� ،"�rN¹ وا��G$bو SI�mا���� S# kN�m ء��Lأ ©��Uأدت ا� Xات إ��N~b $I$\ا� XP "Z�Qا� 

"NrI�#eا ."p%ة وا��Np%ا� �NUNJWا� "Ncدeا FrI�#eر ا�pb رب�ib ب�U\ة ا��N% ا� �Nو� "�PUVا�� SI_ن ا��\NUI FG وف�� "Iرh# 

XP ا�J%�ء ا��Ym، أS# Ym ا�r �ح P� Y�\b���ذج ا��NQNo" ا���ا�NUN" ��ا��J# .Yل ��N ]�س ��© FG ا�J%�ء أS# Ym و�G�rI�ن $N[ ة�Nا�� 

$� "UNJWن ا��QLjوا $� ،k�Viا�� ،y�Uوا� �o�V�وا� "Jb�Vا�� XP ��iا� ��iوا� ،"UPQآ "UN�#ت و�L�r#j}� "Iات ا� �د�%JJQc yNNrb 

�k# �P ا�QLjن و¨�اع ا���Nة، ،FLا�NZ ة$�[ hoا�~�ا.  

"iNVLو ^�_� np%ة ا��Np%ا� S# ¤_ا���آ" ه "Ncدeو ا FG �Nآ� S# ،ن�NZeا "WJ�#�JVUb ¹o���ا� "�I�� ،ه��� "�IhZ S# ،رواحeا ©� ©VI 

  .��c ا���Gء

"� Z S# ب�Vrا� "NrI�#eا���#"، ا Y�# S NVR ،SIدور آ��Nb ،رhIدرا ^Lا�Gو ،�Iر�L ا�#$¯VRذج، ا�ا�_ي ا��� u ¯Lا Yr\c ظ��P# FG 

"NJU� S# Yoا�%�ن أوا SI�\Uا��%�د. ا� ÁZ}I k# ،^ذ� �N�£b "ا���آ "Ncدeا ��VQا�� XP  .ا���U¨�ة ا�N#eآN" ا��Vrب 

NATURALISM IN AMERICAN LITERATURE  

Definitions: 

The term naturalism describes a type of literature that attempts to apply scientific principles of objectivity 

and detachment to its study of human beings. Unlike realism, which focuses on literary technique, 

naturalism implies a philosophical position: for naturalistic writers, since human beings are, in Emile Zola's 

phrase, "human beasts," characters can be studied through their relationships to their surroundings. Other 

influences on American naturalists include Herbert Spencer and Joseph LeConte.  

JWوا��NUN ÂPWp# ypI ع�L S# دبeول ا�_ي ا��I ¹NJWb دئ�Jا�� "N�PUا� "NXP. ا�S# �\J �$را��VR وا��iVد ا����� �r ،"NU[ا�ا� 

FVوا� hآ�b XP "N�%b ،"Ncدeا �NUNJWي ا��W�b XP y[�ا�� F QP ب: ا��VrP� ،FUNJWا� _�# ،�\Jا� FG "P�m YN#إ ،]ش" زو�Z�ا� "I�\Jا� "

{]�q ©�b{ل #S دراSr�I ��VR ا�\¯�Npت Yr� �# «N�I ©�c .ات�N�£Vى ا��qeا XP "UNJWا� "NrI�#eا Y�\b ت�cه� �Q�JR KL�ووآ 

yR�I.  

Naturalistic writers believed that the laws behind the forces that govern human lives might be studied and 

understood. Naturalistic writers thus used a version of the scientific method to write their novels; they 

studied human beings governed by their instincts and passions as well as the ways in which the characters' 

lives were governed by forces of heredity and environment. Although they used the techniques of 

accumulating detail pioneered by the realists, the naturalists thus had a specific object in mind when they 

chose the segment of reality that they wished to convey.  

$%VUI ب�Vrن ا��NUNJ�  أن SNLا�ى وراء ا�%�ا�% FVا� ©r�b ة�NZ ن�QLjا �Lا Sr�I ��VRدرا  ����Gب. و�Vrن ا��NUNJWم  ا�$¯VQI F��V��c "¯QL S# 

 ]�ات ]S# YJ ا�\¯�Npت �NZة b ©r�I© ا�FV ا��Wق وآ_�^ وا�U�ا�y ا�~�ا���r�b ho ا�FV ا�J\�  درR�ا  رواc�Vr� ،©�b�I" ا�F�PU ا�����

�$#� ا[�JVر SNU# FG آ�So ا�UNJW" آ�ن وF��V��c ا��ا]S# YJ[ ،SNNU راo$ة ا��N�%b k�i� YN¨� Vت VQb¯$م أS# ��L ا���© XP. وا�NJ½" ا��را�" 

  .��b FG ��P%L} آ�KL ا�_ي ا��ا]hm S# kء ا�Vqروا
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In George Becker's famous and much-annotated and contested phrase, naturalism's philosophical framework 

can be simply described as "pessimistic materialistic determinism.” 

The naturalistic novel usually contains two tensions or contradictions, and . . . the two in conjunction 

comprise both an interpretation of experience and a particular aesthetic recreation of experience. In other 

words, the two constitute the theme and form of the naturalistic novel. The first tension is that between the 

subject matter of the naturalistic novel and the concept of man which emerges from this subject matter. 

FG رج�m �rNc �N�\ا� �N�rل وا���eرة ا��\�وح ا�J��NP، وا��V��زع   �NUNJWا� F QP ر ا���jا Sr�I  د�i�� � ¨و ""N�Vا�� "Iا���د 

  ."b\�ؤ#�

"Iا��وا FUNJWي ا��V�I دة� SN�ات ا��b�Vت، أو ا���[��Vوه��. . . و ا� �J�m Xإ� {�m Y�\b }آ S# �NQ b ة�J¯ا� �NG�Vوا� "¨�q "N���iا� 

"c�iVP� .رة�JUcى، و�qن وه�� أ}r\I ع���# Yrو� "Iا��وا FUNJWا� .�b�Vا[ول ا�  SNc �ع #�ه���# "Iا��وا FUNJWم ا��و# � Ymا�� 

  ا�����ع ه_ا #��vI S ا�_ي

 The naturalist populates his novel primarily from the lower middle class or the lower class. . . . His fictional 

world is that of the commonplace and unheroic in which life would seem to be chiefly the dull round of 

daily existence, as we ourselves usually conceive of our lives. But the naturalist discovers in this world those 

qualities of man usually associated with the heroic or adventurous, such as acts of violence and passion 

which involve sexual adventure or bodily strength and which culminate in desperate moments and violent 

death. A naturalistic novel is thus an extension of realism only in the sense that both modes often deal with 

the local and contemporary. The naturalist, however, discovers in this material the extraordinary and 

excessive in human nature.  

.FUNJWا� ¡�I �VIروا �R�Rأ S# "%JWا� "WR�Vا�� �NL$أو ا� "%JWا� �NL$ا� . . . .���� F��N¯ا� �ان ه S# ر�ا[# "Iد�Uم ا�$ ا���Nة FG ا�WJ��N" و

FVو ا�$JI ��Lأ �R�Rأ "��iا� "P�# S# ة�Nا�� ،"N#�Nا� S�Lو ��Q Lر أ�pb دة� S# ��b�NZ .Srو� FUNJWا� y\VrI FG ه_ا ©��Uا� ^Pb ت� pا� 

�دة �QLÐ� «Jb�bن k# YWJا��~�#�ة، أو ا� Y�# ل�� FG ذرو�PJb ��b وا�FV ا�%�ة I$Qm" أو NQ�m" #~�#�ة W�b XP�ي ا�FV وا���U " ا�y�U أ

 ا���NP". ا�NZeن #S آ�k# �N ا�Y#�UV وo�R» آY أن G X�U�c%»، ا��ا]NU" ا#V$ادا وF��V��c ا�FUNJW رواI". ا�yN�U وا���ت ا�N£س ���vت

  .ا�I�\J" ا�FG "UNJW وا�� ��" ا[No���VR" ا���اد ه_¤ y\VrI FG ذ�^، و#k ا�FUNJW،. وا���U¨�ة

The second tension involves the theme of the naturalistic novel. The naturalist often describes his characters 

as though they are conditioned and controlled by environment, heredity, instinct, or chance. But he also 

suggests a compensating humanistic value in his characters or their fates which affirms the significance of 

the individual and of his life. The tension here is that between the naturalist's desire to represent in fiction 

the new, discomfiting truths which he has found in the ideas and life of his late nineteenth-century world, 

and also his desire to find some meaning in experience which reasserts the validity of the human enterprise.  

�b�Vا� FLي ا����W�I ع����c "Iا��وا FUNJWا�. .�J��� �# ypI FUNJWا� �b�Np¯� آ�� �� ��Lأ Fو�" ه�\# K�bة، و�WNR "½NJرا�"، ا��وا� 

zI XPآ$ ا�_ي #�o�pه© أو �¯Ub �b�Np�FG uI إ�N[ "NL�QL" إ�X أhI�� "¨�G .��r� �N\I ��Iة أو "Nا� �د أه� �b�NZو .�b�Vه�� ا� �أن ه 

�# SNc "Jا��� FG FUNJWا� Y��V� FG ل�N¯ا� ،$I$i¹ ا�o�%ا�� �rc�# FVت ا�$mو FG ر�rGeة ا�Nوا�� S# ���� FG ا�%�ن kR�Vا� �\ FG K[و 

،�q£V# ��Iوأ �VJر� FG ر��Uا� XP uUc X�Uا�� FG "c�iVا� FVا� $NUb $Nآ£b "�¨ "QRzن ا���QLjا.  
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Characteristics: 

Characters. Frequently but not invariably ill-educated or lower-class characters whose lives are governed by 

the forces of heredity, instinct, and passion. Their attempts at exercising free will or choice are hamstrung by 

forces beyond their control. 

 

Setting. Frequently an urban setting, as in Norris's McTeague.  

 

Techniques and plots. Walcutt says that the naturalistic novel offers "clinical, panoramic, slice-of-life" 

drama that is often a "chronicle of despair" . The novel of degeneration--Zola's L'Assommoir and Norris's 

Vandover and the Brute, for example--is also a common type. 

no�p¯ا�:  

�� و�Sr ا�NZeن #S آ�FG �N.  ا�\¯�NpتN ��oت دا�Np¯\ا� "½NQا� ©NPUVأو ا� "%JWا� ،�NL$ا� SI_ض ا��UVb ©�b�NZ ���r�b "را��ى���ة ]hI�� 

" ��Uا. و ا�hm��q Sرm" ]�ات ]S# YJ ا�NVqر أو ا���ة اjرادة #��رFG "R #��و[�b© و ©�bإراد.  

  

� FG McTeague آ�� I��Z"، #���¹ ا�NZeن #S آ�FG �N. إ$ادIر�L FG.  

  

�وض ا��واI" ان I%�ل Walcutt. وا��zا#�ات ا��N�%Vت FUNJ� "، "N#را�L�c ،"NrN�NPآjا "�I�� ه��� و]�rb "ko�ن #� ����J ا�FV ا�$را#�" 

S# س£Nا� .""Iط ا��وا�W�Lزو[ -  ا L'Assommoir وVandover �Iر�L ،"���~وا� XP YNJR -  ا����ل �ه ��Iع أ�L ko��.  

Themes: 

1.Walcutt identifies survival, determinism, violence, and taboo as key themes.  

 

2. The "brute within" each individual, composed of strong and often warring emotions: passions, such as 

lust, greed, or the desire for dominance or pleasure; and the fight for survival in an amoral, indifferent 

universe. The conflict in naturalistic novels is often "man against nature" or "man against himself" as 

characters struggle to retain a "veneer of civilization" despite external pressures that threaten to release the 

"brute within."  

kNا��#:  

١.Walcutt د$�I ،ء�%Jا� ،"N�Vا�� ،y�Uر وا��vت وا����  .ا��NQNo" وا�����

  

� #S و�G y�£Vbد، �Yr" داYq ا��N\Z""و. ٢�\# "I�[ �Jو��� �# "cر��Vا�� :،� أو ا��FG "��N ا���J" أو وا�k\i، ا�\��ة، #�Y ا��\�

،"UVح ا��� rوا� S# Ymء أ�%Jا� XP $N[ ة�Nا�� FG �N� F[}qن أ�آ �N� ل�J# .اع�pا� FG ت�Iروا FUNJ� FG �Nآ� S# ن�NZeا "Ymر $� 

"UNJWأو"  ا� "Ymا�� $� �Q L "ت�Np¯\ا����ل آ S# Ymء أ�%cjا XP �b$د ا�FV ا�¯�رNm" ا��~�ط #S ا���© XP" ا����رة ]\�ة" 

 ".ا�$اYq ا���R ""N\Zاح [�{ق

 

3. Nature as an indifferent force acting on the lives of human beings. The romantic vision of Wordsworth--

that "nature never did betray the heart that loved her"--here becomes Stephen Crane's view in "The Open 
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Boat": "This tower was a giant, standing with its back to the plight of the ants. It represented in a degree, to 

the correspondent, the serenity of nature amid the struggles of the individual--nature in the wind, and nature 

in the vision of men. She did not seem cruel to him then, nor beneficent, nor treacherous, nor wise. But she 

was indifferent, flatly indifferent."   

٣ ."UNJWة ا��آ% �N� ل�J# Y�Ub XP ه�� ��J�I " - ÂJpI ا�_ي ا�%YU I "L�Nq {P �© ا�UNJW"" أن - وردزورث ا��و#�NQL" ا��ؤI". ا��NZ �\Jة 

 وه$وء ���اYR درP��# FG ،"m".  ا���Y ����" ���ه� #k وا��]�ف ا��U{ق، ا��Jج ه_ا آ�ن": "P� ÂVG%�ارب" FG آ�S NVR SI #\�ه$ة

"UNJWا� «Rت و]��L ا� �د - ."UNJWا� FG {�# ،ÂIا�� "UNJWوا� FG "Iل رؤ�mا�� K��[و ��Lإ ] و$JI �� "NR�[ ^ذ� ،SNا�� ]و ،SN�Qو[ ا��� 

 . ]���J# Yr\c kل ��J# �Nل، ��N آ�KL و�Sr ا��S# ،"�r و[ ، ا�~$ر

 

4. The forces of heredity and environment as they affect--and afflict--individual lives.  

 

5. An indifferent, deterministic universe. Naturalistic texts often describe the futile attempts of human 

beings to exercise free will, often ironically presented, in this universe that reveals free will as an illusion. 

  .ا�Geاد �NZة -  #��� و�N�£b - FL�UIه� S# wNZ وا�NJ½" ا��را�" ]�ى٤

  

٥ .�Nل، و��J# ن�rا� "N�Vص. ا���p�ا� FUNJ� �Jو��� �# ypI و[ت��# "�N% S# �\Jا� XP "Rرادة #��رjا ا���ة، ا�Nوآ� �# K#$[ �Iو 

،"I�¯QP� FG ن ه_ا�rا�_ي ا� y\rI S  .آ�ه© ا���ة اjرادة 

Practitioners: �Rر��# 

 

Theodore Dreiser  

Edith Wharton; “The House of Mirth” (1905)  

Ellen Glasgow; “Barren Ground” (1925) (  

John Dos Passos (1896-1970), U.S.A. trilogy (1938): The 42nd Parallel (1930), 1919 (1932), and The Big 

Money (1936)  

James T. Farrell (1904-1979), Studs Lonigan (1934)  

John Steinbeck (1902-1968), The Grapes of Wrath (1939)  

Richard Wright, Native Son (1940), Black Boy (1945)  

Norman Mailer (1923-2007), The Naked and the Dead (1948)   

Other writers sometimes identified as naturalists:  

 

Sherwood Anderson, Winesburg, Ohio (1919) 

Abraham Cahan, The Making of an American Citizen 

Kate Chopin; “The Awakening” 

Rebecca Harding Davis 

William Faulkner 

Henry Blake Fuller, The Cliff-Dwellers 
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Hamlin Garland, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly  

Robert Herrick, The Memoirs of an American Citizen (1905) 

Ernest Hemingway 

E. W. Howe, The Story of a Country Town  
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Lecture Six 

Modernism  

Modernism in Literature: Quick Overview 

Don't confuse the Modernists movement with the standard dictionary definition of modern. Modernism in 

Literature is not a chronological designation; rather it consists of literary work possessing certain loosely 

defined characteristics. 

  �vL "UI�Rة: اeدب FG ا��$ا�"

] «P¯b SNc "آ�Z "ا��$ا� k# yI�Ub ى�VQ# س�ا�%�# "�I$ا��$ا�". ا�� FG دبeا KQN� SNNUb YQPQVا� ،F�#hا� Yc ��Lن أ�rVb S# ك}V#ا 

Y�Uا� Fcدeا "�NU# �� I�Ub Yr\c م� no�p¯ا�  

What is Modernism? 

The following are characteristics of Modernism: 

Marked by a strong and intentional break with tradition. This break includes a strong reaction against 

established religious, political, and social views.  

Belief that the world is created in the act of perceiving it; that is, the world is what we say it is.  

There is no such thing as absolute truth. All things are relative.  

No connection with history or institutions. Their experience is that of alienation, loss, and despair.  

Championship of the individual and celebration of inner strength.  

Life is unordered.  

Concerned with the sub-conscious.  

�# Fا��$ا�"؟ ه  

��NGو FPI no�pq "ا��$ا�:  

 وا�NR�NQ"، ا�$N�I" ا���v و��mت اL\£ة �$ ]�ي YUG رد وY�\I ا� �¨Y ه_ا. ا�k# $N��%V و#�UV$ ]�ي ا�W%Lع �VGة hN�bت

"N��Vm]وا.  

�NP ه� L%�ل #� ه� وا���U© ه�، وه_ا L�[ �r I ،�NG�ن FG ا�c ¹Pq ©��U£ن ا[V%�د.  

] $m�I ءF� Y�# "%N%ا�� "%PWا�� .Yء آF� FJQL.  

] "[} k# �Iر�Vت أو ا��QRzا�� .©�Vc�ib �أن ه S# "�hUرة وا��Q¯س ا�£Nوا�.  

"��Wc ل ا� �د� VZ]ة وا�ا�% "NPqا�$ا.  

  #��N� "Jb.ا���Nة و

  ا� �F ا��اP%I F%�� إذ

American Modernism 

Known as "The Lost Generation" American writers of the 1920s Brought Modernism to the United States. 

For writers like Hemingway and Fitzgerald, World War I destroyed the illusion that acting virtuously 

brought about good. Like their British contemporaries, American Modernists rejected traditional institutions 

and forms. American Modernists include: 

Ernest Hemingway - The Sun Also Rises chronicles the meaningless lives of the Lost Generation. 

Farewell to Arms narrates the tale of an ambulance driver searching for meaning in WWI.  
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F. Scott Fitzgerald - The Great Gatsby shows through its protagonist, Jay Gatsby, the corruption of 

the American Dream.  

John Dos Passos, Hart Crane, and Sherwood Anderson are other prominent writers of the period. 

  اNrI�#e" ا��$ا�" 

"Gو�Uا�� ©R�c "YNiا� koا��� "rبا��V SNNrI�#eا S# ١٩٢٠s KJPm "ا��$ا� Xت إ��I]�ة ا�$�Vب. ا���Vr� Y�# اي�ه��~ 

 ا��$ا�" رuG ا�Nm .Y�# ©�I�¨�U# ،"NL�WI�J$ة �L {Pm� �pVI Yr\c ©N%VQ#ف c£ن ا��ه© I ا�N���U" ا���ب د#�ت و�NmhVNGا�$،

"NrI�#eت ا�QRzا�� "I$NP%Vا��$ا�". وا����ذج ا� "NrI�#eا Y�\b :  

KQLاي إر�ه��~  - � ا�URف �NRرة �I "p[ ¹o�Rوي �¡�PR" ودا�. ا���ko ا��NZ }c X�U# S# YNiة �Iوي أb ��I\�ق ا�\�

w�JI S X�U# FG ا���ب "N���Uا� Xو�eا.  

F .ت�rR $ا��NmhVNG - FJQb�� ©NvUا� ��vI S# ل}q YWc ،"Iي ا��وا�m ،FJQb�� د�QG ©Pا�� Fآ�N#eا.  

  .ا� �Vة �c SI�q� FG ^PbرزSI آ�Vب ه�N� Fوود وأL$رR�ن ه�رت، راR�c "UG�س، دوس m�ن

Elements of Modernism in American Literature 

  

Modernism was a cultural wave that originated in Europe and swept the United States during the early 20th 

century. Modernism impacted music, art and literature by radically undoing traditional forms, expressing a 

sense of modern life as a sharp break from the past and its rigid conventions. In literature, the elements of 

modernism are thematic, formal and stylistic. 

�¨��  اFrI�#e اeدب FG ا��$ا�" 

  

 واeدب وا� S ا���X%NR أ��ت ا��$ا�". ٢٠th ا�%�ن أواq Yo{ل ا���V$ة ا��[�Iت واآK�QV أوروL FG �c\£ت ا�FV ا��%�# "NG�m" آ�KL ا��$ا�"

S# ل�Wcإ Yr\c ري_m ل�r�eا ،"I$NP%Vا� �c�U# S�Z Sدا اYr\I ]�p L آ�� ا�I�pU" ا���Nة �U�ر  Fا���� ��b�N[� bة وا$#�m .FG 

  واPRe�Nc" ا��F�R ا�����N"، هF ا��$ا�" أUL��¨�.اeدب

Destruction 

During the First World War, the world witnessed the chaos and destruction of which modern man was 

capable. The modernist American literature produced during the time reflects such themes of destruction and 

chaos. But chaos and destruction are embraced, as they signal a collapse of Western civilization's classical 

traditions. Literary modernists celebrated the collapse of conventional forms. Modernist novels destroy 

conventions by reversing traditional norms, such as gender and racial roles, notable in F. Scott Fitzgerald's 

"The Great Gatsby," for example. They also destroy conventional forms of language by deliberately 

breaking rules of syntax and structure. William Faulkner's novel "The Sound and the Fury," for instance, 

boldly rejects the rules of language, as Faulkner invents new words and adopts a first-person narrative 

method, interior monologue. 

  ا�$#�ر

 ا��]q K{ل أKiVL اNrI�#e" ا��$ا�F اeدب .]�درا آ�ن ا��$wI ا�QLjن �NG و�N#$b ا� ����Z X" ا���U© ��$ اeو�X، ا�N���U" ا���ب q{ل

�rUI ¤_ه kNا��ا�$#�ر ا�� X�� وا� .Sr� K��VZا X�� ا� ��Leا وا�$#�ر��z# XP اY VZ. ا�NrNR}r" ا�N��%V$ ا�~�Nc" ا����رة ا�N�Lر 

SNNا��$ا� "Ncدeر ا�N�Lل ا�r�eا "I$NP%Vت. ا��Iا��وا "Nا��$ا� �N#$b ت�N[� b]ا S ¹I�� �r �NI�Uا�� ،"I$NP%Vا� Y�# ع�L ��iدوار ا�eوا 
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XP ،"ا��NmhVNG "FJQb�� ©NvUا�$ rR�ت. FG F و#�P�ظ ا��p�Uي YNJR آ��. ا����ل ��Lأ �#$b ل�r�eا "I$NP%Vا� "~P� S ¹I�� �Qآ $�UV# 

$XP" و وا�~�}، ا�p�ت" G�آ�� و�N© رواI". وا��YrN ا�c "P�i��ء ]�ا YNJR ،ا����ل uG�I أة�ic $ آ��Pت �V¯Iع وG��r�� ا�P~"، ]�ا

  ا�$اFPq وا���L���ج اeول ا�\¯n ا��Qد أPR�ب وI$m $�VUI$ة

Fragmentation 

Related to the theme of destruction is the theme of fragmentation. Fragmentation in modernist literature is 

thematic, as well as formal. Plot, characters, theme, images, and narrative form itself are broken. Take, for 

instance, T.S. Eliot's "The Waste Land," which depicts a modern waste land of crumbled cities. The poem 

itself is fragmented, consisting of broken stanzas and sentences that resemble the cultural debris and detritus 

through which the speaker (modern man) wades. William Faulkner's novels, such as "The Sound and the 

Fury" are also fragmented in form, consisting of disjointed and nonlinear narratives. Modernist literature 

embraces fragmentation as a literary form, since it reinforces the fragmentation of reality and contradicts 

Hegelian notions of totality and wholeness. 

"ohib  

��NG ¹PUVI ع������c �N#$Vا� �ع ه���# "ohiVا� ."ohib "Nا��$ا� FG دبeا �ه ،"N ، ا�\¯�Npت ، ا���rJ.  ا�\FPr وآ_�^ ا�����

VI ��NQ%b  ._q XP©. ذا�b ا��Qد و�Yr وا�p�ر، وا� �rة، YNJR ،ا����ل T.S .ت�Nرض" إ�eب ا�JNر ا�_ي ،"ا��pI ت أرض� P¯ا�� wI$ا�� 

S# ة. ا�����رة ا��$ن$Np%ا� ��Q L y�£Vbأةhi# S# ت����رة #�Qr# Y�iوا� FVا� �J\b م�Wت ا��� P¯وا�� "NG�%ا�� FVا� S# ���}q ©PrVا�� 

 و��N ا�� r^ ا��Qد #y�£Vb S ا�\FG ،Yr اhi# ��Iأ¤"  وا�~�} ا�p�ت" #�G Y��r��، و�NPIم روا�Iت. ]�ا#�� SPUb "Wq) ا��$wI ا�QLjن(

"NW¯دب. ا�eا Fا��$ا� S�V�b "ohib Yr\آ ،Fcأد �Le زhUI "ohib k[ا�ا� u[��VIو k# ©Nا�� �ه "NP~Nا��  ��P�i# FGل��rوا�.  

Cycle 

Modernist literature is concerned with representing modernity, which, by its very definition, supersedes 

itself. Modernity must, in order to emerge, annihilate the past. Problematically, modernity must annihilate 

itself the very moment it is actualized, as the moment it emerges, it becomes a part of the past. Modernist 

literature represents the paradox of modernity through themes of cycle and rejuvenation. Eliot's speaker in 

"The Waste Land" famously declares "these fragments I have shored against my ruins" (line 430). The 

speaker must reconstruct meaning by reassembling the pieces of history. Importantly, there is rebirth and 

rejuvenation in ruin, and modernist literature celebrates the endless cycle of destruction, as it ever gives rise 

to new forms and creations. 

  دورة

 #U%$ا. ا����F إ�cدة ا��v�ر، أS# Ym ا��$ا�"، أن F~PI �Q L .{iI ذاr�c �� I�Ub FG $Z ،�b© وا�FV، ، ا��$ا�"  V�I ��c �P��b© ا��$ا�F اeدب

 q{ل #S ا��$ا�" # �ر]" Y��I ا��$ا�F اeدب. ا����hm S# Fءا ÂJpI ���ر¤، ��v" آ�� و��Q L "v�� ،���NN�b إ�cدة iI} ا��$ا�" m$ا،

 iI}). ٤٣٠ c) "«q{دي أL%�ض �$ د�K �%$ ا�\�I�v ه_¤" ا�\��Nة SPUb" ا��JNب اeرض" FG إ�N�ت ا��PrV©. وا�iV$د ا�$ورة #����ت

©PrVدة ا��� ا��$ا�F واeدب ا�¯�اب، I$m _$I$ib FG$ة و[دة ه��ك ذ�^، #S اeه©. ا��VرS# �I ]kN�ib kW إ�دة   c�ا�WR ا��c X�U��ء ا

Y V�I دورة ] "I��L ��� S# ،آ�� ا�$#�ر �Lأ FWUI ر��� S# أي K[و X�# ل�rة أ�$I$m ت�  وإc$ا

Loss and Exile 

Modernist literature is also marked by themes of loss and exile. Modernism rejected conventional truths and 

figures of authority, and modernists moved away from religion. In modernist literature, man is assured that 
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his own sense of morality trumps. But individualism results in feelings of isolation and loss. Themes of loss, 

isolation and exile from society are particularly apparent in Ernest Hemingway's novels, the protagonists of 

which adopt rather nihilistic outlooks of the world because they have become so disenfranchised from the 

human community. 

  وا��� X ا�¯�Qرة

S اUVc$ وا��$ا�WPQP� SNN"، و�¯�Npت ا�I$NP%V" ا��%�¹o رK�G ا��$ا�". وا��� X ا�¯�Qرة #�ا�hN�VI  FG kN ا��$ا�F اeدب SI$ا� .FG 

� FG ا� �دI" ا��Sr� �o�V. اqe{ق VI �ق �U�ر¤ أآ$ ا��Ym ا��$ا�F اeدب�\# "�hUرة ا��Q¯وا� .kNا��# S# ،"�hUان ا�$%Gو F �وا� S# 

k�Viوا��" ا�� ] ��NR FG ت�Iروا KQLاي، أر�ل ه��~�Wcأ FVا� $�VUb ]$c S "N#$Uت ا��U[�b S# ©��Uا� {JQc ��Lأ K�J¨أ SN#ا����و 

S# k�Viي ا���\Jا�.  

Narrative Authority 

Another element of modernist literature is the prevalent use of personal pronouns. Authority becomes a 

matter of perspective. There is no longer an anonymous, omniscient third-person narrator, as there is no 

universal truth, according to the modernists. In fact, many modernist novels (Faulkner's, for instance) feature 

multiple narrators, as many modernist poems ("The Waste Land", for instance) feature multiple speakers. 

The conflicting perspectives of various narrators and speakers reflect the multiplicities of truth and the 

diversities of reality that modernism celebrates. 

"WPR "Iا��وا  

��p وه��ك �q� S# دبeا Fا��$ا� $o�Qا� �ام ه$¯VRا �oا���� "Np¯\ا� S# ."WPQا� ÂJpb "�£Q# ر�v�ا�� .©� $UI ه��ك $Zل، أ��i# 

FPآ ©PUا� n¯\ا� wاوي، ا�����P� �Nه��ك و� "%N%Z "N��� �%Gو SNNا�$��] .FG ،k[ا�ا� $I$Uا� S# ت�Iا��وا "Nا��$ا� )،��r�� � }�# (ةhN# 

XP ،"ا��JNب اeرض(" ا��$ا�N" ا�%S# $o�p وا�I$U$ ، ا��واة Ub$د YNJR ة) ا����لhN# د$Ub ¤ت.  ا��وا��mو �vL "cر��V# S# yPV¯# ا��واة 

SN�$�Vوا�� �rUb �NNVNrNPJNV��# "%N%ع و ا����b k[ا�ا��$ا�" ا�_ي ا� Y V�b �c   

Social Evils 

Modernist novels did not treat lightly topics about social woes, war and poverty. John Steinbeck's "Grapes 

of Wrath" frankly depicts families plagued by economic hardship and strife, contradicting idyllic depictions 

of American life represented elsewhere in literature. Modernist novels also reflect a frank awareness of 

societal ills and of man's capacity for cruelty. Ernest Hemingway's anti-heroic war tales depicted the 

bloodiness of the battlefields, as he dealt frankly with the horrors of war. Faulkner, particularly in his most 

famous novel, "The Sound and the Fury," also shows how incomprehensibly cruel man can be, especially 

with regard to racial and class differences 

N" ا�\�ور��Vm]ا  

�ت  ���Ub �© ا��$�I" ا��وا�Iت���# " N q ل�Z Yا��\�آ "N��Vm]ن. وا� %� وا���وب ا�m ^J�I�V� FG "$N[�� �pcاpI "Z�ر" ا�~�} 

�Reا FVا� FL�Ub S# ت�c�U¨ "Iد�pV[ت، ا�. اeدب �r# �q� FGن P��# FG" ا�N�P� "NrI�#eة ا�����pb "N�u[��VI �I #� وه� وا��hا

� ا��$�I" ا��وا�IتrUb ��Iإدراك أ ÂI�¨ S# YPUا� "N��Vm]ن و]$رة ا�QLjا XP �$ ا���ب �I�rZت ه��~�اي إرpI KQL�ر. ا�%Q�ة 

"N��WJا� FG ت�Z�R رك�Uا�� "I�#$ا� ،Y� ق آ���Wb "Zا�pc k# ت}Iا���ب و .،��r��G ]و ��NR FG �VIآ�� رواeت" ���ة، ا�pا� 

  وا�N%JW" ا�N[�U" ا[Vq{�Gت ��NG ¹PUVI وrI "¨�q�ن، أن Sr�I ا�%�NR" ا��UpI ©�G Ym} آyN أ��vI ��I" و وا�~�}،
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Lecture Seven 

Harlem Renaissance 

The Harlem Renaissancewas a cultural movement that spanned the 1920s. At the time, it was known as the 

"New Negro Movement", named after the 1925 anthology by Alain Locke. Though it was centered in the 

Harlem neighborhood of New York City, many French-speaking black writers from African and Caribbean 

colonies who lived in Paris were also influenced by the Harlem Renaissance.  

The Harlem Renaissance is unofficially recognized to have spanned from about 1919 until the early or mid 

1930s. Many of its ideas lived on much longer. The zenith of this "flowering of Negro literature", as James 

Weldon Johnson preferred to call the Harlem Renaissance, was placed between 1924 (the year that 

Opportunity: A Journal of Negro Life hosted a party for black writers where many white publishers were in 

attendance) and 1929 (the year of the stock market crash and the beginning of the Great Depression). 

  ��L" ه�ر�©

KLآ� "��L ©آ" ه�ر��Z "NG�%� ت$V#١٩٢٠ اs .FG ^ذ� ،K[�ا� KLف آ��Ub ©R�c ""ا���آ "NiLhة ا�$I$iا�"، Y��b ©Rرات ا�V¯# م� 

١٩٢٥ S# YJ[ ك�ن �]أ .XP NQL� ��c" ا����%" ا�PJ$ان #S ا�I$U$ أb ��I£�� و]$ NL�I�رك، #$FG "�I ه�ر�© FG FZ #�آh¤ آ�ن أS# �L ا���© 

S# ب�Vrد ا��Qا� S# �N%I�Gو أ FJIر�r��bا��UVQ# ش ا�_ي� FG �Iر�c S# YJ[ "��L ©ه�ر�.  

S#و ©PQا�� �c Yr\c �N� F�Rر FG "��L ©ت ]$ ه�ر�$V#ا S# Fا��Z ١٩١٩ XVZ Yoاو أوا «R١٩٣٠  وs  .ش� �N�rا� S# ره��rGة أ�V � 

�"ا�FiLh اeدب ازده�ر" ه_ا #S ذرو��b. أ��ل�Nmون آ��$PIن و�QL�m Y�G ة� ا�FV ا�Q�" وهF( ١٩٢٤ SNc و�KU ه�ر�©، ��L" د

 R�ق ا�N�Lر R�"( ١٩٢٩ و)  ا����ر FG آ�L�ا ا�uNJ ا�����S# SI ا�wNZ $I$U ا�Q�د ��VrPب ��ف اKG��VR ا�Lh�ج �NZة #Pi": ا� �¨"

©�Reا "Iا$cد و�Qrا� ©NvUا�.(  

Important Features 

1. Harlem Renaissance (HR) is the name given to the period from the end of World War I and through the 

middle of the 1930s Depression, during which a group of talented African-American writers produced a 

sizable body of literature in the four prominent genres of poetry, fiction, drama, and essay.  

 2. The notion of "twoness" , a divided awareness of one's identity, was introduced by W.E.B. Du Bois, one 

of the founders of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).and the 

author of the influential book The Souls of Black Folks (1903): "One ever feels his two-ness - an American, 

a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled stirrings: two warring ideals in one dark body, whose 

dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder."  

3. Common themes: alienation, marginality, the use of folk material, the use of the blues tradition, the 

problems of writing for an elite audience.  

4. HR was more than just a literary movement: it included racial consciousness, "the back to Africa" 

movement led by Marcus Garvey, racial integration, the explosion of music particularly jazz, spirituals and 

blues, painting, dramatic revues, and others.  

  ا��hNات أه©
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١ ."��L ©ه�ر� )HR (�ه ©R]¹ ا�_ي اPWI XP q{ل  ،١٩٣٠s ا��Qrد �VGة #�ypV وXVZ اeو�X ا�N���U" ا���ب S# "I��L ا���V$ة ا� �Vة 

"��i# S# ب�Vrا� SNNآ�N#eر]" ا�Geا SNc�ه�ا�� KiVLا "½Nة ه�NJآ S# دبeا FG اع�Leا "Ucرeى ا�Jrا� S# �U\ل ا��N¯و وا�$را#� وا� 

  .ا��%�[ت

٢ .©b ل�qم إد�� # "twoness"، �وه ©Q%�I FXP ا�� "I�ا���ء، ه    FVا� ��Pqاد  WEB  .دو ،�I�c $Zوا S# FQRz# "Wcا��ا "N���ا� 

 - ��ر]" #S ا��X�# �� SN و]K أي #S ا���ء �U\I): "١٩٠٣( ا�Q�د ا���س وارواح #��z آ�Vب و#y�z) NAACP( ا��P�V� SNL%$م

،"NrI�#أ �ج؛ وه�Lhا� ،SNZرو SN�وا� S# ،ر�rGeا SN�وا� S# آ�ت��Vا� FVا� ©� ©Vb ��VI�Qb :ا���ن Yا��� "cر��Vا�� FG $Qm $Zوا ،"�Pv# 

  ". إرh�VI �cق ذ�^ #S ا�J£س �$I$ة ]�ة وÁ V�I ¤$Z ا�_ي

٣ .kNا��آ" ا���V\اب: ا���V�]ا ،ÖN��Vام وا�$¯VRاد وا�ا�� ،"NJU\ام ا�$¯VRوا $NP%Vا� X%NR�# ،ز�PJا� Yآ�\# "c�Vrر ا����i� "J¯�ا�.  

٤ .HR KLأآ�� آ� S# "آ�Z "Ncأد «%G :��Lا K���b F ��رNG�ا[L$#�ج #�رآ�س I%�ده� ا�FV ا���آ"" أ�N%I�G إ�X وا�U�دة ،" ا��p�Uي ا��

  .و��Nه� ا�$را#N"، ا��NZ�Q" ا�����ت ا�P�Z"، ا�PJ�ز، و#�X%NR ا��و�q "NZص، Yr\c ا��iز #�X%NR وا�i Lر ا��p�Uي،

Novels of the Harlem Renaissance  

Fauset, Jessie Redmon: There is Confusion, 1924; Plum Bun, 1928; The Chinaberry Tree; 1931; Comedy, 

American Style, 1933  

Hughes, Langston: Not Without Laughter, 1930  

Larsen, Nella: Quicksand, 1928; Passing, 1929  

McKay, Claude: Home to Harlem,1927; Banjo,1929; Gingertown, 1931; Banana Bottom,1933  

Schuyler, George: Black No More, 1930; Slaves Today, 1931  

Thurman, Wallace: The Blacker the Berry; a Novel of Negro Life, 1929; Infants of the Spring, 1932; Interne, 

with Abraham l. Furman, 1932  

Van Vechten, Carl: Nigger Heaven, 1926  

  ه�ر�© ا����" �p روا�Iت

Fauset، FQNm ن�#$Iس، ه��ك: ر�JVم ؛١٩٢٤ ا��Pc ،ن�c ة ؛١٩٢٨�i� Chinaberry؛١٩٣١ ؛ ،�I$N#�ا���» آ ،FrI�#e١٩٣٣ ا  

  ١٩٣٠ ��^، c$ون ��N: اVQ~L�ن هN�ز،

،SRر] }NL :آ"، ا��#�ل��V؛١٩٢٨ ا�� ،�I��V١٩٢٩ ا�  

  ١٩٣٣ ا���ز، أY R ؛Gingertown، 1931 ؛١٩٢٩ iL�c�، ؛١٩٢٧ ���ر�©، ا��NQNo" ا�p �": آP�د #�rي،

،�PI�� رج�m :د�Rم ،١٩٣٠ أآ��، [ أ�Nوا� ،$NJU١٩٣١ ا�  

 G�ر#�ن،. إ�cاهS# wNZ L ©N ا�$اNPq" ؛١٩٣٢ رS# ،kNc ا���k ؛١٩٢٩ ا�Lh�ج، ا���Nة #S رواI" و�Ncي، R�ادا واآ��: وا[س ��ر#�ن،

١٩٣٢  

  ١٩٢٦ ا���R ،FiLhء: آ�رل ،�G Vechtenن

  

Harlem Renaissance 

In 1904 several middleclass African American families moved away from the decaying conditions of Black 

Bohemia of midtown into the newly-built suburb of Harlem. This initiated a move north of educated African 

Americans and a foothold into Harlem. In 1910 a large block along 135th and Fifth Ave was bought up by 

various African American realtors and a church group. These purchases caused a "white flight" and lowered 

realestate prices. 
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FG م� ١٩٠٤ KP%VLد ا$ S# ت�%JWا�  XWR�ا� S#  ت}o�Uا� "Nآ�N#]ا "N%I�Geا  ا$NUc S وR» ا�Q�د c�هS# �N�N ا��PP�V" ا��vوف 

"�I$ا�� FG "NZ�� FVا� ©b ؤه���c ��I$Z S# ©أ. ه�ر�$c ك ه_ا��Vا� Xا�\��ل ا� S# SNNآ�N#eر]" ا�Geا SN�PUVا�� XP. ه�ر�© FG ]$م #��× و

FG م� ١٩١٠ ©b اء�� "PVة آ�NJآ XP" S# YJ[ ¤�R��R ا�¯�#� وا�\�رع ١٣٥ ��ل ��V# SNNآ�N#eا S# ل�أ¨ "N%I�Gإ "��i#و 

"QN�rا� .{JQb ¤_ت ه�I�V\ا�� XP  ا�U%�رات أ�URر وK� q" ا��N� uNJان" 

  

The Harlem Renaissance, also known as the New Negro Movement, was a literary, artistic, cultural, 

intellectual movement that began in Harlem, New York after World War I and ended around 1935 during 

the Great Depression. The movement raised significant issues affecting the lives of African Americans 

through various forms of literature, art, music, drama, painting, sculpture, movies, and protests. Voices of 

protest and ideological promotion of civil rights for African Americans inspired and created institutions and 

leaders who served as mentors to aspiring writers. Although the center of the Harlem Renaissance began in 

Harlem, New York, its influence spread throughout the nation and beyond and included philosophers, artists, 

writers, musicians, sculptors, movie makers and institutions that “attempted to assert…a dissociation of 

sensibility from that enforced by the American culture and its institutions.” 

KLآ� "��L ،©وف ه�ر��Uوا�� ��Iأ ©R�c "آ�Z ج�Lhا� ،$I$iا� �وه "N� وا� "Ncدeا "NG�%وا���آ" وا�� "I�r ا� FVأت ا�$c FG ،©رك ه�ر��I�NL 

$Uc ا���ب "N���Uا� Xو�eا K�VL]وا Fا��Z ن ١٩٣٥�cد إ�Qrا� ©NvUا���آ". ا� KUGر �I��%ا���#" ا� FVا� ��zb XP ا�Geر]" ا�N#eآ�NZ SNNة 

S# ل}q ل�rأ� " PV¯# S# دبeا  S وا� X%NR�وا�$را#� وا�� ©Rوا�� ،K��وا� ،���NQت وا��m�iVZ]]ات. وا�ج أ¨�iVZا hIhUbق و�ا��% 

"NL$ا�� Fm���I$I]ا SNNآ�N#¡� "[ر�Geا S# FZ¹ وPqت و�QRzوا�%�دة ا�� SI_ا ا��P� SN�m�ب آ��VrP� SNZ��Wا� .XP #�آc h$أ #S ا���© 

"��L ©ه�ر� FG ،©رك، ه�ر��I�NL �\L ذه�� L " R} ا� FG kN�m ء��Lد أ}Jا� ��mر�qو KP�\وا� SNL�� ب وا��Vrوا� SNN%NR�وا�� SNb���وا� 

  ". و#��b�QRz اNrI�#e" ا��%�S# YJ[ "G ا�%�Qي ذ�^ #S# "NR�QZ S ا�pLاb  ...�G£آ�Z $Nو�K" ا�FV وا���QRzت ا� PN© و¨��ع

Harlem Renaissance Definition  

An African-American cultural movement of the 1920s and 1930s, centered in Harlem, that celebrated black 

traditions, the black voice, and black ways of life. Arna Bontemps, Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, 

James Weldon Johnson, Jean Toomer, and Dorothy West were some of the writers associated with the 

movement. 

 yI�Ub ���L  ©ه�ر�   

�Z"آ SNNآ�N#eر]" ا�Geا "NG�%ا�� Y�١٩٢٠s ١٩٣٠ وs، تhآ�b FG ،©ه�ر� FVا� KP VZا $N��%Vد، ا��Qت ا��د، و¨�Reة و��ق ا�NZ د�Qا� 

.�Lر� Bontemps، ن�VQ~Lز، ا�Nه Hurston زورا ،YNL KLآ� ��Nm ون$PIن، و�QL�m Toomer ،ن�m وا�~�ب Fدورو� uUc S# 

  ا���آ" #k ا���WJb" ا��Vrب

Definition:  

a cultural movement in 1920s America during which black art, literature, and music experienced renewal 

and growth, originating in New York City's Harlem district; also called Black Renaissance, New Negro 

Movement 

Characteristics of Harlem Renaissance Poetry 

The Harlem Renaissance was a literary and cultural movement that began with the inception of the 20th 

Century. It is so called because it was first noticed in Harlem, a neighborhood of New York City. The 
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movement was an African American cultural explosion expressed through essays, songs, theatrical pieces, 

novels and poetry. Harlem Renaissance poetry, as written by such literary luminaries as Langston Hughes 

and W.E.B. DuBois, was characterized by its themes, influences, focus and intent.  

 #$FG "�I ه�ر�© #�b FG "%W�\£ وا�FV وا����، ا�¯�Jة وا�I$iV$ وا���X%NR واeدب ا�Q�د q SG{��� أ#�١٩٢٠s �rI FG ا��%��Z "NGآ"

   ا�I$i$ة ا�Lh�ج ا�Q�د، �Z "��Lآ� أ��I وNL X�QI�I�رك،

no�pq "��L ©ه�ر� "I�U\ا�  

KLآ� "��L ©آ" ه�ر��Z "Ncدeا "NG�%وا�� FVأت ا�$c k# "Iا$c ٢٠ ا�%�نth .X�QIذ�^ و �Le ÁZ] ولe ة�# FG ،©ه�ر� �وه FZ FG "�I$# 

��� �JUI اNrI�#e" ا�i Lر اN%I�Ge" ا��%��Z "NGآ" آ�ن. NL�I�رك S# ل}q ا��%�[ت FL��eوا kW%وا� "NZ�Qت ا���Iوا��وا �U\وا� .©Nه�ر� 

"��L ،"I�U\آ�� ا� �ب ه�Vr# S# YJ[ م�iL "Ncدeا Y�# ن�VQ~Lز ا�Nوال هWEB $[ت وhN�b ،��UNا��ات، #�N�£Vوا� hNآ�Vوا� $p%وا�.  

  

Intent 

Intent is a primary characteristic of all Harlem Renaissance literature, including poetry. The intent of this 

poetry was to improve and uplift African Americans through historical awareness and a popular culture that 

reflected self-awareness and self-worth in black Americans. All of this intent was expressed by the phrase 

"The New Negro," introduced by sociologist Alain LeRoy Locke in 1925. The term describes a new wave of 

African-American intellectuals who used poetry and other forms of artistic and cultural expression to 

subvert racial stereotypes and address the racial, economic, cultural and social impediments facing black 

Americans at the turn of the century. 

$p%ا�  

$p%ا� �ه "�Qا� "NR�Reا kN�i� ت�c�Vrا� "��L ،©ه�ر� ��c FG ^ذ� �U\وآ�ن. ا� $p%ا� S# ه_ا �U\ا� SNQ�V� kGى ور�VQ# SNNrI�#eا S# 

Y¨أ F%I�Gأ S# ل}q F� ا�FV ا�\NJU" ا��%�G" و ا��VرF¯I ا��rUb F ا�%p$ ه_ا آY وأ�ب. ا�Q�د ا�N#eآFG SNN ا�_ات و�I$%b ا�_اFb ا��

S# رة�J "FiLhا� $I$iا�_ي ،"ا� �V�� ©���م FG ��ك �[ن ا[��Vmع  ١٩٢٥ .ypIه_ا و ÂPWpا�� "m�# ة$I$m S# SNNآ�N#eا 

 ا��p�Uي و#i��U" ا�N[�U" ا���NW" ا�p�ر �I�¯V} وا��%�FG ا� �F ا��NJUV أ��rل #S و��Nه� ا�\�U اVR¯$#�ا ا�_SI ا���% SN ا�Geر]"

¹oا�Uوا� "Iد�pV[]ا "NG�%وا�� "N��Vm]وا FVا� �mا�b SNNآ�N#eد ا�Qا� FG kPW# ا�%�ن ه_ا.  

Focus and Themes 

Harlem Renaissance poetry is characterized by a focus on the black American experience and relevant 

themes. Much of the poetry of the Harlem Renaissance is characterized as an examination of the historical 

place of the contemporary African American with regards to history and the future. This poetry asks the 

question: where has the black American been and where is he/she going? Themes of migration---from 

Africa to the United States, from slavery and the south to industrial jobs in the urban north---were common. 

Poetry of the Renaissance also addressed themes of American identity and the American dream. In two 

famous poems, Langston Hughes wrote, "I, too, am America" and "What happens to a dream deferred?" 

hNآ�Vت و ا��  ا�����

hN�Vb "��L ©ه�ر� "I�U\ب ا� hNآ�Vا� XP "c�ib SNNآ�N#eد ا�Qا� kNا��ذات وا�� "Ppا� .hN�VIو �N�rا� S# �U\ه�ر�© ����" ا� 

"Rن آ��درا�rا�� F¯Iر�Vا� FrI�#eا F%I�Geا �¨�Uا�� ��NG ¹PUVI �Iر�Vا� YJ%VQه_ا. وا�� �U\ل ا�£QI الzQا� :���NZ KLآ� �rI�#داء أ�R 

wNZو �Lا  /��L؟ ا�_ه�ب ا�Nإ� kNا��ة ---  #�iا�� S# �N%I�Gأ Xت إ��I]�ة، ا�$�Vا�� S# "Iد�JUب ا���iوا� XP yo���ا� "N��pا� FG ا�\��ل 
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¤���Vا��   --- KLآ� "Uo��  .�U\ا� FG �p�ت b��و�K آ�� ا����" ���# "I�ا�� "NrI�#eا ©Pوا�� FrI�#eا .FG SNb$Np[ ،�N�\ا� {Vآ 

  "#Ymz؟ ���I ©P$ث #�ذا" و" أ#��rI وأ�L أ��I، وأ�L" هN�ز، اVQ~L�ن

Musical Themes 

Much of the poetry of the Harlem Renaissance is characterized in both theme and content by the influence of 

traditionally "black" forms of music. The repetitive structure and recurring themes of blues music 

characterize the structure of many Renaissance poems. The interplay between jazz musicians and the call-

and-response structure of slave songs also impacted the structure of Renaissance poetry. In its references to 

the black American past and experience of slavery, poetry of the era often alluded to African American 

spirituals. With regards to themes, much literature of the Harlem Renaissance included references the 

national popularity of blues and jazz. 

  ا���N%NR" ا������ت

hN�Vb �N�rا� S# "I�U\ه�ر�© ����" ا� FG Yع آ���ى #�V�#و S# �N�£b �I$NP%b ل�rداء" أ��Qا� "X%NR��P� .YrNرة ه�rVا�� kNا��وا�� 

Y. آ��Nة o�p[ "��L$ هhN�b YrN ا�PJ�ز ��P�X%NR ا���rVرة� Vا� SNc X%NR�# ز�iا� "N�cة و� أ��I أ��ت ا�NJU$ اS# FL��e وا[c�iVR" ا�$

YrNه "I�U� �p إ�X ا�NZeن #S آ��N أ��Â ا�FG �pU وا�\�U ا�JU�دI" وc�ib" اFrI�#e اRe�د ا����F إ�X ا���اFG km. ا����" 

"NZا��و SNNrI�#eا S# Y¨أ F%I�Gأ .��NG ¹PUVI ،ت� ا�PJ�ز #S و��NJU� "N" #�اkm ه�ر�© ����" ا���z �ت #S ا�KP�� �N�r ا�����

  .وا��iز

Poetic Influences 

Harlem Renaissance poetry took poetic influence from disparate forms of cultural expression. On page 287 

of the book "The Harlem Renaissance," author Michael Feith asserts that poetry of the period was 

characterized by the influenced of African American folk poetry and oral traditions and contemporary 

American experimentation in modernist free verse. Authors Cary D. Wintz and Paul Finkelman further 

declare on page 84 of their "Encyclopedia of the Harlem Renaissance, Volume 1" that Harlem Renaissance 

poetry from Chicago was characterized by the influence of an avant-garde style that arose in that city during 

the First World War. This style saw the ironic interpolation of elements of Negro spirituals into 

contemporary poetry. 

  ا�\I�U" ا��N�£Vات

 YrI�# wNG ا��y�z ،"ه�ر�© ��L"" آ�Vب #S ٢٨٧ ا�FG "� p. ا��%��NJUVP� FG ا��¯PV " ا�r�eل #S ا�\L �U �ذ ا�\I�U" ه�ر�© ��L" أq_ت

 ا��� ا�\FG �U ا���U¨� ا�N#eآF وا�I�iV} ا�\ �I" وا�N��%V$ اNrI�#e" اN%I�Ge" ا�\FJU ا�\hN�b S# YJ[ �N�£b FG �U ا� �Vة ��U أن zIآ$

"Nب. ا��$ا��Vrآ�ري ا� D. Wintz ن��Pr�NGل و�c ن}S ا $Ihا�� FG "� p٨٤ ا� S# ""�R�# "��L ،©ه�ر� $Pi١ ا�� "FG ت أنhN�b 

"��L ©ه�ر� "I�U� S# �N�£b S# ���rN� «�L "NUNPWا� FVت ا�£\L FG ^Pb "�I$ل ا��}q ا���ب أول "N���Uا���» ه_ا ��$. ا� S# ء� NVRا 

"I�¯Qا� S# �¨��Uا� ©NLا�Vا� "NZج ا��و�LhP� FG �U\ا� �¨�Uا��.  
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Lecture Eight  

Samples of American Poetry  

Because I Could Not Stop for Death 

 A Poem by Emily Dickinson (1830-1886) 

         Because I could not stop for Death, 

He kindly stopped for me; 

The carriage held but just ourselves 

And Immortality. 

 

We slowly drove, he knew no haste, 

And I had put away 

My labour, and my leisure too, 

For his civility. 

 

We passed the school where children played, 

Their lessons scarcely done; 

We passed the fields of gazing grain, 

We passed the setting sun. 

         Or rather, he passed us; 

The dews grew quivering and chill, 

For only gossamer my gown, 

My tippet only tulle. 

 

We paused before a house that seemed 

A swelling of the ground; 

The roof was scarcely visible, 

The cornice but a mound. 

 

Since then 'tis centuries; but each 

Feels shorter than the day 

I first surmised the horses' heads 

Were toward eternity. 

Because I Could Not Stop for Death 

A Poem by Emily Dickinson (1830-1886)  

Type of Work  
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“Because I Could Not Stop for Death” is a lyric poem on the theme of death. The poem contains six stanzas, 

each with four lines. A four-line stanza is called a quatrain. The poem was first published in 1890 in Poems, 

Series 1, a collection of Miss Dickinson's poems.  

Commentary and Theme 

“Because I Could Not Stop for Death” reveals Emily Dickinson’s calm acceptance of death. It is surprising 

that she presents the experience as being no more frightening than receiving a gentleman caller—in this 

case, her fiancé (Death personified). 

"F�Le ] Sr�I ف�%Iت إ��P� "y\rI FPN#ن إ�Q�rIل ه$وء د�J[ ت�ا�� .S#و �Nه\" ا���$P� ��Lم أ$%b "c�ib ��L£c ] ف إ��رة أآ���¯P� S# 

F%Pb Ymا�� YpVا�� FG ¤_ا����"، ه ��JNWq )ت�ا�� FG ��N.(  

The journey to the grave begins in Stanza 1, when Death comes calling in a carriage in which Immortality is 

also a passenger. As the trip continues in Stanza 2, the carriage trundles along at an easy, unhurried pace, 

perhaps suggesting that death has arrived in the form of a disease or debility that takes its time to kill. Then, 

in Stanza 3, the author appears to review the stages of her life: childhood (the recess scene), maturity (the 

ripe, hence, “gazing” grain), and the descent into death (the setting sun)–as she passes to the other side.  

"PZا�� Xإ� �J%أ ا�$JI FG kW%# ١، �#$�� Fb£I ا���ت $I FG "c� wNZ د�P¯ا� �ه ��Iآ��. ا��آ�ب أ Y¨ا�b "PZا�� FG kW%# ٢، �c�Uا�  

 ،٣ #%kW وYV%P� .،©� FG و]q£b ��V_ ا�FV ا��هS أو #�ض �FG Yr و¨KP ]$ ا���ت أن إ��N\I X #�� وzbدة، XW¯c "P�R ��ل �Z$b XPج

 ��وق( ��P�ت وhLول ،)ا��J�ب" �I$ق" وF��V��c، وi��L"،( وا���� ،)ا�PWU" #\�$( ا� W����b�NZ :" #�ا�UVQI YZض ا��y�z أن وJI$و

� .ا°�q ا�L�i} إ���b X أ��L آ��- )ا�\�

There, she experiences a chill because she is not warmly dressed. In fact, her garments are more appropriate 

for a wedding, representing a new beginning, than for a funeral, representing an end. 

Her description of the grave as her “house” indicates how comfortable she feels about death. There, after 

centuries pass, so pleasant is her new life that time seems to stand still, feeling “shorter than a Day.” 

The overall theme of the poem seems to be that death is not to be feared since it is a natural part of the 

endless cycle of nature. Her view of death may also reflect her personality and religious beliefs. On the one 

hand, as a spinster, she was somewhat reclusive and introspective, tending to dwell on loneliness and death. 

On the other hand, as a Christian and a Bible reader, she was optimistic about her ultimate fate and appeared 

to see death as a friend. 

� b�I$ي [ �Le ا��Jد �JV¯I ا��L و]��K ه��ك،c}# �½Gدا   .FG ،k[ا�ا� ��Qc}# ر #{ء#" أآ������ Y Z ،ف�Gز �وه �# Y��I "Iا$c ،ة$I$m 

S# Ymزة، أ��m �وه �# Y��I "I���ا�.  

 ا�S#h أن JI$و ا�FV ا�I$i$ة NUR ^�_c ��b�NZ$ة ]�ون، #�ور Uc$ ه��ك،. ا���ت ���c Sا�U\b "Z #$ى إ��N\I X ���" ا�KNJ" آ�� ا�%�J و¨ ��

  ."واI $Z�م #S أ]�p" وا�\U�ر ]�hI ،©oال [

� ا���ت �bى ]$. ا�I��L ��� S# "UNJW" [ دورة #hm FUNJ� Sء yN¯b ��Le [ ه� ا���ت أن JI$و �Np%P$ة ا��Uم ا�����عrUb ��Iأ 

��VNp¯� ��bا$%VU#و "N�I$ا� .S# ،�L�Uآ��ا�"�m KLآ� Xإ� $Z �# ��hU�# ،"NL�WJVRوا YN�bو Xإ� hNآ�Vا� XP S# "NZ�L. وا���ت ا��Z$ة 

  .آ¹I$p ا���ت �bى JI$و و��NG ا�����Np# Foه� c\£ن #Po� V" وآ�KL ا��%$س، ا��Vrب و]�رئ آ�F�NQ أ�qى،
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Characters 

Speaker: A woman who speaks from the grave. She says she calmly accepted death. In fact, she seemed to 

welcome death as a suitor whom she planned to "marry."  

Death: Suitor who called for the narrator to escort her to eternity.  

Immortality: A passenger in the carriage.  

Children: Boys and girls at play in a schoolyard. They symbolize childhood as a stage of life.  

  ا�\¯�Npت

  ".ا�hواج" hVUbم آ�KL ا�_ي ا�¯��} آ�� ���c�ت JI  _{Z�b$و ا��ا]FG ،k. ا���ت �c$وء ]KPJ إb ��L%�ل. ا�%�Vb S# �J$ث ا#�أة: ا���V$ث

  .اce$ إ�X ��� ���اG%" ا��اوI"  د� ا�_ي ا�¯��}: ا���ت

  .ا��%FG Y ا��آ�ب Pq :A�د

  .ا���Nة #S آ��PZ" ا� W��h#�b " أ��L. ا��$رG "R��ء FG ا�FG {UP وا�J��ت اeو[د: ا�e �ل

Text and Notes 

A Poem by Emily Dickinson (1830-1886) 

Because I could not stop for Death, 

He kindly stopped for me; 

The carriage held but just ourselves 

And Immortality. 

We slowly drove, he knew no haste,  

And I had put away 

My labor, and my leisure too, 

For his civility. 

We passed the school, where children strove 

At recess, in the ring; 

We passed the fields of gazing grain, 

We passed the setting sun. 

Or rather, he passed us; 

The dews grew quivering and chill, 

For only gossamer my gown,
1
 

My tippet
2
only tulle.

3
 

We paused before a house
4
that seemed 

A swelling of the ground; 

The roof was scarcely visible, 

The cornice
5
but a mound. 

Since then 'tis centuries,
6
and yet each 

Feels shorter than the day 
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I first surmised the horses' heads 

Were toward eternity. 

 

Meter زن�ا� 

Notes 

1...gossamer my gown: Thin wedding dress for the speaker's marriage to Death. 

2...tippet: Scarf for neck or shoulders. 

3...tulle: Netting. 

4...house: Speaker's tomb. 

5...cornice: Horizontal molding along the top of a wall. 

6...Since . . . centuries: The length of time she has been in the tomb. 

  .ا���ت ا�X ا��hP� ©PrVواج ر]¹N ا��Ghف �VQGن:  رداFo ر]¹N ]��ش

  .وا�J[�P� SN Vr" و��ح: ا�P �ع...  ٢

٣  ...YVا� :�QL.  

٤  ...KNJا� :�J[ ©PrVا��.  

٥  ...ÖNLر�rا� :YNr\b F%Gأ XP  .ا�i$ار #S ا�PU�ي ا�hiء ��ل 

  .ا�%FG �J آ�ن ا�_ي ا��]K ��ل: ]�ون. . . #�_...  ٦

Meter 

In each stanza, the first line has eight syllables (four feet); the second, six syllables (three feet); the third, 

eight syllables (four feet); and the fourth, six syllables (three feet). The meter alternates between iambic 

tetrameter (lines with eight syllables, or four feet) and iambic trimeter (lines with six syllables, or three feet). 

In iambic meter, the feet (pairs of syllables) contain an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable. 

The following example demonstrates the metric scheme.  

    ا��زن

FG Yآ ،kW%# �WQول ا�eا "NL��� k��%ا�� )"Ucأ]$ام أر(، FLوا��� "VR  k��%# )"�}� أ]$ام(، ،wوا���� "NLو��� k��%ا�� )"Ucأ]$ام أر(، ،kcوا��ا  

"VR k��%#  )"�}� وب). أ]$ام��b SNc F�cا�� YN� Vت ا��Ncا k# "NL��� ،k��%# أو "Ucأ]$ام أر (Yp ا وا� YN� Vت(  ا��Ncا k# �VR ،k��%# أو 

FG YN). أ]$ام �{�"� Vوزن ا� SN#$%أزواج( ،ا� S# k��%ي) ا���V�I XP kW%# �N� د$\# �UJVI kW%# ا����ل. �$د F��Vا� Â��I «W¯# 

FLوز.  

.......1..................2...............3....................4 

Be CAUSE..|..I COULD..|..not STOP..|..for DEATH, 

......1..................2.................3 

He KIND..|..ly STOPPED..|..for ME; 

........1.................2.................3...................4 

The CARR..|..iage HELD..|..but JUST..|..our SELVES 

....1..............2............3 
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And IM..|mor TAL..|..i TY. 

End Rhyme 

.......The second and fourth lines of stanzas 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 rhyme. However, some of the lines contain only 

close rhymes or eye rhymes. In the third stanza, there is no end rhyme, but ring (line 2) rhymes with the 

penultimate words in lines 3 and 4. 

Internal Rhyme 

Figures of Speech 

.......Following are examples of figures of speech in the poem.  

Alliteration 

Because I could not stop for Death (line 1) 

he knew no haste (line 5) 

My labor, and my leisure too (line 7) 

At recess, in the ring 

gazing grain (line 11) 

setting sun (line 12) 

For only gossamer my gown (line 15) 

My tippet only tulle (line 16) 

toward eternity (line 24) 

Anaphora 

We passed the school, where children strove  

At recess, in the ring; 

We passed the fields of gazing grain, 

We passed the setting sun. (lines 9-12) 

Paradox u[��b 

Since then 'tis centuries, and yet each 

Feels shorter than the day 

I first surmised the horses' heads (lines 21-23) 

Personification  $NQib 

We passed the setting sun. 

Or rather, he passed us (lines 12-13) 

Comparison of the sun to a person 

Death is personified throughout the poem 

Hope is the Thing with Feathers 

 A Poem by Emily Dickinson (1830-1886)  

Hope is the thing with feathers 

That perches in the soul, 
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And sings the tune without the words, 

And never stops at all, 

 

And sweetest in the gale is heard; 

And sore must be the storm 

That could abash the little bird 

That kept so many warm. 

 

I've heard it in the chillest land 

And on the strangest sea; 

Yet, never, in extremity, 

It asked a crumb of me. 

  

In her poem, Emily Dickinson communicates that hope is like a bird because of its free and independent 

spirit. Hope is similar to a bird in its ability to bring comfort and consolation. Dickinson uses techniques 

such as extended metaphor and imagery to describe hope throughout her poem. 

The poem is introduced with, “Hope is the thing with feathers.” Dickinson’s use of the word “thing” denotes 

that hope is something abstract and vague. By identifying hope as a thing, Dickinson gives an intangible 

concept characteristics of a concrete object. The opening line of this poem also sets up the extended 

metaphor of comparing hope to a bird in the word “feathers.” “Feathers represent hope, because feathers 

offer the image of flying away to a new hope and a new beginning.”  

FG ،��b$Np[ FPN#ن إ�Q�rIد Y#eا �أن ه YpVI Y�# �o�� {JQc ��Zا���ة رو "P%VQوا�� .#eاY �J\I �o�� FG ��bر$[ XP {Pm "Zا��ا 

  .]��b$Np أ��Lء FG kN�m ا� Y#e�y¨ و¨�ر #�UR" ا�UVRرة #��N�%b Yت VQI¯$م دQ�rI�ن. وا�hUاء

K#$[ة$Np%ا� "Y#eا �ء هF\ا� k# ÖIام." ا��$¯VRن ا�Q�rIد S# "ءF� "ل$I XP q $I$�b{ل #S. و��#�i# uد �Fء ه� اY#e أن 

Y#eء، اF\ن آ�Q�rIد FWUI no�pq �#�� # �N� "R��Pا�� So�r�# "R��P# .ح�VVGت ا�Ncة ه_¤  ا$Np%ا� k�I ��Iرة أ�UVRة ا$V�# S# 

"Lر�%# Y#eا FG ر�NWا� FG "�Pآ "ÖIر" ."ÖIر Y��b ،Y#eن اe ÖIا�� ©I$%b رة�¹ ¨P�b ا$NUc Xإ� Y#أ $I$m "Iا$cة و$I$m".  

Line two of Dickinson’s poem further broadens the metaphor by giving hope delicate and sweet 

characteristics in the word “perches.” Dickinson’s choice of the word also suggests that, like a bird, hope is 

planning to stay. “Hope rests in our soul the way a bird rests on its perch.” The next line continues with hope 

singing to our souls. The line “And sings the tune—without the words,” gives the reader a sense that hope is 

universal. Hope sings without words so that everyone may understand it, regardless of language barriers. 

The closing line of the first stanza, “And never stops at all,” implies that hope is never ending. Hope cannot 

be stopped or destroyed. Dickinson’s point is emphasized in the words “never” and “at all.” In just one line, 

there are two negative words, which highlight Dickinson’s message. 

KNJا�  FLا��� S# ة$Np%ن ا��Q�rIد kR�I ^�_ز آ�iا�� S# ل}q ء�W دQ�rI�ن ا�NVqر". ا��NPUء" آFG "�P وPZ�ة no�pq "R�QZ اY#e إ

"�PrP� �N\I ��Iأ Xأن إ� Y�# ،�o�� Y#أ «W¯b ء�%JP�" .Y#eا S�rI FG ��Zرو "%I�Wا� FVا� $�VQI ر�NWا� FG ��o�NP ."KNJوا�  F��Vا� Y¨ا�b 
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���F ه� اc Y#e£ن �U�را ا�%�رئ FWUI" ا���Prت، دون #S�� S وF�~I" ا� �� .KNJ�R�� اY#e ا�~��ء_  .Y#eا F�~I آ{م دون XVZ X�QVI 

kN�iP� ©� ا� ، u~c �v�ا� S hmا�Z "~Pا� .KNJا�  F#�V¯ا� kW%�P� ،ولeا "] y[�VI ا$cأ XP [. أc$ا [F�V�I اY#e أن F�UI" ا�j{ق، و

Sr�I أن y[�VI Y#eأو ا �#$I .$ن أآ�Q�rIد "W%L FG رة�J �Jbز ا�F L  FV آSNV�P وه��ك G%»، واFG KNc $Z." ا�j{ق XP" و" أc$ا" 

"��Rن ر�Q�rIد 

The second stanza depicts hope’s continuous presence. “And sweetest in the gale is heard,” is ironic because 

hope’s most comforting song is heard during a “gale,” a horrible windstorm.   

Those whom live without hope carry a very heavy burden indeed. Hope surely is the light in the dark tunnel. 

 While it is true that many people all over the world live in extremely challenging situations, leading hard 

lives in appalling conditions. What keeps people going in such circumstances is the glimmer of hope that 

things can change. This is one thought that came to mind when first reading the poem "Hope is a Thing With 

Feathers" by Emily Dickinson. Another is that whoever or wherever you are in the world there is always 

hope, and what's more hope costs nothing. 

kW%ا�� FLر ا����pI د�mو Y#eا ��VQا��" .k�QIو XPZأ FG " ¨�Uا�"، �Nا��� "I�¯QP� �Le k�R "N�أ� Y#eا eآ��ا ÂI�# ل}q 

"" ¨�U،"ا� �وه " ¨� "JNره.  

Y��b �½J أ#NUI }c Y\�ن ا�_SI أو�½^ }N%� ا$m FG k[ا�ا� .Y#eا $Nآ£V��c ء�� FG ¹ �ا� ©Pvا�� .S½آ�ن و� ��N�¨ أن $I$Uا� S# ا���س FG 

kN�m ء��Lأ ©��Uن ا��\NUI FG أو��ع "JU¨ ،"I�~P� ��# ديzI ة�NZ "JU¨ FG وف�� " ا��vوف ه_¤ #�FG Y ا�_ه�ب ا���س F%JI #�. #�و

 #F� kء ه� اNp%� "Y#e$ة اeو�X ا�%�اءة �$ ا�_هS إ��JVb Xدر ا�FV ا[�rGر اZ$ ه� ه_ا. �N~Vb أن Sr�I اe#�ر أن FG اnNpc S# Y#e ه�

ÖIا�� "S# FPN#ن ا�Q�rIد .�q� �أن ه Yآ S# أو FG ن أي�r# K�آ FG ©��Uه��ك ا� ��oدا ،Y#و#� أ �أآ�� ه S# ^ذ� ] yPrb �½N� Y#eا.  

What is striking about the poem is its absolute simplicity, both in structure and in the words the poem 

presents. However the content and ideas being discussed in the poem are really far from simple, the idea of 

hope in "extremity" and hope in the "chillest land/And on the strangest sea," is a quite philosophical way of 

viewing the world. The clear and easy way the rhyme scheme works in conjunction with the simple words 

certainly works in counter to the content. It is clear that this poem is much more than a simple piece of 

verse. 

KG}ة وا�$Np%ا� �ه �V��Qc ،"%PWاء ا���R FG YrNا�� FGض و� �ib ��V\[��# FGي ا�FV وا�rGeر ا���V�ى ذ�^ و#k ا�%Np$ة آ��Pت  

rb S�ن #� أUc$ ا�%Np$ة "��QJا� ،�%Z نG ة�rG Y#eا FG "Xp[أ "Y#eوا FG  /"chillest رضeا FGو ��J" أ��ب، ا��ه "PNRو "N QPG 

�#��b S# ه$ة�\# ©��Uا� ."%I�Wوا��" ا� "P�Rو «W¯�P� "NG�[ Y�UI �J�m Xإ� {�m k# ت��Pآ "WNQc Y�Ub FG ل�i# "�G�r# $Nآ£V��c Xإ� 

  .ا[�Ncت #WNQc S" ]�i# "UWد #�N�rc S أآ�� ا�%Np$ة ه_¤ أن ا��ا�S# Â. ا���V�ى

One of the messages of the poem seems to say that whatever life throws at the individual there is always the 

dove-like glimmer of hope that sits in all of us that is so strong that its voice can still be heard in the "gale" 

of stormy times. Everyone goes through stormy times in their life and no matter where you are on earth or 

from which "strangest sea" you inhabit but there is no need to despair. 

 أن Y�# "#��Z FG ا[#nNpc S# Y دا��o ه��ك ا� �دي ا��VQ�ى F%PI XP ا���Nة آ�KL #��� أL �L%�ل أن JI$و ا�%Np$ة #S رYo�R إZ$ى

�PiI FG Yوه_ا #�� آ �ه S# ة�ا�% wN�c ] الhI ��b�¨ k�QI FG "" ¨�Uا� "S# ات�# " ¨�Uا� Yآ n¯� ��I ات�# " ¨� FG ©�b�NZ 

u~cو �v�ا� S  �NP£س m�Z" ه��ك �KQN و�ÖNUb ©r� Sr" ا���J أ��ب" ا�_ي #S أو اeرض XP وm�دك #�rن 
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Pain and hope the poem seem to be saying, come to all of us, but hope is the resistance that keeps human 

nature stubborn and fighting the things that life throws at us. Hope through the metaphor Dickinson uses, is 

a bird that "perches in the soul" of everyone, regardless of race, gender or status. It is something that 

everyone has to "keep them warm" against the storm of life, and it never stops singing nor does it ask "a 

crumb" of the user. It is something that is present within us that we take for granted and usually think little 

of, until that is we come across poetry like this to capture our attention. 

©�eا Y#eوا FG ة$Np%و ا�$JI أن }o�[ :Fb£b ��� ،�UN�m Srو� Y#eا �ا��%�و#" ه FVا� ÁG��b XP "UNJWا� "I�\Jة ا�$N�Uا� "cء و#��ر�N�eا FVا� 

F%Pb ��NPS ا��u~c �v ا�S# ،kN�i" ا�� �س FG ا��NPUء" أن ���o ه� VQI¯$م، دQ�rI�ن ا���iز q{ل #S اY#e ا���Nة  ��iق أو ا��Uأو ا� 

k��ا� �أ#� وه kN�iظ" أن ا�� VZ]ا ��c "½Gدا "$� " ¨� S# ،ة�Nا�� �Lوأ ] y[�VI ا$cأ S وه�. ا��VQ¯$م #S" آ�Qة" Qb£ل و[ ا�~��ء 

Fb£L �J أن وإ��r L }NP[ ،S# X #� و�دة ���VL Â¯_ه� ا�FV دا# FG ��Pq�m�د أ#� �U\ا� Y�# ذ ه_ا��VQb XP ��#��Vاه  

There is a definite contrast within the poem between hope on the one side as represented with the words like 

"warm," "Soul," "sweetest;" and in the pain of life as represented in words like "storm," "gales," "chillest." 

Although there is a clear battle between these two elements, it is clear which one comes out on top as the 

voice of hope can still be heard through the gales and storms. It is clear that whatever the battles we may 

face, hope wins through in the end. 

XP اSNc Y#e ا�%Np$ة FG وا�u[��b Â ه��ك {L�m $Zآ�� وا KP�# k# ت��Pآ Y�# "ا��وح" ا���رة "،" "XPZ؛"أ ©�eوا FG ة�Nا�� "P��# FG 

 Fb£I واZ$ أي ا��ا�S# Â ا�SI�p�U، ه_SNc SI وا��" #�Uآ" ه��ك أن #S ا���© chillest  ."XP""  ،" ر�Iح" ا�Y�# "" ¨�U آ��Pت

XP وY#£L ل، �UVLض ]$ ا���Uرك آ�KL #��� أ�L ا��ا�S# Â وا�U�ا¨y ر�Iح q{ل #k�Qb S أن اY#e ¨�ت hIال [ آ�� ا�%��o" رأس 

S# ل}q ز�G FG "I��L ف�Wا��.  

Poetry of Harlem Renaissance  

“If We Must Die” 

 Claude McKay Limns  

If we must die, let it not be like hogs  

Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot,  

While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs,  

Making their mock at our accursed lot.  

If we must die, O let us nobly die  

So that our precious blood may not be shed  

In vain; then even the monsters we defy  

Shall be constrained to honor us though dead!  

O kinsmen! We must meet the common foe!  

Though far outnumbered let us show us brave,  

And for their thousand blows deal one death blow!  

What though before us lies the open grave?  

Like men we’ll face the murderous, cowardly pack,  

Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back! 
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The Negro Speaks of Rivers 

by Langston Hughes 

I've known rivers: 

I've known rivers ancient as the world and older than the 

     flow of human blood in human veins. 

  

My soul has grown deep like the rivers. 

  

I bathed in the Euphrates when dawns were young. 

I built my hut near the Congo and it lulled me to sleep. 

I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it. 

I heard the singing of the Mississippi when Abe Lincoln  

     went down to New Orleans, and I've seen its muddy  

     bosom turn all golden in the sunset. 

  

I've known rivers: 

Ancient, dusky rivers. 

  

My soul has grown deep like the rivers. 

Literary Terms  

Alliterationis the repetition of initial sounds in neighboring words. 

Example: 

 sweet smell of success, a dime a dozen, bigger and better, jump for joy 

AnaphoraThe deliberate repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of several successive verses, clauses, 

or paragraphs.  

One of the devices of repetition, in which the same phrase is repeated at the beginning of two or more lines.  

Example:(see: Because I could not stop for Death) 

Metaphor the comparison of two UNLIKE things. 

Metaphor: Metaphor is a figure of speech where two distinctly different things are compared without using 

adverbs of comparison, 'as', 'like', etc. 

Example: 

He is a horse. Thou art sunshine. 

Meter 

Meter refers to the varying, nevertheless recognizable pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables that occur 

in regular units in the lines of a verse. Each regular unit is called a foot. Depending upon the number of feet 
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in a line, a line can be called monometer (if it has one foot), dimeter (if it has two feet), trimeter, tetrameter 

and so on till nonameter (if a line has nine meters in it). 

  اeدNc"  ا����PWpت

Alliterationis ار�rb ات�¨eا "Nو�eرة ا�JUcورة و�iا��.  

XP YNJR ا����ل:  

"�oة را�PZ S# ،ح�i�ا� S# ة�\  �P �ح وا�% h وأY�G، أآ�V�R �Jت، 

AnaphoraThe ار�rVا� $�UVا�� "�PrP� رة أو�J FG "Iا$c ت�Ncا  "J[�UV# ة$  .ا� %�ات أو ، �Jرات 

$Zوا S# ةh�mار، أ�rVا� FVر وا��rVb � L رة�JUا� FG "Iا$c SN�أآ�� أو ا� S# ت�Nc]ا .  

  )ا���ت Vb S�y[ أن F�Le ] Sr�I: ا�vL: (#��ل

    ا[��Nء #SN PV¯# S ا��SN #%�رL": ا�UVRرة

  .ا�� ،'أZ}' ،'آ��' ا��%�رL"، ا[Z�ال اVR¯$ام دون وا��� اSN½N� SN PV¯# �G}Vq #%�رwNZ ©Vb "L ا�r{م �¯Np" ه�: ا�UVRرة:: ا�UVRرة

XP YNJR ا����ل:  

  .ا�\�� أ�U" ا� S اKL. ا���pن وه�

   ا�%�Nس

 KNc ¨ �ف FG ا��N#�v" ا��Z$ات �b FG$ث ا�FV ا��\$د و��N ا��\$د ا��%��S# k  ا���» ا��UVف Sr�I ذ�^ و#k ، ا�SI�JV إ��N\I X  ا�%�Nس

�U� X�Qbو Yة آ$Zو "Iد�Uوه_ا ا�%$م ا� y[�VI XP$د  S# ا[]$ام FG KNJا� ، Sr�I¹ أن وPWL FP KNJا�  monometer )آ�ن إذا �I$� م$[ 

�m Fا وه�I$� SN#$[(، trimeter، ©P آ�ن إذا( dimeter ،)واZ$ة�cا�� YN� Vا� XVZ nonameter )آ�ن إذا KNJا�  �� "UQb meters FG 

  ) ذ�^

Paradoxreveals a kind of truth which at first seems contradictory. Two opposing ideas.  

Example: 

Stone walls do not a prison make, Nor iron bars a cage.  

Personification is giving human qualities to animals or objects. Making inanimates as animates.   

Example: 

a smiling moon, a jovial sun 

Rhyme: When two similar sounding words are repeated in a stanza of a poem, it is known as a rhyme. 

Rhymes that appear on the end of the lines are called end rhyme which is the most common type of rhyme in 

poetry. There is also internal rhyme where rhyming words appear in the same line. Apart from this, rhymes 

can also be divided into masculine rhymes and feminine rhymes. Rhyming words that end with a stressed 

syllable is called the masculine rhyme, while those that end with an unstressed syllable are known as 

feminine rhyme. 

Example: 

Roses are red        

Violents are blue 

Sugar is sweet 

And so are you. 

Paradoxreveals ع�L S# "%N%ا�� FVا� FG "Iا$Jو ا�$JI ��[��V# .SNb�rG "ر��UV#.  
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XP YNJR ا����ل:  

  .] n ا��$�J�[ $Iن و[ ، ا�k�pb SiQ [ ا��I�i" ا�i$ران

$NQiVا� :FWUI ت� pا� "I�\Jا� Xت إ��Lا�NZ ت أو��oآ� .YUm �N� ك��Vك آ��   ا����Vا��.  

XP YNJR ا����ل:  

� QVJI©، ا�%���� "Z�#  

"NG�[ :�#$���vb XP ا�FV ا�%�ا�UI ©R�c "NG�[ .FGف ]Np$ة، #¨  FG kW%# S��c�\V# �Nb ا���Prت �rVbر  "I��L ت�Nc]ا X�Qb   "NG�[ "I���ا� 

� ا[آ�� ا���ع وه��N� S# "NG�[ FG �U\ه��ك. ا� ��Iأ "NG�[ ت��Prا� "NG�%ا� "NPqا�$ا wNZ ��vb FG � L KNJا�  .}�Gو S Sr�I ذ�^، 

��Iأ ���NQ%b Xإ� FGا�و ا��_آ� ا�% wLz���NGا�ا�%  ."NG�[ ت��Prا� FVا� F�V�b $I$\Vc  X�QI kW%# "NG�%ا��_آ�، ا� ���Nc ف�UI ^Pb FVا� k# 

"I���ا� kW%# �N� د$\# �NG�%ا� wLzا��.  

XP YNJR ا����ل:  

  ا����اء ا��رود

Violents زر]�ء  

�rQا� �PZ  

XVZو KLأ.  

            ******* 

How doth the little crocodile 

Improve his shining tail, 

And pour the waters of the Nile 

On every golden scale! 

Simile is the comparison of two unlike things using like or as 

Simile: Simile is a figure of speech in which two objects are compared using adverbs such as "like" and 

"as". 

Example: He eats like a horse.  

Stanza is a unified group of lines in poetry.  

Theme is the general idea or insight about life that a writer wishes to express. All of the elements of literary 

termscontribute to theme. A simple theme can often be stated in a single sentence.  

Example: "After reading (this book, poem, essay), I think the author wants me to understand..... 

yNآ ©Pح أ��Q�Vا� }NP[  

SNQ�b �PIذ ،"[�\#  

{pbو ¤�N# YN�ا�  

XP Yس آ�N%# FJا�_ه!  

�NJ\V:  ا��ه "Lر�%# SN½N�  SN PV¯#  ام$¯VR�c like, as   

�NJ\Vا� :�NJ\Vا� �ه ¤hN#  FG م}rا� FVا� ©Vb "Lر�%# SN�oام آ�$¯VR�c ال�Z]ا Y�# "Y�# "آ��" و ."  

  .ا���pن #�I Y£آY: #��ل

kW%ي ا���U\رة: ا��J S "��i# ة$Z�# S# ت�Nc]ا  FG �U\ا�.  
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�UI Sب أن I�د ا�b�r} أن أو ا���Nة S  رؤ�I او �#" �rGة ه�: ا�����ع .kN�m �¨�� termscontribute "Ncدeع ا����� .�Jو��� 

  .واZ$ة FG "P�m ورد #���ع rb "WNQc�ن #�

XP YNJR ا����ل" :$Uc ب، ه_ا( ]�اءة�Vrة، ا�$Np[ أو "��%#(، $%V  أ�G© أن #�I�I F$ ا��y�z أن وأ
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Lecture Nine  

Samples of American Fiction: 

Short Story 

The Story of an Hour 

By Kate Chopin (1851-1904) 

Type of Work  

"The Story of an Hour" is a short story centering on a young married woman of the late nineteenth century 

as she reacts to a report that her husband has died in a train accident. 

Publication  

"The Story of an Hour“  was first published in December 6, 1894, under the title "The Dream of an Hour.” 

Setting  

The action takes place in a single hour in an American home in the last decade of the nineteenth Century. 

Observance of the Unities  

The story observes the classical unities of time, place, and action. These unities dictate that the events in 

a short story should take place (1) in a single day and (2) in a single location as part of (3) a single story line 

with no subplots. French classical writers, interpreting guidelines established by Aristotle for stage dramas, 

formulated the unities. Over the centuries, many writers began to ignore them, but many playwrights and 

authors of short stories continued to use them. 

345 67 389:  

  )١٩٠٤-١٨٥١( C=<9ن آ@? <=ا:;3

  اK LMNO=ع

 9Z 67ت i5 زو]9c أن Rb8 9cKd ?e89fV aZ RgR`V اa:9UO اR`Oن أوا_V ^Z R[و]? 9C<3 اRZأة X=ل TMUV=ر R@45ة 345 ه6" :389 345"

  .اO`;9ر 9Xدث

RbmOا  

  .":m8 "reX 389=ان TV? ،١٨٩٤ دRoMpg ٦ RZ 67ة dول RbKت" :389 345"

  اi8sاد

LMNOي واRug 67 389: ةiXل 67 وا]mZ 3@آR@Z67 أ i`NOا R@_dا ^Z نR`Oا a:9UOا Rb8.  

3vXwZ xiX=Oا    

34`Oا yXwg ةiX=O3 ا@z@:wzO9ن اZ]eO ،9نzMOوا LMNOوا .x{ه xiX=Oض اRfV اث أنiXd34 67 ا`Oة اR@4`Oا }ug ان rUV )١ (67 م=g iXو وا 

 ا9oMOدئ R@pfg ا6pKRfO، ا6z@:wzO ا9UzOب. اoK9uO@3 ا9zoTOت و]=د i8م aZ  اZ �4`O^ واiX _�) ٣( Z^ آu[ء وا9zZ iXن 67) ٢(

3@c@[=UO6 اUOه9 ا�bKر:;= أd 9ZراiOا �@XRpMO9غ ، ا� xiX=Oا .�e8 RZ ،ونR`Oأ اi> igiNOا ^Z 9بUzO9،  67 اce9هuV ^zOو R@آ� ^Z 9بUzOا 

^@@XRpMO9ب اUوآ ^Z �4`Oة اR@4`Oا ا=e9  وا�cZاi�U:ا.  

Characters 

Mrs. Louise Mallard: Young, attractive woman who mourns the reported death of her husband but exults in 

the freedom she will enjoy in the years to come.  
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Brently Mallard: Mrs. Mallard's husband. 

Josephine: Mrs. Mallard's sister. 

Richards: Friend of Brently Mallard. 

Doctors: Physicians who arrive too late to save Mrs. Mallard. 

Plot Summary 

By Michael J. Cummings...© 2006 

  ا4�bO@9ت

  .اO`9د3Z اmpO=ات aUMUV 67 :=ف  اا6UO ا�oU�V �e8 3gRTO وzO^ زو]9c و97ة ذآRى �NmV اO}ي ]}ا<3 اRZأة RO9Z :،�>9Cد g=O[ اi@pOة

Brently دRO9Z :ة زوجi@pO�9رد اZ .  

  . �9Zرد اi@pOة أ_?: ]=ز7@^

  .�9Z Brentlyرد ��gi: ر9bUgردز

  .�9Zرد اi@pOة Ks`9ذ اdوان 7=ات <e4g iN=ن اg{O^ ا9o�dء: ا9o�dء

��eZ �zoTOا   

  ٢٠٠٦... ©  آJ .Lzg9Z ]�m@Z9 <=ا:;3

 

.Brently Mallard has died in a train accident, according to a report received at a newspaper office. Mr. 

Richards, a friend of Mallard, was in the newspaper office when the report came in. He tells Mallard’s 

sister-in-law, Josephine, of Mallard’s death, and accompanies Josephine to the Mallard home. Because 

Mallard’s wife, Louise—a young, attractive woman—suffers from a heart condition, Josephine announces 

news of the tragedy as gently as possible.  

 

Mrs. Mallard breaks down, crying fitfully, then goes upstairs to a room to be alone. There she sits down and 

gazes out a window, sobbing. It is spring. Birds sing, and the trees burst with new life. It had been raining, 

but now patches of blue sky appear.  

 

Suddenly, an extraordinary thought occurs to Mrs. Mallard, interrupting her grieving: She is free. She is now 

an independent woman—at liberty to do as she pleases. Because Mrs. Mallard seems to feel guilty at this 

thought, she tries to fight it back at first. Then she succumbs to it, allowing it to sweep over her. She 

whispers, “Free, free, free!”  
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To be sure, she will cry at the funeral. However, in the years to come, she will know nothing but joy and 

happiness, for there will be “no powerful will bending her” to do its bidding. Of course, she had loved her 

husband. Well, sometimes. On other occasions, she had not loved him at all. But what does it matter now, 

she thinks, whether or how much she had loved her husband? The important thing is that she is free.  

i5 9تZ .�9ردZ Brently 67 9دثX ،9ر;`Oو7`9 ا RgR`UO ورد �Oا }UzZ 3f@T4Oوآ9ن. ا i@pO9ردز، اbUgوه= ر �gi� ،�9ردZ 67 }UzZ 

3f@T� 9Zim8 RgR`UO9 ]9ء اc@Oو95ل  ا �`@`bO  �9ردZ 67 ،ن=K9`O�9رد، و97ة ]=ز7@^، اZ �7اRgز7@^ و=[ �O�9رد <@? إZ .نd 3[�9رد زوZ 

]g=O -3>9C 3>ا{[أة وRZ6 اK9NV ^Z ضRZ 67 ،}e`Oز7@^ ا=[ ^eNg �oK 9ة:�MOا Roر <�آi5 ^zMZ ^Z ¨;eOا.  

  

 ا79mO}ة، _9رج وiTVق أ:euV Lf¬ ه9mك. وiXهzUO 9=ن اeNO=ي ا37Rª 67 �>9;O إg �O}ه{ ©Lzb> ،a;`UZ r وا9zoOء 9cmVر، �9Zرد اi@pOة

3oTUmZ .�Kإ a@>ر. ر=@;O6، اm�V 9رuCdوا RufmV aZ 9ة@TOة اigiuOا .?K9آ  ،R;MV ^zOو وiog ا®ن a`> ^Z 9ءMpOر95ء ا]Oا.  

 �9Zرد اi@pOة dن. 9bVء LNfV 9Z أن 3e`UpZ xRX، اRZأة ا®ن هRX .6ة إ9cK]X  :9cK و5¨ اi@pOة�9Zرد،  iTV 67ث 98دR@ª 3g وا�u7 RzfOة،

 RXة، ،" McV¬ ه�O 9cX9@U[�  .6 وا9MpOح repUpV ،�O اr© 9cK. اioOا3g 67 أ_Rى RZة 9TZر<9TV �Uول ا9cK  اRzfOة، <iog RNbV }K{O9> 67 x{cو

  !"RXة

^Z iآ°MO9 أن اcK6 :=ف اzoV 67 9زةmuOا .aZو ،±Oات 67 ذ=mpO3، اZ9د`Oا ^O   reNV 9²@C ^zOح وRfO9دة، اNpOوا �Kd ن=z@: 9كm3 إرادة" هg=5 

 وzO^. اw�sق �oTV �e8 �  أ_Rى، 9o:9mZت 67. اXd@9ن <9mpX 67 ³N،. زو]9c اi5 ?oX ا9TOل، <;Z  .3N@o[اigة � eO`@9م" 9cO ا�9mTKء �

9Z 3@Mأه ±Oه6 ا®ن، ذ  ،i`UNV اء=: ?K9أو آ r9 آcKا }TV 9؟c[6ء زوbOوا rcMO9 ه= اcKأ xRX  

 

Worried about her sister, Josephine pounds on Mrs. Mallard’s door, begging entry. But Louise, saying she is 

all right, tells her to go away. Mrs. Mallard then resumes her revelry about the wondrous future before her—

all the days that will belong to her alone. Only yesterday she wished that life would be short; now she 

wishes that life will be long.  

At length, she answers the door and goes downstairs with Josephine. At the bottom of the stairs, Mr. 

Richards stands waiting while someone is opening the front door. It is Brently Mallard. There had been a 

mix-up. He was not in the accident, or even near it, when it occurred. Josephine shrieks. Richards quickly 

moves in front of Brently to prevent Mrs. Mallard from seeing him. But it is too late.  

Physicians later determine that Mrs. Mallard’s death resulted from “joy that kills.” Her weak heart could not 

withstand the happy shock of seeing her husband alive and whole. 

9`e5 ن�b> ،�U_ز7@^ أ=[ �@m[ �e8 ة <9بi@pO�9رد، اZ ءi>ل و=pUOا .^zO ]g=O 3e·95 9cKا ،R@�> ل=`V9 وcO ه{ أن{V اi@N> .ةi@pO�9رد اZ r© 

¨K�Upg �9تfUXل ا�=X Lo`UpZ }@u8 9cZ9Zأ a@M[ 9مgd6 اUOد ا=NV 9cO 9هiXو .¬Zd9> �`7 ?>R89 8^ أcUoª9ة أن 67 ر@TOن ا=zU: 

  .�=zU: 3eg=ن اTO@9ة أن V=د وا®ن R@45ة،

iN>  ،ةiZ 6ه  }@ug �e8 9بoO9<� 67 ا;O6 اefpOه{ ا{Vو aZ ^@767. ]=ز Lf:أ i@pO9[رiO9ردز اbUgر ¨`g 9رvUK67 ا� ^@X ��C 9Z ¸U7 

 ر9bUgردز. ]=زR� ^@7_?. وR`O9> ،�mZ 9Zim8 ?N5ب �UX أو ا9TOدث، �e_ .rO ^zg 67 ه9mك آ9ن. �9Zرد Brently أ�K. ا6Z9Zd ا9oOب

  .اdوان 7=ات <iN وzO^. رؤ�9Z ^Z �Ugرد اi@pOة Brently amMO أ9Zم <RTUg 38Rpك

 ROؤi@N: 3gة �3Zi أ9Zم iM4V أن zMg^ � اLU`g ".9coe5 ¨@NºO اO}ي اRfOح" �9Z ?uUK ^8رد اi@pOة Z=ت أن ا9o�dء �X� RgR`V و5? 67

9c[زو �e8 i@5 9ة@TOا .  
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Theme 

Oppression 

Society in late nineteenth century expected women to keep house, cook, bear and rear children—but little 

more. Despite efforts of women’s-rights activists such as Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan 

B. Anthony, women still had not received the right to vote in national elections by the century’s end. 

Moreover, employers generally discriminated against women by hiring them for menial jobs only and 

paying them less than men for the same work. The Story of an Hour hints that Mrs. Mallard’s husband—

perhaps a typical husband of his day—dominated his wife. 

  اMO=¼=ع

  ا�¼;9cد

UuMOاaM 67 R_ن أواR`Oا a:9UOا Rb8 a5=UMOأن ا yfUTg أةRMO9> 67 ،ل]mMOا ½o� ،،LMTV ieV9ل وf�dا Rأآ� w@e5 .�e8 rªROا ^Z د=cuO6 اUOا 

9cO{oV -9ء;bK ق=`X xأRMOا L�Z  9@bgRآ=O ت=Z ، ¾@>ا]@Oن، آ9دي إ=UK9U: 6 و:=زانK=UKأ B.، أةRMOال � ا]V rO L4TV �e8 �X ?g=4UOا 

 و¿rcf@¿=V �e8 ¨·9 98م <Z }K9[ Lzb^ اRMOأة ¼MV i@[ اLMNO وأر<9ب ذ�e8 ،±O وw8وة. اR`Oن eT> 3g9cK=ل اm�=O@3 ا�9�UK<9ت 67

3N@¼و a7iV rcO �`7 L5أ ^Z 9ل[RO8^ ا ¬fK LMNO9ت :389 67 345. اT@MeV ة زوج <�نi@pO�9رد اZ ذ]@3 زوج=MK ^Z �U5=O ي{Oا ^M@cg 

�e8 �U[زو  

 

Repression 

Louise Mallard appears to have been a weak-willed woman, one who probably repressed her desire to 

control her destiny. Consequently, during her marriage, she suffered constant stress that may well have 

caused or contributed to her "heart trouble," referred to in the first sentence of the story.  

Symbolism 

Examples of symbols in the story are the following: 

Springtime (Paragraph 5): The new, exciting life that Mrs. Mallard thinks is awaiting her. 

Patches of Blue Sky (Paragraph 6): Emergence of her new life. 

  ا�¼;9cد

]g=O �9ردZ وiog 9cKأة آ9ن أRZا ¨@N¼ ،رادةsا iXوأ ^g{O9 اM>ر aM5 9cUoªة 67 رR;@pOا �e8 9هR@4Z .3u@UKو ،±O{O لw_9، وc[زوا 

?O959 وcKا ?K98 ��ºOا RMUpMO6 اUOا i5 ن=zg i5 }opV أو rc:89{" 67 أUZ 67 }e`O9ر" اbMO9 اc@O3 67 إeMuOا �Oوdا ^Z 34`Oا.  

  اZRO=ز

3e�Zأ ^Z ز=ZRO34 67 ا`O9 ه6 اM6 آeg:  

a@>ROة( اR`fO9ة):٥ ا@TOة اigiuOة اR@�MO6 واUOا ^vV ةi@pO�9رد اZ 9cK9ره9 اvUK9> .  

a`> ^Z 9ءMpOر95ء ا]Oة( اR`fOر): ٦ ا=c¿ 9cV9@X ةigiuOا.  

 

Figures of Speech 

Examples of figures of speech are the following: 

Revealed in half-concealing (Paragraph 2): Paradox 

Storm of grief (Paragraph 3): Metaphor 
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Physical exhaustion that haunted her body (Paragraph 4): Metaphor/Personification 

Breath of rain (Paragraph 5): Metaphor 

Song which someone was singing (Paragraph 5): Alliteration 

Clouds that had met (Paragraph 6): Metaphor/Personification 

The sounds, the scents (Paragraph 9): Alliteration 

Thing that was approaching to possess her (Paragraph 10): Metaphor/Personification 

Monstrous joy (Paragraph 12): Oxymoron 

She carried herself unwittingly like a goddess of Victory (Paragraph 20): Simile 

Joy that kills (Paragraph 23): Paradox. The phrase is also ironic, since the doctors mistakenly believe that 

Mrs. Mallard was happy to see her husband 

  اwzOم 4�C@9ت

3e�Zأ ^Z 4@9ت�bOم اwzO9 ه6 اM6 آeg:  

¨b9ء 67 آf_4¨ إK )ةR`fO³59): ٢ اmV  

3f�98 ^Z ن]TOة( اR`fO9ز): ٣ اuZ  

  اi@puUO/  ا9uMOز): ٤ اR`fOة( ]ipهV 9°رق ا6UO ا6KioO اsره9ق

9pfK ^Z R;MOة( اR`fO9ز): ٥ اuMOا  

3@mªd6 اUO6 آ9ن اm�g ��C )ةR`fO9س): ٥ اmuOا  

  اi@puUO/  ا9uMOز): ٦ اR`fOة( ا]NMU? ا6UO ا�O@=م

  ا9muOس): ٩ اR`fOة( واROوا·¸ ا�d=ات

  اi@puUO/  ا9uMOز): ١٠ اR`fOة( �wUZآRU`g 9cب آ9ن اO}ي ا6bOء

  ا6vfeO ا³59mUO): ١٢ اR`fOة( اROه@{ اRfOح

?eMX 9cpfK دون i45 L�Z 3cOإ R4mOة( اR`fO٢٠ ا :(�@obUOا  

  زو]RO 9cؤi@N: 3gا آ9ن �9Zرد اi@pOة أن _;� i`UNgون ا9o�dء dن ا3gR�pO، أ9ºg ه= 9o8رة. 9fZر35): ٢٣ اR`fOة( LU`g اO}ي اRfOح

What's in a Name? 

Not until Paragraph 16 does the reader learn the protagonist’s first name, Louise. Why the author delayed 

revealing her given name is open to speculation. I believe the author did so to suggest that the young woman 

lacked individuality and identity until her husband’s reported death liberated her. Before that time, she was 

merely Mrs. Brently Mallard, an appendage grafted onto her husband’s identity. While undergoing her 

personal renaissance alone in her room, she regains her own identity. It is at this time that her sister, 

Josephine, calls out, “Louise, open the door!” However, there is irony in Mrs. Mallard’s first name: Louise is 

the feminine form of the masculine Louis. So even when Mrs. Mallard takes back her identity, it is in part a 

male identity.  (Michael J. Cummings, Cummings Study Guides) 

  ا�:r؟ 9Zذا 8^

rO ^zg �UX ةR`fO١٦ ا � reNV 9رئ`Oا r:ا L;> 3gواROا ،�Oوdا ]g=O .9ذاMO R_�V ¨O°MOا ¨bzO9 إ8;9ء 8^ اcM:ح ا=UfZ 9تmczUO9Z9Zأ .

i`U8أن وأ ¨O°MOا LN7 ±O6 67 ذX=g أة <�نRZ9<3 اC R`UfV �O4@3 إ�C 3g=وه �UX 9 و97ةc[9 زوcVرRX  .Lo5 ±O5?، ذ=Oا ?K9د آRuZ ةi@pOا 

Brently ،�9ردZ دRuZ �TeZ rN;V 3g=9 هc[9. زوMm@> aº�V 3ºcK 3@4�bOه9 اiX9، 67 وcU7Rª 6ه  i@NUpV 9cUg=3�9 ه�O67 آ9ن. ا 
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 اK°MO¾ اLzbO ه= �9Z :]g=Oرد اdول اi@pOة ا:3gR�: 67 r ه9mك ذO±، وaZ!" ا9oOب اg=O ¸U7[،" 9mgدي، ]=ز9cU`@`C ،^@7 أن اO=5? ه}ا

¬g=O Rآ{MOا .±O{O �UX 9Zim8 {_�V ةi@pO�9رد اZ 9، ا98دةcUg=ء 67 ه= ه][ 3g=آ=ر ه{Oا) .J .Lzg9Z ،]�m@Z9آ iCRZ 6M@eNV ]�m@Z9آ(  

Foreshadowing 

The opening sentence of the story foreshadows the ending—or at least hints that Mrs. Mallard’s heart 

condition will affect the outcome of the story. Morever, this sentence also makes the ending believable. 

Without an early reference to her heart ailment, the ending would seem implausible and contrived. 

Author 

Kate Chopin (1851-1904) is best known for her short stories (more than 100) and a novel, The Awakening. 

One of her recurring themes—the problems facing women in a society that repressed them—made 

her literary works highly popular in the late twentieth century. They remain popular today. 

  اK}ار

3eMuO3 ا@X9UU734 ا�`eO ر{mg 9ءcKأو إ �e8 L5d9ت اT@MeV �O3 أن إO9X ةi@pO�9رد اZ 67 }e`Oف ا=: R©°V �e8 Ä·9UK 34`Oا .Morever، x{ه 

3eMuO9 اºgأ LNug �g9cmO3 اO=`NZ .9رة دونCة إRzoZ ضRMO ،9coe5 وioV3 وg9cmOا R@ª L>95 �gi4UeO 3eNUfZو.  

}V9zOا  

RcUbV ?@9ن آ>=C )١٩٠٤- ١٨٥١ (9c44`O ةR@4`Oا )Rأآ� ^Z ١٠٠ (3gة وروا=T4Oا .iXوا ^Z 98ت=¼=MOرة اRzUMO9، اcO L9آbMO6 اUOا 

  .اO@=م LvV 3@oNC أ9cK إ�. اgRbNO^ اR`Oن أوا_R 67 آR@oة <9cV 9cO LMNV 3@oNbاdد<@9m� 3ع aMUuZ rcNM`g  ^Z 67 ا9pmOء V=ا]�

Study Questions and Essay Topics 

1- What was life like for Mrs. Mallard in the home of Brently Mallard? 

2- In the report of the train accident, Brently Mallard's name was at the top of the list of fatalities (Paragraph 

2). Does this information mean that Mallard was an important citizen in his community? Does it also suggest 

that perhaps Louise married him, in part, because of his standing in the community? 

3- Do you believe Brently Mallard mistreated his wife? In answering this question, keep in mind the 

following: (1) In Paragraph 13, Louise Mallard recalls that Brently was kind and that "he had never looked 

save with love upon her." (2) However, Paragraph 8 had previously informed the reader that Mrs. Mallard's 

face "bespoke repression," and Paragraph 14 says Brently had a "powerful will bending her." 

4- How much of Mrs. Mallard's apparent unhappiness in her marriage was her own fault? 

5- After Mrs. Mallard receives news that her husband died in a train accident, she goes to “her room.” Do 

these two words mean that she slept separately from her husband? Does the fact that no children are named 

in the story indeed indicate that she and her husband slept apart? 

3e²:را:3 أiO98ت ا=¼=Z9ل و`MOا  

  ؟�9Z Brentlyرد mZ[ل �9MO 67رد i@peOة �obV اTO@9ة آ9Z ?K9ذا - ١

٢ - 67 RgR`V 9دثX ،9ر;`Oآ9ن ا r:�9رد اZ 67 Brently 67 �e83 أM·95 7@9ت=Oة( اR`fO٢ ا .(x{9ت هZ=eNMO6 � اmNV �9رد أنZ ا�^ آ9ن=Z 

9McZ 67 ؟�NMUuZ �Kح � وأR;g 9ºgأ �K9 أM>ر �U[و]V ،]g=O 67 ء][ ،�mZ ±Oوذ }op> �UK9zZ 67 ؟aMUuMOا  

٣ - Lه i`UNV Brently �9ردZ ء�pg 3eZ9NZ ؟�U[9<3 67 زو[sال، ه}ا 8^ ا°pOأن ا aºK 67 9رoU89 ا�Z 6eg) :١ (67 ةR`fO١٣ ا، ]g=O 

 �9Z 67رد اi@pOة وا]� أن اO`9رئ ٨ اR`fOة :9<`9 أ<i5 Åe ذO±، وaZ) ٢." (rO Rvmg 9cO }T> 9c@e8" وا�K اmO=ع Brently آ9ن أن إ�9Z �Oرد

"aM5 L4fZ"، ةR`fOل ١٤ وا=`V آ9ن Brently �e8 "3oª3 رg=5 9 :=فcNº�V ".  
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٤ - rآ ^Z 3:9NV ةi@pO�9رد اZ �e8 9Z وiog 67 9c[9؟ _9ص _;� آ9ن زواc>  

٥ -  ."9cU7Rª "iN> ةi@pO�9رد اZ �`eUg 9رo_9 و97ة  أc[9دث 67 زوX ،9ر;`Oه{ ا{V �O9 إcU7Rª  ^@V9ه ^@UMezOا L6 هmNV أن ?Z9K Lzb> 

L4fmZ ^8 9؟c[زو L3 ه`@`X أن � rUg 3@MpV 9لf34 67 أ�`Oا R@bV �Oأن إ a5ا=O9 اcK9 أc[ن وزو=Z9mg ^@e4fmZ ؟  

a[اRUOت 8^ اwgiNUOا 

Literary Terms  

Character: The embodiment of a person in a drama or narrative through verbal representation or actions. It 

is through their dialogs and actions that the readers or audience is able to understand the moral, intellectual 

and emotional qualities of that character and thus the overall story. 

Foreshadowing is the use of hints or clues to suggest what will happen later in literature.  

Foreshadowing is a tool used to give the reader or audience a hint of what may happen ahead.  

Oxymoron: A literary device in which two words that contradict each other in meaning are used together to 

form a paradox.  

Oxymoron is putting two contradictory words together.  

Examples: 

hot ice, cold fire, wise fool, sad joy,  

Plot: The effect of the structure and relationship of the actions, events and characters in a fictional work. 

 Point of View: It is a narrative method which determines the manner in which and the position from where, 

a story is told.  

Point of view is the perspective from which a story is told. We may choose to tell our story in:  

first person, using "I" or "we"; 

third person ("he," "she," "it"), which can be limited or omniscient; or  

second person, "you," the least common point of view. 

First person: limits the reader to one character's perspective.  

 Third Person Point of View: 

Though first person can be powerful, third person is actually the more versatile point of view. Third person 

allows you to create a much richer, more complicated universe. 

Setting is determining Time and Place in fiction.  

Setting: Setting refers to the time, place and social circumstances in which a literary work occurs. 

  اdد<@3 ا9Te;4MOت

3@4�bOا :i@puV ��bO 67 9ZراiO3 أو اgواROا ^Z لw_ L@�MUO6 اvfeOاءات أو اR[sا .^Zل وw_ ارات=TOاءات اR[s6 واUOاء اR`Oأو ا 

  .98م <Lzb اO`34 و<4�beO 6O9UO9@3 واf�9NO@3 وا3gRzfO ا5w_d@3 ا9f4Oت �e8 rc7 95در اcMuO=ر

  .اdدب iT@: 9`X� 67ث 9Z إR@bV �O د�·L أو 9T@MeVت ا:i�Uام ه= اK}ار

  .اiTg 67 Lo`UpMOث أن 9T@MeV 9Z ^zMg اcMuO=ر أو اO`9رئ 8s;9ء i�UpVم أداة ه= mg}ر

³59mUO6 اvfeO9ز: اc[ 6>6 أدUOم اi�UpV 67 ^@UMe9رض أن آNUV aZ 9cºN> ³NoO67 ا �mNMO9 اNZ L@zbUO ³59mUOا.  

³59mUO6 اvfeOه= ا a¼و ^@UMe9 آNZ 3º59mUZ.  

3e�Zأ:  
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^_9pOا i@euO9ر اmO9ردة، واoOا �MXأ ^Z ،3MzTOح اRfOن، وا]TO9>  

�zoTOا  :R@©�V Lz@cO35 اwNOاث <@^ واiXsاءات اR[d4@9ت  وا�bO67 وا LMNO644 ا`Oا.  

  

3c[و RvmO3 وه6: ا`gR� دRpOي ا{Oد اiTg 3`gR;O6 اUO5¨ ا=MOوا ^Z ¾@X وىRg 345.  

3c[و RvK ^Z 3c[و RvK =ي ه{O34 95ل ا`Oا .i5 9رU�K 9 أ5=ل أنmU45 67:  

  ؛"TK^" أو" i�U:9> "I9Kام وذ��C ±O، أول

��C ¾O9© ")=ه6:" "ه " ":IT("، 6UOا ^zMg ن أن=zV ودةiTZ 6 أوeآ ،reNOأو ا  

��bO6، اK9�Oا "،?K3" أc[و RvK 3آRUbZ L5dا.  

��bOول اdا :i@`g 9رئ`Oا  �Oر ا=vmZ �@4�bOا iXا=Oا .  

3c[و RvK ��bOا ¾O9�Oا :  

�e8 rªROا ^Z أول ��C ^zMg ن أن=zV ،3g=5 ��C ¾O9© =67 ه a5ا=O3 ا;`K R98 أآ�=mV ^Z 3`gR� ضRNOا .��bOا ¾O9�Oا ¸Mpg ±O 

�e�O Rاء أآ�R© ،R@�z> ن=zOا Rا أآ�i@`NV.  

  .ا�O@9ل �45 67 وا9zMOن ا9Z]Oن igiTV ه= اi8sاد

  .iTgث اO}ي اdد<6 اLMNO 67 وا�]89MU@3 وا9zMOن ا9Z]Oن ¿Rوف إR@bg �O اi8sاد: اi8sاد
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Lecture Ten    Samples of American Fiction:  

Short Story 

The Tell-Tale Heart 

By Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849) 

Plot Summary 

By Michael J. Cummings...© 2005 

.......The narrator has been so nervous that he jumps at the slightest sound. He can hear all things on heaven 

and earth, he says, and some things in hell. But he maintains that he is not mad. To prove his sanity, he says, 

he will calmly tell the reader his story. 

.......One day, he decided to take the life of an old man for no other reason except that he had an eye 

resembling that of a vulture–“a pale blue eye with a film over it.” Over time, it became so unbearable to look 

upon it that the narrator had no other choice but to get rid of the old man. The way he went about the task, 

with such calculation and cunning, demonstrates that he is not mad, the narrator says. 

.......At midnight, he would turn the knob on the door of the old man’s bedroom. Then he would open the 

door ever so slowly. In fact, it would take him an hour to open the door wide enough to poke his head into 

the room. Would a madman have been so cautious? Then he would open a little slot on his lantern, releasing 

light, to check the hideous eye. For seven straight nights, it was closed, “and so it was impossible to do the 

work,” he says, “for it was not the old man who vexed me but his Evil Eye.” 

}e5 ÉomV R@�zO9>  

^Z 9رªن إد�Ê => )١٨٤٩-١٨٠٩(  

��eZ 3N;`Oا  

  ٢٠٠٥... ©  آJ .Lzg9Z ]�m@Z9 <=ا:;3

 67 اCd@9ء و<g ³N`=ل، آ9M واdرض، ا9MpOء 6C 67ء آ9M: Lع zMg^ ا�K. �=ت أد6o48 ¾@T> ]f`g im8 �K اROاوي وآ9ن....... 

r@TuOا .�mzO x=mg  �e8 �Kأ ¬@O 9K=muZ .9تo©s 3Zw: ،�e`8 9Mآ �K9fO=`g ل=`g وءic> �U45 9رئ`eO  

 aZ." ذZ ±O^ أآ�3oX9C aZ re@7 R زر95ء �obV RpmO�-"^@8 8@^ آ9ن أ�K إ� u8 � }opO=ز ر]X L@9ة ا9�Vذ R5ر ا�K و95ل g=م ذات....... 

 X=ل ذه{ اgR;O`3 اuNO=ز اZ L[RO^ ا�e�UO :=ى R_Ê _@9ر O 9cgiO@¬ اROاوي أن اg �UX RvmmO �O;9ق � Z^ أ�o¸ ، اRZ ?5=Oور

،3McMOا aZ 9ب ه}اpTOا RzMOل ، واig �e8 �Kأ ¬@O ،9K=muZ ل=`gاوي وROا.  

 .......im8 ¨4UmZ ،L@eOا �K97 كRX ³o`Z 9بoOا �e8 37 <9بRª م=K L[ROز ا=uNOا .r© 95ل �Kا ¸U7 9بoOء ا�o> igiC  .67 ،a5ا=Oان ا RZا� 

 R@�� 67 �:=K97ة i[ r© �KË7 ¸U7 3TU7ا؟ X}را اmuMO=ن اL[RO آ9ن. ا37R�O إ�O رأ:� �د_9ل 9M> 6fzg ا9oOب iZ 389: ¸UfOة R�Up@: �mZق

 g "�Kd`=ل، آ9M ،"اc> LMNO}ا eO`@9م اZ L@TUpMO^ آ9ن وO}ا ،" e�Z`3 وآK9? اUO=اO �e8 ،6O@9ل aopO. ا3NboO اTUeO ^Z ^@NO`� اºO=ء، وإ�wق

rO ^zg L[ROز ا=uNOي ا{Oا �e9هuV 6O ^zOو �m@8 ةRgRbOا".  

.......On the eighth night, the narrator opened the door with greater caution than before. As before, the room 

was completely dark. He was about to shine the lantern when the old man sat up and said, “Who’s there?” 

The narrator did not answer but remained in place, not moving a muscle, for an entire hour. All the while, 

the old man continued to sit up, wondering–the narrator speculated–what he had heard. The wind? A mouse? 

A cricket? 
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Although he did not hear the old man lie down again, the narrow open the lantern slot just a sliver, then 

wider. The beam fell upon the open vulture eye. Then the narrator heard a low, muffled sound–the beating 

of the man’s heart! Or so he believed. The heartbeat louder–then louder and louder. Would a neighbor hear 

it? 

 .......67 3e@eO3 اmZ9�Oا ¸U7 اويRO9ب اoOر ا{T> Roأآ ^Z ذي Lo5 .9Mآ9ن آ ^Z ،Lo5 ?K937 آR�O3 اMevZ 9Z9MV .آ9ن �e8 ±Cأن و �@epV 

 fK¬ و67. آiMO 389: 3eZ9ة :9آRTg ،9mك � Rg �mzO L¿ 67 ،9cK9zZد rO اROاوي" ه9mك؟ Z^: "و95ل اuNO=ز ا9Zim8 ¬e[ L[RO اK9fO=س

،?5=Oا RMU:ا L[ROز ا=uNO9 اpO9[ ، 9ءلpUgاوي، وROا ،^czV 9Z آ9ن i5 aM: .؟¸gROا A ر؟�fOا A ؟?@zgRzOا  

�e8 rªROا ^Z �Kا rO aMpg L[ROز ا=uNO6 ا`eUpg ةRZ ،ىR_أ ¸U7 3TU7 3`@¼ ^Z �:=K97 دRuZ 9عNC ، r© �e8 9ق;K a:أو .�o9ع هNbOا 

�e8 ^@8 RpmO3 اX=UfZ .r© aM: اويRO9 اV=� ،³f�mZ 9Z=UzZ 9ت>R¼ }e5 L[ROأو! ا i`UNg ±O9ت. ه= ذ>R¼ }e`O4=ت ا> ،�e8أ r© 

؟ ذaM: ±O اR@uOان أiX هL.  وأ�e8 أ�e8 <4=ت  

.......Shouting, the narrator rushed into the room. After the old man shrieked, the narrator quickly threw him 

to the floor and pulled the bed on top of him. The heart continued to beat, but only softly. Moments later, the 

beating stopped. The narrator checked his pulse. Nothing. The old man was dead. After moving the bed 

aside, the narrator took up three floorboards, secured the old man between the joists, and replaced the 

boards. The narrator felt proud of himself, for there was no blood to wash out, no other task of any kind to 

do.  

.......At 4 a.m., just when he had finished his work, the narrator answered a knock at his front door. When he 

opened it, three policemen entered, saying a neighbor had reported hearing a shriek, possibly indicating foul 

play. They needed to search the premises. “I smiled,” the narrator says, “for what had I to fear?” 

.......After welcoming the police, he told them the shriek was his own; he had cried out during a dream. He 

also told them that the old man who lived in the house was away in the country. Next, he took the police all 

over the house, inviting them to search everything–thoroughly. After they entered the old man’s chamber, 

the narrator pointed out that the old man’s possessions had not been disturbed.  

In his swelling self-confidence, the narrator brought in chairs and invited the policemen to rest. “I myself, in 

the wild audacity of my perfect triumph, placed my own seat upon the very spot beneath which reposed the 

corpse of the victim,” the narrator says.  

 اe`O{ وا�L. 7=�5 اRgRpO و:T{ اdرض 38Rp> �e8 اx9`O اROاوي ، اuNO=ز اR�  L[ROاخ <iN. ا37R�O إ�O اROاوي :9رع �Rاخ،....... 

،³omg ^zOوء وic> �`7 .iN>9ت، وvTO ¨5=V بRºOا .�T7 اويRO³ اomO6ء �.  اC .آ9ن L[ROز ا=uNO9 اU@Z .iN> ±gRTV RgRpO9، اoK9[ 

 6�omg دم ه9mك RNC R�fO9> ،�pfm> reO ^zgت. ا�O=اح وا:ioUل اNO=ارض، <@^ اuNO=ز اZ�V L[RO@^ اdر¼@3، أO=اح ©wث �e8 اROاوي أ_}

،�UOو� إزا i[=V 3McZ ىR_أ ^Z ع أي=K �UOا ^zMg 9م@`O9 اc>  

 .......67 389pO9، ٤ اX9o� د أ]9بRuM> اوي انROا �cKأ ،�eM8 ا]9ب �e8  قR� �e8 9بoO6 اZ9Zdا �O .L_3 د©w© ^Z 3 ر]9ل�RbOا 

9Zim8 ¸U7 ، و95ل iXان أR@uOا i5 Åe>9ع أM: ،اخR� اR@bZ �O9ل إMUX9دث اX اR>iZ .9كm9]3 هX rc@Oإ Í@UfUO ^9آZأ LMNOا" .،?MpU>ا "

  "ا_9ف؟ أن 6e8 آ9ن 9MOذا: "g`=ل اROاوي
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 .......iN>أن و }X3، ر�RbO9> و95ل rcO اخR4Oآ9ن ا ،�pfm> �Kوأ i5 خR� 9ءm©أ reTO95ل. ا rcO 9ºgأن أ L[ROز ا=uNOي ا{O67 98ش ا 

 ا37Rª L[RO د_L أن <6C .iNء، آÍ@UfUeO 35i> L ودrcV=8 اmMO[ل، أ9TKء ]a@M 67 ا3�RbO ر]9ل أ_} ا6O9UO،. اwoOد R79pZ 67ا آ9ن اmMO[ل

  .<R;¼9اب اuNO=ز ا9zeUMZ L[ROت  إ�O اROاوي وأ9Cر اuNO=ز،

67  r�ºV 3U`© ،�pfm> 9رCاوي  اROا �Oا:6  اRzO3 ر]9ل ود98 ا�RbO3 اXاReO" .9K6، أpfK 67 أةR[ 3gR> 94ريUK� ،9مUOا ?N¼ي وiN`Z 

.اROاوي g`=ل ،"اTºO@3 ]�3 و¼9Z9MV �UTV ?N ا9zMOن �e8 ا9�Oص  

.......The police appeared completely satisfied that nothing criminal had occurred in the house. However, 

they continued to chat idly, staying much longer than the narrator had expected. By and by, he began to hear 

a rhythmic ringing in his head. While he was talking with the police, the noise–which had the cadence of a 

ticking watch but a much louder sound–persisted, becoming more distinct. A moment later, he concluded 

that the rhythmic ringing was outside of him. Still, he talked on, now more loudly. The policemen did not 

seem to hear the noise.  

.......When it grew even louder, the narrator rose and began arguing with the officers about trivial matters, 

punctuating his conversation with wild hand movements. He also paced back and forth. Then he raved and 

cursed and dragged his chair over the floorboards, all in an apparent attempt to drown out the noise he was 

hearing. Meanwhile, it grew still louder, and louder, and louder. How was it possible that they could not 

hear it? 

.......In fact, they must have heard it, the narrator decided. And they must have suspected him of a crime all 

along. Their calm manner and idlechatter were part of a ruse to mock him. Unable to brook 

their counterfeit behavior any longer, unable to endure the sound any longer, the narrator brought the 

whole business to a crashing climax.  

......."Villains! I shrieked, "dissemble no more! I admit the deed! – tear up the planks! – here, here! – it is the 

beating of his hideous heart!" 

 RUfOة واoO`9ء اigdي، UzZ=67 اiOرد3C 67 ا:RMUوا ذO±، وaZ. اmMO[ل 67 ]iTg 9²@C  6·9mث rO أ9Z9MV  �K اNmU5? ا3�RbO أن وiogو....... 

 3V=5=Z :389 إg`9ع اÄ@uºO وآ9ن اiTUg aZ ،3�RbOث آ9ن <@9Mm. رأ:� 67 اg`689 رi> aMpg ^@Kأ ، Z Lo5^. اROاوي R@�z> ^Z a5=V أ�=ل

^zO4=ت و> �e8أ R@�z> 4=تeO ¸o4@ORMU:ا R9 أآ�X=¼9ت. وvTO 67 ?5و ،�X� اR@bZ �Oأن إ ^@K689 ر`g9رج آ9ن ا_ �mZ .aZو ،±Oذ 

  .اºO=¼9ء  :NM=ا اiog rcKو � ا3�RbO ر]9ل Ë7ن. 98ل <4=ت أآ�R ا®ن iTUg ،^8ث آ9ن

 .......9Zim8 afV4=ت ارOاوي زاد  اROأ اi>ل وiuOا aZ 9طoºOل ا=X L·9pZ ،3c79V �@`mUOا �U©9دTZ aZ آ9تRX i@Oا �TZ9uOآ9ن. ا =;�g 9ºgأ 

 وaMpg .67 آ9ن اO}ي اºO=¼9ء O �e8@;�� وا¼9TZ 3Tو3O 67 ذO± آL اdر¼@3، أO=اح 7=ق آR:@� و:r©  9[9UcZ ^NO }T.وإ9g<9 ذه9<9

?5=Oا ،�pfK ال]g�  4=تOا =eNg  ، ،=eNgآ9ن آ@¨.  و ^Z ^zMMOا rcKن � أ=N@;Upg 9عM: ؟±Oذ  

 واicOوء اgR;O`3 آK9?. اO=5? �=ال ]3MgR أcoUbg 9cK=ا_  K=zg=ا أن وNM:  .}ug=ا K=zg=اi5 أن ug{ اrcK اO=اa5، 67 اROاوي R5رت....... 

 ا4O=ت �e8 LMTV 95در R@ª ذZ ،±O^ أآ�R اMO[�e8 LMTV rcV97R4V 3fg 95در �mZ  .R@ª إOىicV 3gR�pO9ف Z 3e@X^ ][ءا idlechatterو

Rأآ� ^Z ،±Oذ }e[ اويRO3 اoNeO9 اceآ �Oا r;TV 9cVذرو.  

  "! ا�oe5 aboO 9ت¼R< -! ه9m ه9m، - ! اOd=اح Mg[ق - ! <LNfO9 أRU8ف! أآ�79mZ � R`=ن" ، �Rخ! أو9ªد....... "
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Setting 

The story opens in an undisclosed locale, possibly a prison, when the narrator tells readers that he is not 

mad. To defend his sanity, he tells a story which he believes will prove him sound of mind. His story is set 

in a house occupied by the narrator and an old man. The time of the events in the story is probably the early 

1840's, when Poe wrote the story. The action in the narrator's story takes place over eight days. 

Characters 

The Narrator: Deranged unnamed person who tries to convince the reader that he is sane. The narrator's 

gender is not identified, but Poe probably intended him to be a man. Here is why: Poe generally wrote from 

a male perspective, often infusing part of himself into his main characters. Also, in major short stories in 

which he identifies the narrator by gender–stories such as "The Black Cat," "The Cask of Amontillado," and 

"The Fall of the House of Usher"–the narrator is male. Finally, the narrator of "A Tell-Tale Heart" exhibits 

male characteristics, including (1) A more pronounced tendency than females to commit violent acts. 

Statistics demonstrate overwhelmingly that murder is a male crime. (2) Physical strength that would be 

unusual in a female. The narrator drags the old man onto the floor and pulls the bed on top of him, then tears 

up floorboards and deposits the body between joists. (3) The narrator performs a man's chore by bringing 

four chairs into the old man's bedroom, one for the narrator and three for the policemen. If the narrator were 

a woman, the policemen probably would have fetched the chairs. But they did not.  

  اi8sاد

 ا6UO اRg 34`Oوي ا�K و95ل 97ieO ^8 3Zw: ،�e`8ع. O 9K=muZ@¬ أ�K اR`Oاء اROاوي g`=ل 9Zim8 اupO^، ور<cuZ 9M=ل، 9zZن 67 اioV 34`Oأ

i`UNg ?o�U: �O ت=� L`NOا .a`V �U45 67 iX9زل أmMO6 اUO9 اceUTg اويROا L[ز ور=u8 .?5=Oا ^Z اثiXd34 67 ا`Oه= ا �e8 ¸[67 ا�ر 

  .أ9gم ©iZ 3@K9Mى iTg �e8ث اROاوي 345 67 اLMNO. اO`34 <= آ9Zim8 }U ،١٨٤٠ :RzoZ 3m و5?

  ا4�bO@9ت

 zg=ن أن i4`g => �mZ ر<9M وzO^ اROاوي، ]K ¬m=ع اRNUOف �K�> L598 .rO rUg اO`9رئ إ9m5ع 9Tgول LU�Z ا:g �M}آ��C rO R: اROاوي

w[9. رm9ذا هMO :=> }U9 آZ=M8 ^Z ر=vmZ ،آ=ر{O67 ا R@آ� ^Z 9ن@Xdءا ا][ ^Z 9مT5إ �pfK 67 �V9@4�C 3@p@·RO9،. اºg�4 67 أ`Oا 

 اROاوي"  RCÊ <@? :`=ط" و ،"Z Amontillado^ اiOن" و ،"اd:=د اL�Z "�`O اK ¬muO=ع اO`�4 راوي 9c@7 وiTgد اp@·RO@3، اR@4`Oة

-Rا،. ذآR@_ض وأRNg اويRO67 ا "}e5 ر{mMOا A "�·94_ ،آ=ر{O9 اM> 67 ±Oذ A (1 (38]K R9 أآ�X=¼و ^Z 9ثKs9ب اzV9ل �رM8أ 

¨m8 3@oeª�> 3`X9: .94ءاتXsا ?o�V أن LU`O3 اMgR[ آ=ر{Oة) ٢. (ا=`O3 ا@KioOا ^Z �K�C ن أن=zg R@ª 9ث 67 98ديKsاوي. اROا Rug L[ROا 

 L[ReO ^Z روg LM8 6m@V°دي اROاوي) ٣. (اROواi7 <@^ اrpuO  وg=دع اdر¼@3 أO=اح Mg[ق ©r 7=�5، اRgRpO وTpV{ اdرض �e8 اuNO=ز

 ان اRUfMOض اRZأةMKË7^ اROاوي آK9? إذا.  ا3�RbO ر]9ل ل و©ROwO 3©wاوي واiXة اuNO=ز، اK L[RO=م 37Rª 67 آRا:6 أر<w_ }e[ 3Nل

  eNfg=ا rO أrcK إ�. اRzOا:oe[ 6=ا ا3�RbO ر]9ل

 

The Old Man: Seemingly harmless elder who has a hideous "evil eye" that unnerves the narrator.  

Neighbor: Person who hears a shriek coming from the house of the narrator and the old man, then reports it 

to the police.  

Three Policemen: Officers who search the narrator's house after a neighbor reports hearing a shriek.  

Type of Work  
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Short story in the horror genre that focuses on the psyche of the narrator . 

Year of Publication 

"The Tell-Tale Heart" was first published in the winter of 1843 in The Pioneer, a Boston magazine. 

L[ROز ا=uNOا :R@ª ذي°MO9 اgR9ه¿ ½@C ي{O6 اK9Ng ^Z 389boOا "^@NOة اRgRbO6" اUOا ¨@�V اويROا.  

  .ا3�RbO إV �O`9رr© Rg اÅeog ^Z ،RMNO ور]L راوي <@? Z^ 95دaMpg 3_R� 3Z اO}ي ��C: اR@uOان

3©w© ^Z 3 ر]9ل�RbO9ط: اo¼ ^g{Oن ا=�Tog 67 ?@> اويROا iN> Rg9ر`V 9رuO9ع اM: اخR4Oا.  

  اK LMNO=ع

  .اROاوي RV �e8 3@pfKآ[ ا6UO اK }8RO=ع R@45 67ة 345

3m: RbmOا  

"}e5 ر{mMOت" اRbK ولd ةRZ 67 9ءUC واد، 67 ١٨٤٣ 98مRO3 وه6 اeuZ ^;:=>.  

Themes 

Theme 1: A human being has a perverse, wicked side–another self–that can goad him into doing evil things 

that have no apparent motive. This is the same theme of another Poe story, "The Black Cat." The narrator of 

"The Tell-Tale Heart" admits in the second paragraph of the story that he committed a senseless crime, 

saying: "Object there was none. Passion there was none. I loved  

the old man. He had never wronged me. He had never given me insult. For his gold I had no desire." 

However, he does note that his evil deed, murder, was not entirely unprovoked; for the old man he killed had 

a hideous eye that unnerved him. Unable to look upon it any longer, he decided to kill the old man.  

Theme 2: Fear of discovery can bring about discovery. At the end of the story, the narrator begins to crack 

under the pressure of a police investigation, hearing the sound of the murdered man's beating heart, and tells 

the police where he hid the body. Fear of discovery is the principle under which lie detectors work.  

Theme 3: The evil within is worse than the evil without.. The old man has a hideous, repulsive eye; 

outwardly, he is ugly. But, as the narrator admits, he is otherwise a harmless, well-meaning person. The 

narrator, on the other hand, is inwardly ugly and repulsive, for he plans and executes murder; his soul is 

more repulsive than the old man's eye. 

a@¼ا=MOا  

 ه= ه}ا. وا¼¸ داO 9cO a7@¬ ا6UO اRgRbOة اCd@9ء LNfO ا:iUرا]� 9cmzMg ا6UO ا_Rى ذات K9[ RgRC{ ¼9رة، i5رة 9pKwOن A: ١ اMO=¼=ع

 3MgR[ � �mNZ ارzV{ أ�K اZ 34`O^ اK9�O@3 اR`fOة RUNg 67ف" اmMO}ر e5{" 67 اROاوي". اd:=د اO`�" <=، ل أ_Rى ��pfK 6f5 3 اMO=¼=ع

،9cO w·95" :rO ^zV 9كm3. آ9·^ أي هf�9NOا rO ^zV 9كmه.  ?mآ }Xأ  

L[ROز ا=uNOا .�Kا اi>أ rO 6KRºg  .اi>أ rO �[=g 6O 3K9هsه{. ا{Oي ا{Oا  �O ¬@O يiO 3 أيoª7@� ر  "aZو ،±Oذ yX� 9 أنZ �eNfg LM8 

،RgRC ،LU`Oا rO ^zg R@ª رRoZ ،9Z9MV .آ9ن L[RO� ز=uNOا �Kآ9ن ا LU5 ^@NO3 اNboO6 اUOا xRV=V ،�eNuV R@ª 95در �e8 RvmOا �@Oة اRUfO 

  .اuNO=ز اR5 LU5 L[ROر ه= أ�=ل،

 TV ��¼ �@`TV �gRuV? ا]Rاءات <9�V9ذ اROاوي iogأ ا3g9cK ،34`O 67. ا�آ9bUف إg �O°دي أن zMg^ اآ9bUف Z^ ا�O=ف: ٢ اMO=¼=ع

3�RbO9ع،اM: ت=� }e5 L[ROي ا{Oا LU5 67 ،بRºOا Ro�g3 و�RbO9ن 8^ اzMOي ا{Oا �f_7@� ا rpuOف. ا=�Oا ^Z 9فbUأ ه= ا�آioMOا 

  . اzO}ب آ�o[=M> ¨b اO}ي
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 آ9M وo5 .،^zO@¸ ا�K،_9ر]@²MCwO 9[از؛ �giO ،389b> ^@8 xR@�Z اuNO=ز اRO]L..  ا9�Oر]6 اZ RbO^ أ:=أ اiOا_6e اRbO إن: ٣ اMO=¼=ع

 ²MCwO �Kd �;�g[از، وR@�Z دا_o5 9@e@¸ ه= أ_Rى، Z 3@X9K^ اROاوي،.  اZ ��C  ^pX 3@mO°ذي، R@ª ذw_ ±Oف c7= اROاوي، RUNgف

{fmg؛ وLU`Oا �Xرو amCأ ^Z ^@8 L[ROز ا=uNOا.  

Point of View 

The story is told in first-person point of view by an unreliable narrator. The narrator is obviously deranged, 

readers learn during his telling of his tale, even though he declares at the outset that he is sane. As in many 

of his other short stories, Poe does not name the narrator. A possible explanation for this is that the unnamed 

narrator becomes every human being, thereby enhancing the universality of the short story. In other words, 

the narrator represents anyone who has ever acted perversely or impulsively–and then had to pay for his 

deed. 

3c[و RvmOا  

 روا�Ug، ل �O=5 �O أ©9mء اR`Oاء RNVف LU�Z، اROاوي أن اO=ا¼¸. Z=©=ق R@ª راوي RvK ^Z Lo5 و]3c اdول ا��bO 67 اR4V 34`Oح

�e8 rªROا ^Z �Kا ^eNg 67 3gاioOا �Kا L598 .9M9ل ه= آTO67 ا igiNOا ^Z �445 ةR@4`Oى، اR_dا => rO rpg اويRO3. اM©و R@pfV ^zMZ ا{cO 

 ��C �e8 أي اROاوي L�Mg أ_Rى، و<9oNرة. اR@4`Oة eO`34 ا6MO9NO اg]NV a>9;O[ و<6O9UO9 إ9pKن، آo4g L¸ ا:g �M}آrO R اROاوي أن ه=

  . a7ig ^M© LN79Z أن e8@� آ9ن و©cU> r=ر أو RTmZف R4Vف اw�sق

Prose Beats Like a Heart 

From time to time, Poe uses a succession of short sentences or word groups, creating a rhythm not unlike 

that of a heartbeat. Note the following examples from the story: 

Object there was none. Passion there was none. I loved the old man. He had never wronged me. He had 

never given me insult. For his gold I had no desire. I think it was his eye! Yes, it was this! 

I scarcely breathed. I held the lantern motionless. I tried how steadily I could to maintain the ray upon the 

eye. Meantime the hellish tattoo of the heart increased. 

Was it possible they heard not? Almighty God! – no, no? They heard! – they suspected! – they KNEW! – 

they were making a mockery of my horror! – this I thought, and this I think. But anything was better than 

this agony! Anything was more tolerable than this derision! I could bear those hypocritical smiles no longer! 

I felt that I must scream or die! – and now – again – hark! louder! louder! louder! LOUDER! – "Villains!" I 

shrieked, "dissemble no more! I admit the deed! – tear up the planks! – here, here! – it is the beating of his 

hideous heart!" 

  اL�Z }e`O اR> ³omOوز

^Z ?5و ،R_® => مi�Upg 3epe: ^Z LM[ ةR@45 38 أو=MuZ ،9تMeآ �e_9ع و`gإ � ¨eU�g ^8 9ت>R¼ }e`Oا .yX� 3e�Zd3 ا@O9UOا ^Z 

34`Oا:  

 �O rO ^zg اO}ه{ 8^. اsهrO �[=g 6O 3K9 اrO 6KRºg  .�K ا�K. اuNO=ز اL[RO أX{ آ6C .?mء � ه9mك آ9ن 6C .¨�Cء � ه9mك آ9ن آ9·^

  !ه}ا آ9ن �m@8 !،rNK آK9? أ9cK أi`U8. ر3oª أي iOي

?mأآ9د � آ ¬fmVأ .?zpZس أ=K9fO9> w> اكRX .?O9وX 9تo�> ¨@آ ?N;U:9ظ اfTOا �e8 �gرؤ ^@NOو67. ا ±eV 9ءm©dازدادت ا rC=O6 اMmcuOا 

}e`eO.  
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 أi`U8 -! رR�pg ^Z 6o8ون آK9=ا -! MeNg=ن آK9=ا - ! أNM: !- �oUbg rcK=ا �؟ �، -! و�K9To: �O9NV اNMpg Ô=ن؟ � أrcK اZ ^zMMO^ آ9ن

 ا�<9Z9pUت LMTV ±eV أن و6mmzMg! ا3gR�pO ه}o5 ^Z x=� أآ�6C Rء أي آ9ن! اNO}اب ه}ا Z^ أ6C Lº7ء أي وzO^. أ¿9Z �m وه}ا ه}ا،

3`79mMOا Rاآ� ^Z ±Oت! ذRNC 6mK�> }ug خ أنRت أو أ�=Zة - وا®ن -! اRZ ىR_أ - Å4=ت! أ�> �e84=ت! أ> �e84=ت! أ> �e8أ ! - 

  !اR¼ �oe5 3NboO<9ت أ9cK! - ه9m ه9m،! -  اOd=اح LNfO9>  - !�g]MV أRU8ف، أآ�79mZ � R`=ن ،" أR� 9K_?!" اdو9ªد"

Figures of Speech 

As in other works of his, Poe uses many figures of speech. Examples are the following: 

Anaphora  

Anaphora is a figure of speech in which a word or phrase is repeated at the beginning of a clause or another 

group of words. Anaphora imparts emphasis and balance. Here are boldfaced examples from "The Tell-Tale 

Heart": 

I heard all things in the heaven and in the earth. I heard many things in hell.  

With what caution–with what foresight, with what dissimulation, I went to work!  

He had been trying to fancy them causeless, but could not. He had been saying to himself, "It is nothing 

but the wind in the chimney, it isonly a mouse crossing the floor," or, "It is merely a cricket which has made 

a single chirp."  

There was nothing to wash out–no stain of any kind–no blood-spot whatever.  

They heard!–they suspected!–they KNEW!–they were making a mockery of my horror! 

�ªw> مwzOا  

9M9ل ه= آTO9ل 67 اM8ى أR_أ ،�O => مi�Upg igiNOا ^Z 3ªw> مwzOا .^Z3 وe�Zdا �e8 ±O9 ذZ 6eg:  

aupOا   

 ه9m. واUO=ازن اRUOآ@[ 6fºg  اaupO. ا9MezOت Z^ أ_Rى MuZ=38 أو R`7ة <iا9o8 67 3gرة أو آRzUg  _3Meر اO}ي اwzOم ه=<3ªw ا9muOس

3e�Zأ boldfaced ^Z "}e5 ر{mMOا:"  

?NM: L6ء آC 67 9ءMpOرض اdوا .?NM: 9ء@Cة أR@67 آ� r@TuOا.  

aZ 9Z �@omV aZ 9Z ،R4oUOا aZ 9Z ،RUpUOا ?oذه �Oإ LMNOا!  

 Rug �e8ي �7ر �KË7 isonly �e8 ا3m_iMO، 67 اgRO¸ :=ى p@O? اg �pfmO" :9cK`=ل آ9ن اg w> ،}o: �mzO rO a;Upg .�K=ه9Tg rcMول آ9ن

  ."واeN[ ^Z 3`p`: xiX? ا6UO اRuZ 3oNO ?@zgRzOد إ�K" أو ،"اdرض

rO ^zg 9كm6ء هC Lp�@O 3 أيN`> ^Z ع أي=K � 9ءZد-.  

rcKا ا=NM:! -rcKن ا=coUbg!-ا=K9ن آ=MeNg !rcKd ا=K9ون آR�pg 6o8ر!  

Personificaton 

Death in approaching him had stalked with his black shadow before him and enveloped the victim. [Here, 

Death is a person.] 

Simile 

So I opened it–you cannot imagine how stealthily, stealthily–until at length a single dim ray like the thread 

of the spider shot out from the crevice and fell upon the vulture eye. [The simile is the comparsion of the ray 

to the thread of the spider with the use of the word like.  

It increased my fury as the beating of a drum stimulates the soldier into courage. [The simile is the 
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comparison of the heartbeat to a drumbeat.]  

His room was as black as pitch with the thick darkness. . . . [The simile is the comparison of the darkness to 

pitch.] 

Alliteration 

Hearken! and observe how healthily, how calmly, I can tell you the whole story. 

Meanwhile, the hellish tattoo of the heart increased. 

It is the beating of his hideous heart! 

Irony 

I was never kinder to the old man than during the whole week before I killed him. 

 

i@puV  

  .]��C ه= اMO=ت وه9m،. [اTºO@3 وeg¨ أ�Z9Z اd:=د اRU`g �mZ �>RUg aZ }X9� LvOب 67 اMO=ت وآ9ن

�@obUOا  

±O{O 9Kأ ?TU7 IT -� ±mzMg L@�V ¨@3، آpe_ ،3pe_ �UX 67 9ع �=لNC ?79_ i@Xو L�Z �@_ ت=ozmNOا �e;Kا  ^Z 3TUfOو:`� ا �e8 ^@8 

RpmOا] .�@obUOه= وا �K9ر`Z 9عNbOا �Oت _@� إ=ozmNOا aZ امi�U:3 اMe9 آMآ.  

i`O زاد ^Z 6oºª بR¼و Lo� ]fTg يimuOا �O389 إubOا] .�@obUO3 ه= واK9ر`Z ^@> 9ت>R¼ }e`Oا �Oع إR5 ل=o�[.  

?K9آ �U7Rª داء=pO9 اMآ }NeMOا aZ مw¿ ¬Zدا] . . . .�@obUO3 ه= واK9ر`Z ^@> مwvOا �Oأرض إ }NeMOا[.  

  ]9mس

Åا� �@Oا !yXwK9، آ@¨ و@T� ¨@وء، آic> a@;U:ا5=ل ان ا rzO 34`O9 اceآ.  

  .e`eO{ اMmcuO@3 اrC=O ار�pfK afV، اO=5? و67

^M7 بR¼ �oe5 389b>!  

  ا9fMOر35

rO ^ا أآi>أ rXر� L[ROز ا=uNOا Rأآ� ^Z  ع=o:أ LZ9آ Lo5 أن �eU5.  
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Lecture Eleven  

Samples of American Fiction: 

Novel 

 

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 

By Mark Twain (1835-1910) 

Type of Work.......The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn is a novel that does not fit neatly into a single genre. 

However, it does contain elements of the apprenticeship novel, or bildungsroman, because it presents the 

experiences of a boy as he learns important values and lessons about life. It also contains elements of the 

picaresque novel, a type of fiction that presents the episodic adventures (each a story in itself) of a person as 

he travels from place to place and meets a variety of other characters, some of them also travelers.  

  اimemfOي ه9آRoeي RZ9�Zات

9coU9رك آZ ^g=V )١٩١٠- ١٨٣٥(  

 ا اROواUTV �e8 R�9m8 3g=ي � �KË7 ذO±، وaZ. واiX أد<@�fUV 9Z9MV aZ 98=K 9 � روا3g ه6 اimemfOي ه9آRoeي RZ9�Zات.......  اK LMNO=ع

،�@mcMOأو ا bildungsroman، �Kd مi`g 9ربuV 6o� 9Mآ �Kا reNUg r@`O3 اZ9cOل ودروس ا=X 9ة@TO9. اMآ �Kي أ=UTg �e8 R�9m8 3gواROذو ا 

35w8 ،^gدRbUMO9> =ع وه=K ^Z 9ل@�Oي ا{Oح اR;g اتRZ9�Z 3@¼R8 )L67 345 آ iX 9cVذا (��bO 9Mآ R79pg ^Z 9نzZ �Oإ aMUugوR_Ê 

38=MuZ 38=mUZ ^Z 4@9ت�bOا rcºNoىR_d9 اºgأ ^gR79pMOا.  

Composition and Publication Dates 

.......Mark Twain wrote The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn between 1876 and 1883.  

Setting 

.......The action takes place in St. Petersburg, Missouri, and at various locations along the banks of the 

Mississippi River in Missouri, Arkansas, and Illinois. The time is the middle of the 19th Century, before the 

Civil War. 

½gار=UOا ^g=zUOا RbmOوا  

 .......}U9رك آZ ^g=V اتRZ9�Z ت=UOي اimemfO١٨٨٣ و ١٨٧٦ <@^ ا.  

�o¼  

 .......LMNOي واRug 67 ?K9: ،غRo:R;> ،وري]@Z 67و a5ا=Z 3feU�Z �e8 9ف �=لf¼ RcK 6o@p@pMO3 67 اgري، و�=p@Z ،9سpmأرآ 

  .اdهe@3 اRTOب ١٩th، Lo5 اR`Oن 4UmZ¨ ه= اO=5?. وإm@eg=ي

 

Main Characters 

Protagonist: Huckleberry Finn 

Antagonist: Society and Its Rules and Laws 

Huckleberry Finn: Loyal, cheerful, fair-minded Missouri boy. Because his father abuses him, he runs away 

and teams with an escaped slave during many adventures on a raft ride on the Mississippi River. Huck is the 
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narrator of the novel. 

Jim: The escaped slave who joins Huck. He is a simple, loyal, and trusting man whose common sense helps 

guide Huck. In a way, he serves as a surrogate father for Huck. 

Pap Finn: Huck’s drunken, greedy, abusive father, who is nearing age fifty. His racism is symptomatic of 

the racism that infected society as a whole in nineteenth-century America.  

Widow Douglas:Kindlybut straitlaced woman who takes Huck into her home. 

Miss Watson:The widow’s sister and owner of Jim. 

Tom Sawyer: Huck’s friend. He likes to stage mock adventures of the kind he reads about in books. 

Joe Harper,Ben Rogers, Tommy Barnes: Members of Tom Sawyer's gang. 

Aunt Polly: Tom Sawyer's aunt. 

Judge Thatcher: Judge who looks out for Huck’s welfare. 

 

Rev. Mr. Hobson, Attorney Levi Bell, Deacon Lot Hovey, Ben Rucker, Widow Bartley: Other Friends 

of the Wilks sisters. 

Slave Servants of the Wilks 

Sally Phelps (Aunt Sally): Tom Sawyer’s aunt. 

Silas Phelps: Sally’s husband. 

Old Doctor: Physician who treats Tom’s leg wound. 

  اp@·RO@3 ا4�bO@9ت

L;> 3gواROي: اRoeي ه9آimemfOا  

r4�Oا :aMUuMOا i8ا=`Oوا ^@Kا=`Oوا  

 _wل ا9cOرب اaZ i@oNO  وRcg rºmgب ا�K و95ل �O، ا:9ءات واd xiOن p@Z ¨4mZ=ري و�RZ ،�e�Z �U7 3gح ،:اimemfOي ه9آRoeي

  .اROوا3g راوي ه= ه9ك M�Z=ر. ا�e8 RcK 6o@p@pMO اO;=اigi8 67 3O=[ �e8 37ة RZ9�Zات

r@[ :إن ioNO9رب اcOي ا{Oا rºmg ر=M�Z ه9ك =c7 L[ر �@p> ،�e�Z6 و©`3 وUOوا �VR;f> 3M@epOا i89pg 67 حwر إ�=M�Z 3 ه9ك`gR;> 

،9Z 9<3 آ9ن�M> بdا LgioOر ا=M�MO ه9ك  

  آLz ا94MOب 3UgR4m8 اiV �e8 9c> aMUuMOل ه= 3UgR4m8 اRU`g ^Z  ^: ^@pM�Oب اO}ي اÉ@pMO، واdب ]ab ه9ك، M�Z=ر: 7@^ اimO=oOي

   اRb8 67 9zgRZ اa:9UO اR`Oن 67

3eZرdس اwªأة: دوRZا �f@;O  ^zOو �Zه6 �9ر ^Z {_�g ه=ك �O9 اcO]mZ  

3pK®ن ا=pV3: وا`@`C 3eZرd3 اoX9و� r@[  

  اR`g 9cm8 67 }UzOأ اmO=ع ذO± اO=هM@3 اRZ9�MOات Tg r@vmV{ ه=ك �V Rg=: :�gi=م

=[ ،R>ز، <^ ه9رR[6 روZ=V ]K9ء: <9رº8م 948<3 أ=V Rg=:  

3M8 6O=> :3M8 م=V Rg=:  

6¼9`Oا RbV9V :6¼9`Oي ا{Oا Rvmg �O3 اg98وه=ك ر  

  

¬`Oا i@pOن، ا=p>=9·{ هmOا L@> ،6f@O 9سMbOط، ه=67 ا=O ^> ،R3 روآeZرd6 اeV95ء: <9رiأ� ^gR_Ê ^Z ات=_dا ¬zegو  

  وzeg¬ ل i_ i@o8م
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6O9: ¬oe@7 )3MNO6 اO9: :(3M8 م=V Rg=:  

  :6O9 زوج: w@: ¬oe@7س

}@o� rgi`Oا :}@o;Oي ا{Oا ÄO9Ng حR[ م :9ق=V.  

 

Point of View 

.......Huckleberry Finn tells the story in first-person point of view. His narration, including his accounts of 

conversations, contains regionalisms, grammatical errors, pronunciation errors, and other characteristics of 

the speech or writing of a nineteenth-century Missouri boy with limited education. The use of patois bolsters 

the verisimilitude of the novel.  

3c[و RvmOا  

 �e8 وUTg=ي ا9TMOد©9ت، Z^ روا�V9g ذ9M> 67 ±O روا�Ug، اRvK .3�@4> rezUMO و]6zTg 345 67 3c اimemfOي ه9آRoeي....... 

regionalisms، 9ء;_d3، اg=TmOوأ_;9ء ا ،�;mOا R@ªو ±Oذ ^Z �·94_ مw9<3 أو آU6 آo� 3gري و�=p@Z 67 نR`Oا a:9UOا Rb8 67 

9zgRZا  aZ r@eNV ودiTZ .امi�U:3 اucO 3@Z98 ز]Ng ^Z �e@�Z 3gواROا  

 

Summary : Chapter One 

. . . when I couldn’t stand it no longer I lit out. I got into my old rags and my sugar-hogshead again, and 

was free and satisfied.  

The novel begins as the narrator (later identified as Huckleberry Finn) states that we may know of him from 

another book, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, written by “Mr. Mark Twain.” Huck quickly asserts that it 

“ain’t no matter” if we haven’t heard of him. According to Huck, Twain mostly told the truth in the previous 

tale, with some “stretchers” thrown in, although everyone—except Tom’s Aunt Polly, the Widow Douglas, 

and maybe a few other girls—tells lies once in a while. 

We learn that Tom Sawyer ended with Tom and Huckleberry finding a stash of gold some robbers had 

hidden in a cave. The boys received $6,000 apiece, which the local judge, Judge Thatcher, put into a trust. 

The money in the bank now accrues a dollar a day from interest. Then, the Widow Douglas adopted and 

tried to “sivilize” Huck. Huck couldn’t stand it, so he threw on his old rags and ran away. He has since 

returned because Tom Sawyer told him he could join his new band of robbers if he would return to the 

Widow “and be respectable.” 

The Widow frequently bemoans her failure to reform Huck. He particularly cringes at the fact that he has to 

“grumble” (i.e., pray) over the food before every meal. The Widow tries to teach Huck about Moses, but 

Huck loses interest when he realizes that Moses is dead. The Widow will not let Huck smoke but approves 

of snuff since she uses it herself. Her sister, Miss Watson, tries to give Huck spelling lessons. These efforts 

are not in vain, as Huck does in fact learn to read. 

Huck feels especially restless because the Widow and Miss Watson constantly attempt to improve his 

behavior. When Miss Watson tells him about the “bad place”—hell—he blurts out that he would like to go 

there, for a change of scenery. This proclamation causes an uproar. Huck doesn’t see the point of going to 
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the “good place” and resolves not to bother trying to get there. He keeps this sentiment a secret, however, 

because he doesn’t want to cause more trouble. When Huck asks, Miss Watson tells him that there is no 

chance that Tom Sawyer will end up in heaven. Huck is glad “because I wanted him and me to be together.” 

One night, after Miss Watson leads a prayer session with Huck and the household slaves, Huck goes to bed 

feeling “so lonesome I most wished I was dead.” He gets shivers hearing the sounds of nature through his 

window. Huck accidentally flicks a spider into a candle, and the bad omen frightens him. Just after 

midnight, Huck hears movement below the window and hears a “me-yow” sound, to which he responds with 

another “me-yow.” Climbing out the window onto the shed, Huck finds Tom Sawyer waiting for him in the 

yard. 

 .9Zim8 rO a;U:أ LMTV ±Oذ rO iNg 9ءةºZ ?[R_ .?e4X �e8 قR�O3 اMgi`Oا  L@ZR> يRz: R@ozOا ^Z ،igi[ ?mوآ RX 6¼ورا.  

3gواROأ اioV ^Z اويRO9( اMآ ^@oV 9`X� يRoeي ه9آimemfOا (�e8 9 أنmKأ i5 �O ^Z فRNK �m8 ^Z }Uى، آR_Ê اتRZ9�Zم و=V ،Rg=: 6UO9 اcoUآ 

"i@pO9رك اZ ^g=V  ."ه9ك iآ°g 38Rp> �Kأ "¬@O ³�> RvmOإذا" ا rO aMpK �mZ .9`7ك، و=cO 67 }O9�O95ل ا ^g=V 3`@`TO34 67 ا`O9<`3، اpOا 

aZ ³N> "�9ت`mO6" اUOا ،?@`Oا �e8 rªROا ^Z أن a@MuO9 اZ اi8 6O=> 3M8 ،م=V سwª3، ودوeZرd9 اM>د ورi8 L@e5 ^Z ،9ت@UfOب ا{zg ةRZ 

  .�_X R@^ 67 واiXة

^TKو reNK م ان=V �cUKاRg=: aZ  م=V ي وRoeر ه9آ=�NOا �e8 3@Mآ ^Z }³ ذهN> 4=صeOوا ا�oU_67 ا ¨cآ .�`eV 9ن@o4O٦٠٠٠ ا  $LzO 

،rcmZ 6UO9¼6 وا`O9¼6 ا`O9@eTMOا ،RbV9V a¼=Z  3`�O9ل. اMO67 ا ±moOا®ن ا rاآRUV دو�ر iXم 67 وا=@Oا ^Z ةi·9fOا .،r© تiMU8س اwªدو 

3eZرdا ?O9وX9د" وoNU:ه=ك" ا .^zMg� ه9ك أن LMTUg ،±Oذ ±O{O �`Oق أR�Oا �Mgi`Oا �Oه9ر<9 وو .i5ا 98د وRvK م=UKd Rg=: 95ل �O �Kا i5 

rºmg �U5R7 ةigiuOا ^Z 4=صeOد آ9ن اذا ا=N@: �O3 اeZن" أر=zVم وRUTZ".  

 ا9N;Oم �e8) اw4Oة  L�Z" (ا:RNg ^8 rc·9@U<=ن"  أن 94mg im8 3`@`Xع �e8 _4=�9 ا�K. ه=ك إ�wح 9ceb7 67 اdر9Z =zbV 3eZ آ�@Rا

Lo5 L3 آo[3. وeZرd9ول اTV r@eNV 8^ ه9ك ،�:=Z ^zOه9ك و i`fg 9مMU9 ا�هZim8 ركig أن �:=Z i5 9تZ .نË7 3eZرdا � ¸MpV ^@_iU> 

 اcuO=د ه}cO .x=ك ا9ucOء اiOروس NV;6 أن 9TVول واpV=ن، وا®3pK أ_9cpfm> .،9cU ذi�UpV ±Oم RvK 9cKdا ا�:9bmUق V �e8=اzO �7^ ه=ك

rO }ه{V ،ىi: 67 وه9ك a5ا=Oا � reNV اءةR`Oا.  

 9zZن" g �O ^8`=ل واpV=ن ا®e: .9Zim8 3pK=آ� RMU:9> ^@pTVار 9TgوO=ن وا®3pKاpV=ن و اdرd 3eZن _4=�9 اi4Oر ¼@� RNbg ه=ك

É@:"، ،r@TuOا �Kا blurts �Oإ �Kد أ=g ه9ب{Oا �O9ك، إmه ^Z L[أ R@@�V icbMOا. ا{ن هw8sا }opg 9oºª .ى � ه=كRV 3c[و ^Z ه9ب{Oا 

�O9ن" إzZ i@[ "رR`gأن و rUcg� 3O9وTM> ل=�=eO �O9ك إm6 ان. ه`og ا{ر ه=NbOا، اR: aZو ،±Oذ �Kd � igRg أن }opUg 67 ig]Z ^Z 

}89UMO9. اZim8 ل�pg ،3 ه=كpK®ن ا=pVل وا=`g �O �Kأ � i[=g 9ل أيMUXم أن ا=V Rg=: 67 3g9cK 9ف;MO9ء 67 اMpOور ه=ك. اRpZ "6mKd 

  ".zK 9NZ=ن أن �O أردت

 mMV@? أآ�R أO{O 9K± وNbeO "i@X=ر<meO9=م g}ه{ ه=ك اmMO[O@3، واi@oNO ه=ك aZ اw4Oة ]r8]UV 3pe واpV=ن ا®9ZiN> 3pK ا6O9@eO، إiXى 67

i5 9تZ ".�Kا L4Tg R@©�V R@o9ع آMpO 3 أ�=اتN@o;Oا ^Z لw_ �V{79K .ه=ك R@�> i45 R`K ت=ozm8 L_3، داNMC Rg{Kم و°C rcf@�g  .iN> 

¨4UmZ L@eOا ،L@e`> ه=ك aMpg 3آRX ?TV 79}ةmOا aMpgو "ME-و=g "،4=تOي ا{Oا �eN[  =ه }@uUpg aZ R_®و" ا=g-ME ."�epV 

  . ا9mfOء 67 ا9vUKرV Rg=: 67 x=م iug ه=ك ا�e8 ،3f@`pO ا79mO}ة _9رج

 

Summary: Chapter 2 

Huck and Tom tiptoe through the Widow’s garden. Huck trips on a root as he passes by the kitchen, and 

Jim, one of Miss Watson’s slaves, hears him from inside. Tom and Huck crouch down and try to stay still, 

but Huck is struck by a series of uncontrollable itches, as often happens when he is in a situation “where it 
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won’t do for you to scratch.” Jim says aloud that he will stay put until he discovers the source of the sound, 

but after several minutes, he falls asleep. Tom wants to tie Jim up, but the more practical Huck objects, so 

Tom settles for simply playing a trick by putting Jim’s hat on a tree branch over Jim’s head. Tom also takes 

candles from the kitchen, despite Huck’s objections that they will risk getting caught. 

Huck tells us that afterward, Jim tells everyone that some witches flew him around and put the hat atop his 

head. Jim expands the tale further, becoming a local celebrity among the slaves, who enjoy witch stories. 

Around his neck, Jim wears the five-cent piece Tom left for the candles, calling it a charm from the devil 

with the power to cure sickness. Huck notes somewhat sarcastically that Jim nearly becomes so “stuck up” 

from his newfound celebrity that he is unfit to be a servant. 

 rcNMpV واpV=ن، ا®Z i@o8 3pK^ واiXة و]@r، اRoNg ،½o;MO آ9ن <@9Mm اuO}ر RZ  �e8 ه=ك. اdرw_ 3`giX 3eZل eepUg  ^Z=ن وV=م ه=ك

^Z L_اiOم. ا=V ا وه=ك=mTmg �Oإ Lf:ا أ=O9وTgا  ان و=evg ،^@m9آ: ^zOض وRNUg 3 ه=كepepO ^Z 3zTOا � ^zMg ةR;@pO9، اc@e8 9oO9ª9 وZ 

 وzO^ ا4O=ت، i4Zر �UX ¨bUzg اoO`9ء :=ف ا�K 98ل <4=ت ان g`=ل ]@r." اK Rf4O`;3 اzg 67 3O9X "¾@X � LNfg �O=ن iTg 9Zim8ث

iN> ةi8 ،�·95د  RNbg �Kا =f�g .م=V igRg �>ر ،r@[ ^zO9ت وm·9zOه=ك ا R3، أآ�@eM8 ±O{O }NeO م=V R`Upg 3�9po> �e8 3e@X ^Z لw_ a¼و 

3No5 r@[ �e8 عR7 ةRuC رأس 7=ق r@[ .م=V {_�g 9ºgع أ=MbOا ^Z ،½o;MOا �e8 rªROا ^Z ا¼9تRU8ه=ك ا rcKd ف=: R�9�g 5=ع=O9>.  

 o4@O ^Z¸ ، أآ�R اr@[ a:=g 34`O. رأ:� 7=ق 3No5 وو¼�O=X  a �9ر اRTpOة <³N أن g r@[ a@MueO`=ل ذiN> ،±O <�ن 9KRo�g ه=ك

R@9هbMOا ^@@eTMOا ^@> ،i@oNOا ^g{Oن ا=NUMUg �45 ةRX9pOل. ا=X ،�`m8 r@[ يiVRg 3N;5 3pM_ 3·9MOم ا=V كRUO ،ع=MbO9 اfوا� x9gإ �K�> 

RT: ^Z 9ن;@bOا aZ رةi`Oا �e8 جw8 ضRMOه=ك. ا yXwg 98 أن=K 9Z 3gR�p> r@[ ¸o4g 9ogR`V ذ "½Z9bUZ "¨bUzMO9 ا�giX ^Z �VRcC 

�K�> � ¸e4g ن أن=zg 9Z9د_.  

 

Meanwhile, Tom and Huck meet up with a few other boys and take a boat to a large cave. There, Tom 

names his new band of robbers “Tom Sawyer’s Gang.” All must sign an oath in blood, vowing, among other 

things, to kill the family of any member who reveals the gang’s secrets. The boys think it “a real beautiful 

oath,” and Tom admits that he got part of it from books that he has read. The boys nearly disqualify Huck 

because he has no family aside from a drunken father who can never be found, but Huck appeases the boys 

by offering Miss Watson. Tom says the gang must capture and ransom people, although none of the boys 

knows what “ransom” means. Tom assumes it means to keep them captive until they die. In response to one 

boy’s question, Tom tells the group that women are not to be killed but should be kept at the hideout, where 

the boys’ manners will charm the women into falling in love with the boys. When one boy begins to cry out 

of homesickness and threatens to tell the group’s secrets, Tom bribes him with five cents. They agree to 

meet again someday, but not on a Sunday, because that would be blasphemous. Huck makes it home and 

gets into bed just before dawn. 

 Z^ اigiuOة V �U5R7=م 6Mpg ه9mك،. آR@o آc¨ إ�O 95رب  و�g_}ون اo4O@9ن i8 L@e5 ^Zد Ueg  aZ`=ن ووه=ك V=م �pfK، اO=5? و67

 bzg¨ اO}ي  اº8 ^Z 3e·9NO= أي �e8 LU5 أ_Rى، أZ=ر <@^ icNUZ ^Zا، <iO9م، ا�e8 rp`O اug a@5=UO{ اV Rg=: ."LzO=م 948<3" ا4eO=ص

 9ogR`V اdو�د ا:R5 .iNoUأ ا6UO ا�mZ ^Z }UzO ][ء L4X �e8 <�ن  V=م وRUNgف" ]X ،3e@M`@`@3 ا�e8 ^@M@O" اdو�د  أi`U8. ا94NO<3 أ:Rار

 ا®w_ rgi`V 3pKل Z^ اdو�د RUpg¼6 وه=ك وe8 ^zOى�، ا�NO=ر أن أ<iا zMg^ � اO}ي M�Z=ر أب �Kd � i[=g �giO 3e·98 9oK9[ ^Z ه=ك

 9fTeO �e8ظ 6mNg أRUfg �Kض V=م. و:@RNg 9Z "3gi7 "3eف اdو�د Z^ أ9g أن ورrª ا9mOس، و3gi7 اUO`9ط ug{ اg 3>94NO`=ل V=م. واpV=ن
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R@:dا �UX ت=MOردا. ا �e8 ال°: iX6، واo4Oم ا=V ل=`g 38=MuZ 9ءpmOا ?p@O LU`eO ^zOو }ug أن �`oV 67 ،�o�MOا ¾@X و�د أدبdا 

 V=م CRg@� ا389MuO، أ:Rار أ5=ل وicgد 9zoO9> ^Z ^@mX ^�=eOء ا9f�dل أiog iXأ 9Zim8. اdو�د aZ اTO{ 67 اO=5=ع 67 اRMOأة RTpg :=ف

3pM_ 9تUm: .وا7`=ا �e8 9عMU[ة ا�RZ ىR_م 67 أ=g ^Z 9مgdا ، ^zOو ¬@O 67 م=g ،iXdن اd ±Oن ذ=z@: 9fgiuV .ه=ك a[Rg �Oل   ا]mMOا 

L4Tg67 و RgRpOا Lo5 RufOا  

 

Summary: Chapter 43 (LXIII) 

But I reckon I got to light out for the territory ahead of the rest, because Aunt Sally she’s going to adopt 

me and sivilize me, and I can’t stand it. I been there before.  

When Huck asks Tom what he had planned to do once he had freed the already-freed Jim, Tom replies that 

he was planning to repay Jim for his troubles and send him back a hero, giving him a reception complete 

with a marching band. When Aunt Polly and the Phelpses hear about the assistance Jim gave the doctor in 

nursing Tom, they immediately unchain him, feed him, and treat him like a king. Tom gives Jim forty 

dollars for his troubles, and Jim declares that the omen of his hairy chest—which was supposed to bring him 

fortune—has come true. 

 

Tom makes a full recovery and wears the bullet from his leg on a watch-guard around his neck. He and 

Huck would like to go on another adventure, to “Indian Territory” (present-day Oklahoma). Huck thinks it 

quite possible that Pap has taken all his money by now, but Jim says that could not have happened. Jim tells 

Huck that the dead body they found on the floating house during the flood was Pap. Huck now has nothing 

more to write about and is “rotten glad” about that, because writing a book turned out to be quite a task. He 

does not plan any future writings. Instead, he plans to head out west immediately because Aunt Sally is 

already trying to “sivilize” him. Huck has had quite enough of that. 

^zOو i`U8أ ?eو� �Oوج ¼=ء إR�eO 3`;mMeO Lo5 ،^gR_®ا ±Oن وذd 3MNO6 اO9: ?K9ف آ=: iMUNV  9ديoNU:9 ، اK6 وأmmzMg� LMTV ±Oذ  .

?m9ك آmه rceo5 .  

9Zim8 ل�pg م ه=ك=V 9Z آ9ن i5 �;_ 9م@`eO دRuM> آ9ن i5 رRX LNfO9> r@[ جRfMOا ،�m8 م رد=V �Kآ9ن أ �;�g ادipO r@[ �e9آbMO �Vوا98د 

،w;> 9MZ 9حVأ �O LfX 9لo`U:ا LZ9آ aZ 35RfO3 ا@`@:=MO9. اZim8 3MNO6 اO=> وPhelpses aMpgة 8^ وi89pZ r@[ �;8أ }@o;Oم 67 ا=V 

،³gRMUeO ي{Oوا �e8 ر=fOا xرRX ، ،�Z9Nإ� �UeZ9NZو �Kوآ� ±eZ .م=V 6;Ng r@[ ^@N>دو�را أر ،�UZز� r@[و ^eNV �7ل أن �O RNC رi4Oا 

6UOآ9ن وا ^Z ضRUfMOأن ا }euV �O ،yTOا ¸o3 أ�`@`X.  

 إ�O أ_Rى، RZ9�Zة 67 اO}ه9ب oªRg 67=ن وه=ك ا�K و95ل. X �`m8=ل ووÍV ا9TOرس  Z^ :�59 67 ر�Z  3�9^ ا9UOم 9fbeOء V L©9MUg=م

"r@e5sي اimcO5? 67" (ا=Oا R¼9TO9 اZ=هwه=ك. ).أوآ i`UNg �Kأ ^Z ^zMMO9 اZ9MV ب أن=>  i5 {_ا a@M[ �Oا=Zأ �UX ،ا®ن ^zOل و=`g r@[ 

�Kأ � ^zMg ث أنiTg .r@[ ل=`g ك=cO ت ]�3 أنi[ل 67 و]mZ r·98 لw_ 9تK9º@fOا K9وآ? Oب=o .ه=ك �giO ا®ن R6ء أآ�C 3>9UzeO ^8 

"i@N: i:9fO8^" ا ،±Oذ ±Oن وذd ¨@O�V 9بUآ ¸@¼=V   3McZ اi[ .�Kا � �;�g 9<9ت أيU67 آ Lo`UpMOا .�i> ^Z ،±Oذ �Kم ا]UNg �[=UOا �e8 

  .9Z9MV ذ6fUzZ ^Z ±O ه=ك وآ9ن" .  �:9oNUدx" اiNOة 6O9: ViN ا3MNOان  <op{ اR�O<@3 ا�O اfO=ر
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Lecture Twelve  

Samples of American Fiction: 

Novel 

Themes 

Freedom 

All human beings are free, independent, and equal members of society. The novel celebrates the spirit of 

freedom and independence through Huck and Jim, escapees from oppression. 

The Primacy of the Moral Law 

The moral law supersedes government law. By protecting the black slave Jim, Huck breaks man-made law 

and feels guilty. But he refuses to turn Jim in because his moral instincts tell him he is doing the right thing.  

Intuitive Wisdom 

Wisdom comes from the heart, not the head. The educated characters in the novel are often deeply flawed in 

some way—self-righteous, prejudiced, quixotic, bound to tradition. However, the uneducated—namely, 

Huck and Jim—exhibit a natural, intuitive understanding of the world. Though ignorant in many ways, they 

are wise in the ways that count, relying on conscience, common sense, and compassion to guide them. 

A Child Shall Lead 

A little child shall lead them. Huck is portrayed as a boy who had a better grasp of morality than the often 

corrupt civilization around him—a boy worth imitating for his virtues.  

Love of Money 

The love of money is the root of all evil. It is the love of money, Huck’s, that prompts Pap Finn to gain 

custody of Huck. It is the love of money that motivates the Duke and the King to work their scams. And, 

most important of all, it is the love of money that makes southerners retain the institution of slavery. 

3gRTOا  

a@M[ RboOا rار هRXن، أ=e`UpZاد وR7وأ �e8 مi5 9واةpMO67 ا OاaMUuM .3gواROا LfUTV وحR> 3gRTOل اw`U:وا� ^Z لw_ ه=ك ،r@[و 

  .اZ aM`O^ ا9cOر<@^

  ا�_65w اK9`O=ن :@9دة

 RNbg }K{O9> .�mzO ³7Rg و ا9pKsن �am  5=اRpzg ^@K ه=ك ]@r، اd:=د ا�gR� 3g9MX �@5RO 8^. ا6Z=zTO اK9`O=ن 6�eg ا�_65w اK9`O=ن

6e�UO8^ ا  r@[ x]·اR�Kd 3@5w_dل ا=`V �O �Kا LNfg 6ءbOا ¸@T4Oا.  

3@cgi> 3MzTOا  

3MzTO6 اV�V ^Z ،}e`Oا ¬@Oأس وRO9. اoO9ª9 وZ ن=zV 4@9ت�bO3 اf`�MO3 67 اgواRO3 اo@NZ 3g9�eO 67 ³N> i@O9`UOا x9uV6 ا�Vا{Oا ،¸O94Oا 

،LZ9TUZ ،6M9 وهMºmZ �Oإ i@O9`UOا  .aZو ،±Oذ R@ª ،^@MeNUMOا rه9ك وه ،r@[ون وRcvg ،3@N@o;Oا rcfO6 اcgioOا rO9NeO .�e8 rªROا ^Z rcKا  

  .<9CRU:wO 9cد وا3MXRO اr@epO، واTO¬ ا�e8 R@MºO وا�9MU8د اR�  ،iNOق 67 اrc7 ^Z 3MzTO آ�@Rة، K=اح ecug 67=ن

  <O9`@9دة 4Ug¨ أن 6�omg ا9f�dل

 X=ل اXd@9ن Z^ آ�@R 67 اi:9fOة ا9ºTOرة w_ÚO ^Zق أ�O rc7 Lº7 آ9ن اO}ي آ�Uf ه9ك Rug Rg=4Vي. g`=دوهr  ان ا9�4Oرug{ ا��9fل

6o4Oا �TUpg i@e`UOا �e·9ºfO.  

}X 9لMOا  
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}X 9لMOه= ا Lأ� Lور آRbO{ ه= ه}ا. اX ،9لMOي وه=ك، ا{Oا }O9;g يimemfO4=ل   <=ب اTeO �e8 3g9�=Oا �e8 { ه= ه}ا. ه=كX 

  .اoNO=د�e8 3p:°Z 3g اs<`9ء اLNug ^@@>=muO اO}ي ا9MOل X{ ه= آ�e، ذZ ±O^ واdه�e8 LM8 rce@X  .r واeMO± اiOوق fTg[ اO}ي ا9MOل

 Climax 

.......The climax occurs when Tom and Huck free Jim, and Tom—who has suffered a bullet wound in the 

leg—tells Huck that a provision in Miss Watson's will has freed Jim. 

 

Structure and Style 

.......Like the Mississippi River itself, the plot flows around bends, through darkness and fog, and into bright 

sunlight. The story is full of surprises, moving through many episodes that are little stories in themselves. 

These episodes form a unified whole that illumines the characters and their values. The mood is sometimes 

light and buoyant, sometimes deadly serious. The writing (that is, Huck’s storytelling and the characters’ 

conversations) is a delight—richly descriptive, humorous, and suspenseful. .......But it is not true, as some 

have observed, that Huck’s first-person narration and the conversation of the strange mixture of characters 

represent authentic regional dialects.  

 

.......Twain learned to write this way from writers of "local color," an American literary movement of the last 

half of the nineteenth century. Besides presenting narratives in a regional dialect, local-color writers, or 

"local colorists," attempted to portray life in the various sections of burgeoning America.  

  اO}روة

 اpV=ن و ا�9MzX �e8  �pK أن cO=ك g`=ل ا9pOق. 9K 67ري ��K98 ^Z �e اO}ي وV=م،، ]@RTg rرون وه=ك V=م iTV 9Zim8ث اO}روة....... 

  ]@R: rاح �e;g :@=ف

  

Lz@cOا �MmOوا  

 .......L�Z RcK 6o@p@pMOا ،�pfK �7iUg ل=X 3zoX  ،9ت@mTmMOا ^Z لw_ مwvO9ب، اoºOوا �Oء وإ=¼ ¬MbOا a�9pO34. ا`O3² ا@eZ 

 ا4�bO@9ت R@mg أن iX=Zا آLzbV w اeTO`9ت ه}x. ذاR@�� 67 iX 9cVة �45 ه6 ا6UO اeTO`9ت Z^ اw_ igiNOل Z^ وا�UK`9ل <Û[9fMO9ت،

 9cM@5اج. و]MO9م اNOا ¨@f_ 67 ³N> 9ن@Xdا ،Rده]Z9 وK9@Xة وأR@;_ 3eV95 .3>9UzO�4 راوي ه=ك ه=، وه}ا( ا`Oا ¾g9دX4@9ت وأ�bOا  (

¾Nog �e8 ،ورRpO6 اmª ،¨�=O98<3، روح اiO35 ا=bZو ....... .^zOه}ا و ¬@O ،9T@T� ¾@X ³ أنN> i5و ،yX� ول ه=ك أنd ��C 

6zTg  ار=TOوا �@e_ }gRª ^Z 4@9ت�bOا L�MV 9تuceO3 ا@eTMO3 اe@�dا.  

  

 .......reNV ^g=V 3>9UzOا x{ه �`gR;Oا ^Z 9بUن" آ=eO6 اeTMOآ3 وه6 ،"اRX 3@>3 أد@zgRZd4¨ 67 اmOا R@_dا ^Z نR`Oا a:9UOا Rb8 .�Oإ 

}K9[ rgi`V 9تgواRO3_  اucO 3@M@e59ب إUzO6 واeTMOن، ا=eO6" أو اK=eZ ،3@eTMO9ول" اX 4=ر أنg 9ة@TO67 ا ¨eU�Z اء][9 أzgRZ3² أC9mOا.  
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Lecture Thirteen  

Samples of American Drama: 

 A One-act Play  

Trifles 

A Play by Susan Glaspell (1876-1948)  

 

Plot Summary 

.......On a very cold morning, Sheriff Peters enters the dreary kitchen of murder victim John Wright’s 

farmhouse with a man named Hale and the county attorney, George Henderson. With them are the wives of 

Peters and Hale. After they gather around the kitchen stove to warm themselves, the sheriff asks Hale to 

recount for Henderson what he saw in the house the previous morning, when he found Wright's body. 

However, Henderson first wants to know whether anything at the crime scene has been disturbed. The 

sheriff assures him that everything is the same as it was the day before. He notes, though, that he had sent 

his deputy, Frank, to the farmhouse earlier to build the stove fire, “but I told him not to touch anything 

except the stove—and you know Frank." 

 3N�9`MeO، ا9NOم وا9mO·{ ه@�8ig L ر]aZ L راg? ]=ن اLU`O اZ 3@TºO[ر38 67 اÍX=MO اRU@> L_ig ½o;MOز اZ�MO=ر ]iا، <9رد �9oح 67

 imcOر:=ن إ98دة  ه@e;g ^Z L{ اZ�MO=ر أ3²7iUO ،rcpfK اX i5=Z ½o;MO=ل NMuV=ا أن <iN. وه@RU@> Lز زو]9ت هrcNZ 6. هimر:=ن ]=رج

9Z xi9هC 67 ل]mMO9ح اo� م=@O9<�، اpO9 اZim8 R�8 �e8 3�[ ?gرا .aZو ،±Oذ igRg ر:=ن أو�im37 هRNZ 9Z آ9ن إذا i5 i5 ¬MO 6ء أيC 67 

 إR7 �Oا�o·9K ،±K أر:L أZ �K^ ا�e8 rªRO إ�O، وR@bg. ا9pO<� اO@=م 67 آ9ن آ�pfK 9M ه= 6Cء آL أن g �O°آi اRgiZ 3�RbO. اRpZ 3MgRuOح

 ".R7اRNV ±KفواK?  - ا9m�U:9> i5=MOء 6Cء أي e5 �O � ¬MeV? وzO^ ،" ا9mOر 9moO i5=Zء :9<� وZ 67 ?5[ر38

.......Hale then tells his story. While he and a helper, Harry, were on their way to town with a load of 

potatoes, Hale stopped his wagon at the farmhouse just after eight o’clock to try to persuade Wright to go in 

with him on a party telephone line. He knocked, thought he heard someone tell him to enter, and went in. He 

then saw Mrs. Wright in her rocker fidgeting with her apron. She seemed preoccupied. When he asked to see 

John, she laughed. He repeated his request, and she told him he could not see John.  

.......“Isn’t he home?” Hale asked. 

.......She said yes.  

.......“Then why can’t I see him?” 

.......“ ‘Cause he’s dead,” she said. 

.......When Hale asked what he died of, she replied, “He died of a rope around his neck.” 

 

.......Hale fetched Harry, and the two men went upstairs and found Wright's body lying on the bed. Mrs. 

Wright, seemingly unconcerned, said someone must have entered the room during the night and strangled 

him. She didn’t hear anything, she said, because “I sleep sound.” 
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.......At that point, Hale says, Harry went to the Rivers place nearby to call the coroner, Dr. Lloyd. 

Meanwhile, Mrs. Wright moved to another chair. Shortly thereafter, Harry returned and a little while later 

Dr. Lloyd and the sheriff arrived. 

.......“I guess that’s all I know that you don’t,” Hale tells Henderson. 

.......Henderson looks around the kitchen, then opens a cupboard door and finds a sticky substance. The 

women go over and take a look, and Mrs. Peters says, .“Oh, her fruit; it did freeze,” she tells Mrs. Hale. 

Then she tells Henderson that Mrs. Wright used to worry that her jars of fruit would freeze and break if the 

stove fire went out.  

The men then poke fun at the women for showing concern about the preserves at a time when they are 

investigating a murder........SHERIFF. Well, can you beat the women! Held for murder and worryin' about 

her preserves. 

 .......r© ل=`g L@ه �U45 .9Mm@>ه= آ9ن و ،xi89pZ67 ه9ري، و rc`gR� �O3 إmgiMOا aZ 3O=MX ^Z ،9�9;oOاو5¨ ا L@3 هU>R8 67 ?@> 

 <iO9_=ل، g �O`=ل aM: 94�C اR� i`UNg �Kق،. ا�efX  �_ ¨V9cO اeO �NZ �O}ه9ب را9m5� ?gع 9TZو3O 67 ا3mZ9�O اiN> 389pO 7`� اMO[ر38

L_ود   r© ة رأىi@pOا ?g6 67 را:RzOاز ا]cOا ]UcV 67 9²[رهZ .تi> 3O=�bZ .?zT¼ 9Zim8 }e� ى أنRg ر. ]=نRآ ،�oe� ?O95و �O �Kا 

� a@;Upg 3gن رؤ=[  

" .......¬@O؟ 67 ه= أ?@oOل" ا�: .  

?O95  .......rNK.  

" .......^Zو r© 9ذاMO � ^zMg ؟xأرا"  

'" .......}opOا �Kأ ،?@Z "?O95.  

 .......9Zim8 L²: 9M8 ،9تZ ،?>9[9ت" أZ ^Z LoX ل=X �`m8."  

L@ه }e[ ،ن وذه{ ه9ريw[ROا �O9<� ا;Oي ا=eNOوا اR�8و �e8 3�[ ?gدا راiMZ �e8 RgRpOة. اi@pOا ،?gرا R@ª �@O9oZ  �e8 9Z ?O95،وiog 

 ��C }ug ن ان=zg i5 L_37 دR�O9ء اm©أ L@eOا �`m_و .?O959 وcKا rO aMpV 6ء، أيC 9cKd "I 9K6 اZ=K �@M8".  

 .......im8و x{3، ه;`mOل ا=`g ،L@ه }ه9ري ذه �O9ن إzMO9ر اcKd3 اogR`O98ء اiU:� }@o;O68 اRbOر ا=UآiOا ig=O .675? و=Oا ،�pfK ?e`UKا 

  .ig=O اiOآU=ر و�L@e5 9`X� L و<iN ه9ري 98د R@45، <=5? ذR_Ê .iN> ±O آR:6 ا�O راg? اi@pOة

 

.......COUNTY ATTORNEY. I guess before we're through she may have something more serious than 

preserves to worry about. 

.......HALE. Well, women are used to worrying over trifles........“And yet, for all their worries, what would 

we do without the ladies?” Henderson says, washing his hands. Noting how disorderly the kitchen looks—

with its unwashed pans, a dish towel on the table, and the dirty towels with which he wipes his hands—he 

comments, “Not much of a housekeeper, would you say ladies?” 

.......Mrs. Hale points out in Mrs. Wright's defense that there is a lot of work to be done on a farm. 

 

.......When Henderson questions her about her relationship with Mrs. Wright, Mrs. Hale says she hadn’t seen 

the woman in more than a year even though they were neighbors. 
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.......“It never seemed a very cheerful place,” she says. She adds that John Wright wasn’t exactly a cheerful 

person.  

 .......3N�9`Z 6Z9TMOا .i`U8أ Lo5 ^Z لw_ 9cKأ i5 ن=zg 9cgiO 9²@C Rرة أآ�=;_ ^Z 9Z =8ig �e`eO.  

 .......L@9،. هmpX مi�UpV9ء وpmOا �e`Oا Rأآ� �e8  9ء@C3 اc79V " ...aZو ±Oل ذ rc79و�Me9 آZ ي{Oم ا=`K �> ^Z ات؟ دونi@pOر:=ن" اimه 

 اaZ 6UO 5}رة واC9mMO¨ اO;9و3fbmZ �o� �e8 ،3O اR@ª ،3O=p�MO اdوioV-aZ 3@8و اo;MO½ 7=¼6 آ@¨ إR@bZ �Oا. �gig وه=g Lp�g`=ل،

¸pMg 9c>  ،�gig =ه  ،�eNg "¬@O اR@آ� �e8 ةRgiZ ،�O]mZ ?mل وآ=`V ات؟i@pOا"  

 .......xi@pOا L@ه R@bV  97عieO �Oة اi@pOا ?g9ك أن راmه R@�zOا ^Z LMNOي ا{Oا ^@NUg 9م@`Oر38 67 <� ا]MOة. اi@pOا  

  

 .......9Zim8 ر:=نim9 هcO�pg ل=X 9cU5w8 aZ ةi@pOا ،?gة راi@pOا L@ل ه=`V 9cKإ rO RV أةRMO67 ا Rأآ� ^Z 98م �e8 rªROا ^Z rcKا أ=K9آ 

  .]@Rان

  .اÄcUoMO اrO ^zg 9Z9MV ��bO راg? ]=ن أن وV .¨@ºV`=ل آi["، 9Mا RZح 9zZن اiog 9cKو �....... "

 

.......The sheriff notes that his wife will be picking up some clothes for Mrs. Wright and taking them to the 

jail. Henderson gives his approval but says he will want to see what she takes. After the men go upstairs to 

view the crime scene, Mrs. Hale defends Mrs. Wright for “not having things slicked up when she had to 

come away in a hurry.” She also retrieves a jar of cherry preserves and says Mrs. Wright will feel bad when 

she finds out it is the only jar of fruit still intact after she worked so hard on her canning. 

.......After they gather the clothes—including a shawl and an apron that Mrs. Wright requested—Mrs. Hale 

examines a skirt, then observes that Mr. Wright was a penny-pincher. That may have been the reason that 

Mrs.Wright kept to the house rather than taking part in local social activities. Before she married John 

Wright, she says, Minnie Foster wore pretty clothes and belonged to the church choir. “But that—oh, that 

was thirty years ago.” 

.......Mrs. Peters says, “Do you think she did it?” 

.......“I don't think she did. Asking for an apron and her little shawl. Worrying about her fruit.” 

.......Mrs. Peters says her husband wants to find a motive for the murder, like anger, but Mrs. Hale says she 

sees no signs of anger. She adds that “it seems kind of sneaking” to lock her up and then come out and go 

through her house. As they examine piecework that Mrs. Wright apparently planned to use to make a quilt, 

Mrs. Hale notes, "It's log cabin pattern. Pretty, isn't it? I wonder if she was goin' to quilt or just knot it?"  

.......Just then, the men come downstairs. The sheriff, overhearing the women's conversation, says, "They 

wonder if she was going to quilt it or just knot it." The three men laugh. Then they go out to the barn to 

investigate. 

RgiZ 3�RbOا yXwg أن �U[ف زو=:  {_�V  ³N> ¬>wMOل ا Oا?gةراi@p rوأ_}ه �Oإ ^upOر:=ن. اim6 ه;Ng �U`7ا=Z �mzO ل=`g �Kا igRg 

 ÉC  �UX �اeZ±" ل راg? اi@pOة اiV �Oاa7 هLg9 اi@pOة اRpZ ،3MgRuOح 9bMOهiة اeNO=ي اO;9<� ا�O  اRO]9ل ذه9ب <9Z  {_�V .iNذا Rgى أن

9Zim8 ?K9ه{ آ{V  اi@N>  �e8 Lu8"، ةR@bZ 9ºgداد أRU:9> ةR[ ^Z زRzOا yfTg ل=`Vة وi@pOا ?gف را=: RNbV �@ºO9> 9Zim8 ¨bUzg �Kأ 

  . eM8 iu> �e8 9co@eNV? أن <V 3M@e: iN[ال � ]Rة ا9fOآZ 3c^ 7`� ه=
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 .......iN> أن aM[ ¬>wMO9  اM> 67 ±O9ل ذC ر]²Zة وi@pOا ?gب را=e;MOا .xi@pOا L@ه �Tfg ،رة=mV r© yXwg أن i@pOا ?gرا ?K99 آM>ر 

 راg?، ]=ن Z^ زوا]Lo5 9c. اeTMO@3 ا�]89MU@3 اbKd;3 67 ا9bMOرآ�i> ^Z 3 اmMO[ل إMrs.Wright �O ا�9fUXظ أن 67 اopO{ ذO± آ9ن

9Mل، آ=`V 6m@Z RU:=7 ىiVار ¬>wZ 3e@M[ 6m@Z 6MUmgو �O3 ]=35 اp@mzOا" .^zOه}ا و ،xآ9ن أو ±Oذ Lo5 ^@©w© 9Z98."  

  "ذO±؟ i`UNV ?eN7 هV: "L`=ل <@RUز اi@pOة....... 

" .......� i`U89 أcKأ ?eN7 .}e;V ²[رZ 9لCو R@�� .�e`Oن ا�b> 9cc7=اآ " .  

. 9Zw8 }ºªت أي RVى � إV 9cK`=ل ه@L اxi@pO وzO^ اL�Z ،}º�O اLU`O، وراء اiOا�e8 a7 ا�NO=ر igRg زو]V 9c`=ل <@RUز اi@pOة....... 

¨@ºVو" أن وiog ع=K ^Z LepUO9" اcef`O  r©ج وR�V ه9ب{Oوا ^Z لw_ 9cO]mZ .rن وه=�Tog �N;5 LMNOة أن  اi@pOا ?gرا ?;;_ �e8 9Z 

 أو 9TOف ذاه{ آK9? آ9ن إذا 9M8 أ9pVءل آ}O±؟ أ3e@M[ ¬@O،. اMO`4=رة 9UfZح MK=ذج  اyXwV �K ه@L، اi@pOة 9TOف، i�U:� am4Oاiog 9cZو

  "7`�؟ i`8ة

 .......�`7 iN> ،±O6 ذV�V 9ل[RO9<� 67 ا;O6 اefpOا .RgiZ ،3�RbOا aM: 3©9دTZ ،9ءpmOل ا=`gو" :rن وه=O9ءpUg 9 إذاcKأ ?K9آ �e8 ±Cو 

  .TUeO`@� اR@vTOة إg �O}هo=ن ©r. اw�O©3 اRO]9ل i`8 �`7 ".±Tºgة أ9cK أو 9TOف

 

.......While the women sit at the kitchen table, Mrs. Hale examines the blocks to be used for the quilt. All had 

been sewn evenly except one.  

.......“It's all over the place! Why, it looks as if she didn't know what she was about!” Mrs. Hale says. 

.......She pulls out some stitches, threads a needle, and begins to finish it properly. Meanwhile, while looking 

in a cupboard for paper and string with which to wrap Mrs. Wright’s belongings, Mrs. Peters finds a bird 

cage and asks her companion whether Minnie had a bird. Mrs. Hale doesn’t know, but she remembers that a 

man was in the neighborhood the previous year selling canaries. Mrs. Peters notes that a hinge on the cage 

door had been pulled a part. 

.......“Looks as if someone must have been rough with it,” Mrs. Hale says. 

.......She puts down her sewing and expresses regret that she did not visit Mrs. Wright in the past year. She 

says John Wright was an upright man who didn’t drink and was good to his word. However, he was also a 

“hard man,” she says, “like a raw wind that gets to the bone.” 

.......Mrs. Hale suggests that Mrs. Peters take the quilting material to the jail with her so Mrs. Wright will 

have something to do. Mrs. Peters thinks it’s a good idea. When they rummage through the sewing basket 

for the required material, Mrs. Hale finds a box containing a piece of silk wrapped around a dead bird with a 

wrung neck. The women are horrified. When they hear the men approaching, Mrs. Hale hides the box under 

quilting pieces.  

 .......67 ^@X 9ء أنpmOا ¬euV �e8 3O9و� ،½o;MOة اi@pOوا L@ه �TfV a;`O9 اcZاi�U:� 67 9فTO .rV 9cU�9@_  9N@M[ 9ويpUO9> 9Z اi8 

  .واiXة

" .......9cK67 ا L9ن آzZ !9ذاMO ، وiog 9Mآ =O 9cKف � اRNV 9Z ?K9آ �e8 ±Cة! "وi@pOا L@ل ه=`V.  

.......?oT:  ³N> ،زR�Oا a¼ا=Z xR>أت ، ا�i>و ^Z 9ءcUKا� �mZ Lzb> ¸@T� .675? و=Oا ،�pfK 67 ^@X ¾ToV 67 3Kرق _[ا=eO 6UOوا 

�@�O� ¨Ueg rcUNUZة أi@pOا ،?gة راi@pOز اRU@> iuV �f5 ر=@;Oل ا�pV9 وcU`@76 آ9ن إذا رm@MO ة. �@=رi@pOا L@ف، � هRNV ^zOو Rآ{UV أن 

w[6 67 آ9ن رTOا ^Z 9مNO9<� اpOا a@og 9ريmzOة. اi@pOز اRU@> yXwV �Kأ i5 rV ء]uoT: ^Z  L4fZ �e8 9ب> �f`Oا .  

  .V`=ل ه@L واi@pOة ،" ��C 9Z }ug ^b_ 9cNZ آ9ن O= آiog 9Mو....... "
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 .......aºVو Lf:9آ3 أ@TOب اRNV9 8^ وcf:9 أcKأ rO ر]V ةi@pOا ?g9م 67 راNO9¼6 اMOل. ا=`V ن=[ ?gآ9ن را L[ر r@`UpZ � بRbg وآ9ن 

i@[ 67 �UMeآ .aZو ،±O9 ه= آ9ن ذºgأ "L[ر }N�"، 9Mل، آ=`V "L�Z 9حgRO9م ا�O6 اUOا L4V �UX 9ع�mOا."  

 <@RUز اi@pOة. LNfV 9²@C أن :@NU@^ راg? اi@pOة 9cNZ �UX اupO^ إ�O اZ 3�9@_ ¨TeO=اد �V_} ان <@RUز اi@pOة RU`V �e8ح ه@L اi@pOة....... 

i`UNV 9cKة أRz7 ةi@[ .9Zim8 Í@UfV ^Z لw_ 3e: 3�9@�Oاد ا=MeO ،3>=e;MOة اi@pOا L@ه iuV وقim� ي=UTg �e8 3N;5 ^Z RgRTO37 ا=feZ ل=X 

R·9� ?@Z aZ 3o5ر rV 9c8]UK9ء ورو8?. اpmO9. اZim8 ن=NMpg 9ل[ROب، اRU`V 6f�V xi@pOا L@وق هim4Oا ?TV 3N;5 3�9@_ ¨TeOا.  

 

.......As the sheriff and the county attorney enter, the latter notices the cage and says, “Has the bird flown?” 

.......Mrs. Hale says she thinks a cat got it, then ran away.  

.......Henderson reports that there was no sign that anyone broke into the house and that the rope appeared to 

belong to the Wrights. When he and the sheriff go back upstairs, Mrs. Hale tells Mrs. Peters that Mrs. 

Wright apparently liked the bird and was going to bury it in the box. It was John Wright who killed it, she 

concludes, because he didn’t like it—“a thing that sang. She [Mrs. Wright] used to sing. He killed that, too.” 

Mrs. Peters says, “We don’t know who killed the bird . . . [and] we don’t know who killed him [Wright].”  

.......To have a bird sing for you in such a dreary house, Mrs. Hale says, must have lifted Mrs. Wright’s 

spirits. It must have seemed very quiet after the bird died. 

......."I know what stillness is," Mrs. Peters says. "When we homesteaded in Dakota, and my first baby 

died—after he was two years old, and me with no other then—" 

.......But, she says, “The law has got to punish the crime, Mrs. Hale.” Mrs. Hale recalls when Minnie sang in 

the choir and wore nice clothes. “Who’s going to punish that?” she says, implying that John Wright was 

responsible for causing Minnie to withdraw from society. 

.......They decide to wrap the jar of preserves with her other belongings and allow her to think that all of her 

canned fruit remains intact. 

9M>أن و RgiZ ��RbO9·{  اmO9م واNO3 اN�9`MeO ،ا=e_وه}ا د R@_dا yXwg �f`Oل ا=`gو" :Lه R·9;O؟ �9ر ا"  

  .ه9ر<9 وe4X ،�@e8 r© �O? اi`UNV �`O إV 9cK`=ل ه@L اi@pOة....... 

  ا��RbO وRgiZ ه= آ9ن RO .9Zim8اeZ  ?g± اiog �Kو اLoTO وأن اmMO[ل ا��C rTU5 أي أن �e8 دL@O أي g=]i � أi@fg �K هimر:=ن....... 

�e8 دون=Ng �O9<�  ا;Oي، ا=eNOة اi@pOا L@ل ه=`V زRU@oO ة أنi@pOا ?gرا ?ooXأ �e8 9Z وiog R·9;Oا ?K9وآ �e8 ±Cو �m767 د �f`Oآ9ن. ا 

. أ9ºg ذLU5 ±O. ا9m�Oء �Zi�UpV 67] راg? اi@pOة[ ا9cK و�mª .?O95 اO}ي اRZd" ذTg ،±O{ � �Kd ،  ا9U�Oم 67 و�eU5 ?O95، اO}ي راg? ]=ن

  ] ".راg?[ RNK ^Z �eU5ف � TK^] و. . . [اRNK ^Z LU5 R·9@;Oف � V ":^TK`=ل <@RUز اi@pOة"

 أن ug{. راg? اi@pOة 9g=mNZت رzg i5 a7=ن ان V }ug`=ل ه@L اi@pOة  ا²zO@{، اmMO[ل ه}ا 6m�V ±O 67 L�Z اO;@=ر �e8 ا4TO=ل....... 

  . اR·9;O  و97ة <i[ iNا ه9د·i> 9ا zg=ن

" .......9Kف أR89 أZ =ن، ه=zpOة" اi@pOز اRU@> ل=`V" .9Zim8 9m67 آ homesteaded ،9V=9ت داآZ6 وef� ،ولdا iN> آ9ن أن xRM8 ،^@Um: 

9Kوأ ¬@O 6NZ  xR@ª 67 ±O5? ذ=Oا"  

 .......،^zO9 وMل، آ=`V "ن إن=K9`Oا i5 i[3  أوo59NMO ،3MgRuOة اi@pOا L@ة". هi@pOا L@ه Rآ{UV 9Zim8 6m@Z �m�V 67 35=[ ىiVRVو ¬>wZ 

3e@M[" .^Z ن=z@: 3o59NMO ؟±Oل،" ذ=`V 9MZ 6mNg ن أن=[ ?gو� آ9ن را°pZ ^8 }opUO6 ان 67 اm@Z ?oTpKا ^Z aMUuMOا.  

  .:V 3M@e[ال � ا3oeNMO 97آ9cUc آL أن i`UNV  ان 9cO وا9MpOح اR_dى أ9oeNZ aZ 9cUNUZت <9M�Rن R`g ¨eOرون....... 
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.......When the men come down, Henderson remarks that “everything is perfectly clear” except the motive. 

The jury will need a motive. Hale reenters from the outside and says the team of horses is ready. Henderson 

says he will remain behind to study the crime scene more carefully. When the sheriff asks him whether he 

wants to inspect the items the women gathered for Mrs. Wright, Henderson says, “Oh, I guess they're not 

very dangerous things the ladies have picked up.” 

.......At the sheriff's suggestion, he and Henderson check the windows in another room for clues. Meanwhile, 

Mrs. Hale snatches up the box containing the canary and puts it in her coat pocket. 

.......When the men return to the kitchen, the sheriff says jokingly, “Well, Henry, at least we found out that 

she was not going to quilt it. She was going to—what is it you call it, ladies!”  

.......“We call it—knot it, Mr. Henderson,” Mrs. Hale says.  

 .......9Zim8 ل]mg ،9ل[ROح اR4g ر:=نimان ه "L6ء آC ¸¼9 واZ9MV "إ� a7واiO9ج :=ف. اUTV  3²@ه ^@feTMOا �Oا a7اiOا .L_ig داiuZ 

L@ه ^Z 9رج�Oل ا=`gإن و �gR7 ^Z ل=@�Oر:=ن. ]9ه[ة اimل ه=`g �Kإ Lv@: 67 ¨e�Oرا:3 اiO حRpZ 3MgRuO3 اg9mN> Ro9. أآZim8 �O�pg 

  اi[ 6UOا _;@Rة اCd@9ء rO ^zV أ9cK أi`U8 أوg "،x`=ل، هimر:=ن، اi@pOةراg? ل NMuV=ا ا9pmOء mU`Z@9ت igRg 3mg9NZ آ9ن اذا  ا��RbO ر·@¬

}ug ن ان=zg �U;`UOاi5 اتi@pOا ."  

 ه@L اi@pOة �pfK، اO=5? و67. أد9�T> ^8 3O اR_dى ا37R�O 67 اmO=اTUg ^Z {7``=ن وهimر:=ن   ه=  ،  اRgiZ ��RbO اRU5اح 9m> �e8ء....... 

¨;�V �e8وق أim4Oي ا{Oي  ا=UTg �e8 9ريmzOا �NºV67 و }@[ 9cf;NZ.  

 .......9Zim8 د=Ng 9ل[ROا �Oإ ،½o;MOر·@¬ ا ��RbOل ا=`g 9X9زZ ، "،9mpX ،يRmه �e8 L5d9 اKi[9 وcKأ ?K9آ ^O 9فTeOا �@e8 .9cKأ ?K9آ 

67 9c`gR� �O9ذا إZ rUm9،  آcK=MpV 6Vاi@:" !  

" .......^TK 9c@MpK ةi`8 ، i@pOر:=ن، اimة" هi@pOا L@ن ه�=`V  

 

Glossary of Literary Terms: Drama 

Act: A major section of a play. Acts are divided into varying numbers of shorter scenes. From ancient times 

to the nineteenth century plays were generally constructed of five acts, but modern works typically consist 

of one, two, or three acts. Examples of five-act plays include the works of Sophocles and Shakespeare, while 

the plays of Arthur Miller commonly have a three-act structure. 

Characterization 

The means by which writers present and reveal character. Although techniques of characterization are 

complex, writers typically reveal characters through their speech, dress, manner, and actions. Readers come 

to understand the character Miss Emily in Faulkner's story "A Rose for Emily" through what she says, how 

she lives, and what she does. 

Climax 

The turning point of the action in the plot of a play or story. The climax represents the point of greatest 

tension in the work.  

  اiOرا9Z: اdد<@3 ا9Te;4MOت Z95=س
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L4fOا  :a;`MOا ¬@·ROا ^Z 3@XRpMOا  .rp`mV4=ل وfOا  �O3 أر95م إV9وfUZ ^Z i9هbZ  R45أ  .^Z 4=رNO3 اMgi`Oا �Oن إR`Oا a:9UOا Rb8 

 _Z 3pM^ أ3e�Z. ، 47=ل ©w©3 أو ا©m@^، وا9Z ¨O�UV ^Z iX و98دة ا3�giTO ا9M8dل وzO^ ، 47=ل _Z 3pM^ 98م <i@C Lzbت اXRpMO@9ت

  . 47=ل ©Z 3©w^ ه@�e8 Lz 98دة Ê Re@Z 9cOر©XRpZ R@9ت أن X@^ 67 و:=7=آR@opzC ،¬@e أ9M8ل XRpZ LMbV@9ت 47=ل

�·94�Oا  

L·9:=O6 اUO9ب اUzOن ا=Zi`g ن=fbzg4@9ت و�bOا  .�e8 rªROا ^Z 9ت أن@m`V �·94�Oة، اi`NZ 9بUzOوا ¨bzg 4@9ت 98دة�bO8^  ا 

�gR� rcZw9س، ، آoeO3، وا`gR;O9ل واM8dاء. واR`O6 اV�V rcfO �@4�C 3pK®6 اe@Z345 67 أ Rm7=آ "A 6 روزe@Zs "^Z لw_ 9Z ،ل=`V 

  .LNfV و9Zذا Í@NV، آ@¨

  اO}روة

3;`K ل=TV LMNO3 67 اzoX 3@XRpMO34 أو ا`Oروة. ا{Oا L�MV 3;`K RV=V Roآd67 ا LMNOا.  

Comedy 

A type of drama in which the characters experience reversals of fortune, usually for the better. In comedy, 

things work out happily in the end. Comic drama may be either romantic--characterized by a tone of 

tolerance and geniality--or satiric. Satiric works offer a darker vision of human nature, one that ridicules 

human folly. Shaw's Arms and the Man is a romantic comedy; Chekhov's Marriage Proposal is a satiric 

comedy. 

9gi@Z=zOا  

 إzg 9Z=ن i5. اMO;9ف i@N: 67 3g9cKا اCd@9ء LM8 ا9gi@Z=zO، 67. اTK Lº7d= 98دة اyTO، ا9:9zUKت  ا4�bO@9ت 6K9NV ا6UO اiOراK ^Z 9Z=ع

6Z9ه6 دراz7 6 اوpK9Zرو  - ]@MUV ةRom> ^Z ¸Z9pUOا ¨;Oأو - و R_9pO9ل. اM8dة اR_9pOم اi`V 3gؤRO3 اMevMO 3N@o;eO ،3gRboO3   اgR�pOا 

^Z 359MX 9نpKs3. اTe:أ =C 9نpKs9 ه= واgi@Z=3؛ آ@pK9Zف  زواج رو=�@bV مi`g  9gi@Z=zOة اR_9pOا.  

Conflict/Plot is the struggle found in fiction. Conflict/Plot may be internal or external and is best seen in (1) 

Man in conflict with another Man: (2) Man in conflict in Nature; (3) Man in conflict with self. 

Dialogue 

The conversation of characters in a literary work. In fiction, dialogue is typically enclosed within quotation 

marks. In plays, characters' speech is preceded by their names. 

Foreshadowing is the use of hints or clues to suggest what will happen later in literature. 

Hyperbole is exaggeration or overstatement.  

Opposite of Understatement 

Example: 

I'm so hungry I could eat a horse. 

He's as big as a house. 

 R� aZاع 67 ر]L) ١( 67 اLº7d وRoUNg _9ر]@3، أو دا_zV 3@e=ن i5  ا9NUV  /�zoTOرض i5. ا�O@9ل Z 67=]=دة اR4Oاع ا3zoTO/  اR4Oاع

L[ر R_Ê) :٢ (L[اع 67 رR4O3، 67 اN@o;Oا )٣ (L[اع 67 رR� aZ ¬fmOا.  

  اTO=ار

  .<�:9c·9M ا4�bO@9ت _;9ب و�opg اXRpMO@9ت، 67. ا9oU5س 6UZw8 <@^ اTO=ار 98دة Rgد ا�O@9ل، 67. اdد<6 اLMNO 67 ا4�bO@9ت 9TZد©3

  .اdدب iT@: 9`X� 67ث 9Z إR@bV �O د�·L أو 9T@MeVت ا:i�Uام ه= اK}ار

3�O9oMOه= ا Lg=cUO�9ة أو ا�MOا.  
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¬zNOه= ا  ^g=cUOا  

�e8 L@o: 9ل�MOا:  

9Kأ a·9[ �UX ^zMVأ ^Z L94ن أآX.  

�Kا R@oآ L�Z ل]mMOا.  

 

Irony is an implied discrepancy between what is said and what is meant. The use of words to convey the 

opposite of their literal meaning; a statement or situation where the meaning is contradicted by the 

appearance or presentation of the idea.  

Three kinds of irony:  

1. verbal irony is when an author says one thing and means something else. 

2. dramatic irony is when an audience perceives something that a character in the literature does not know. 

3. irony of situation is a discrepency between the expected result and actual results.  

Monologue 

A speech by a single character without another character's response. 

Soliloquy 

A speech in a play that is meant to be heard by the audience but not by other characters on the stage. If there 

are no other characters present, the soliloquy represents the character thinking aloud. Hamlet's "To be or not 

to be" speech is an example. 

Scene A subdivision of an Act of a drama, consisting of continuous action taking place at a single time and 

in a single location. The beginnings and endings of scenes may be indicated by clearing the stage of actors 

and props or by the entrances and exits of important characters.  

The first act of William Shakespeare's Winter's Tale is comprised of two scenes.  

Tragedy 

A type of drama in which the characters experience reversals of fortune, usually for the worse. In tragedy, 

catastrophe and suffering await many of the characters, especially the hero. Examples include Shakespeare's 

Othello and Hamlet; Sophocles' Antigone and Oedipus the King, and Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman. 

 zV 9c@7=ن ا6UO ا3O9TO أو <@9ن ا67RTO؛ 9mNZهR@oNUeO ¬z8 9 ا9MezOت ا:i�Uام. اMO`4=د ه= وg 9Z`9ل 9Z <@^ ا6mMºO ا³59mUO ه6 ا9fMOر35

³59mUg aZ �mNZ ر=cv> ض أوR8 ةRzfOا.  

3©w© اع=Kأ ^Z 3gR�pOا:  

  .6mNg 9²@C R_Ê واiXا C@9² اg ¨O°MO`=ل 9Zim8 ه6 اvfeO@3 ا9fMOر35. ١

  .�7RNV � اdدب 67 ا4�bO@9ت اiXى zV=ن C@9² ه9mك أن اcMuO=ر igرك 9Zim8 ه6 اR@�MOة ا9fMOر35. ٢

  .اeNfO@3 واÄ·9UmO ا3N5=UMO اdiscrepency ^@> 3u@UmO ه= اa¼=O 67 ا9fMOر35. ٣

  ا9mMO]9ة

A مwآ ^Z �@4�C  xiXرد دون وا ^Z �@4�C  ىR_Ê.  

  ا9mZ ¬fmO]9ة
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 ه9mك rO ^zV إذا. اRpMOح �e8 اR_dى ا4�bO@9ت O ^Z Lo5@¬ وzO^ اcMuO=ر zV ?NM: ^Z Lo5=ن i5 أن اRUfMOض Z^ اXRpMO@3 67 آ9Meت

  .ذ9�Z �e8 ±Oل آzK "3Me=ن � أو zK=ن" هeZ9?.  98ل <4=ت ا4�bO@9ت L�MV R@zfV اfmO¬ و9mZ]9ة xR¼9X، أ_Rى 4�C@9ت

icbMOع ه= اR7 ^Z ،9ZراiO6 اUOا ¨O�UV ^Z LMNOا RMUpMOي ا{Oي اRug 67 ?5و iX9ن و67 واzZ iXوا .^zMg9رة وCsا �O9ت إgاi> 9تg9cKو 

i9هbMO8^ ا �gR� ¸pZ 3eXRZ ^Z 9تcuO3 اe89fOا r·98iO8^ أو وا �gR� L_اiZ 9رج�Z4@9ت و�bO3 اZ9cOا.  

¨O�Ugو L4fOول اdا ^Z 3g9zX 9ءUbO9م ا@Oو R@opzC ^Z ^gicbZ.  

  ا�MO:9ة

 و_3�9 ا4�bO@9ت، Z^ اigiNO ا9vUKر و9K9NZة آ9ر©3 ا�MO:9ة، 67. اd:=أ TK= 98دة اyTO، ا9:9zUKت  ا4�bO@9ت 6K9NV ا6UO دراK  6Z=ع

L;oOا .^Z3 وe�Zdا �e8 ±O3 ذ@XRpZ L@;8 R@opzC ،?eZ9ن وه=u@UKأ ¬@e7=آ=: "}gأود ±eMOا ، R©رÊ Re@Z ت=Z a·9oOل ا=uUZ.  
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Lecture Fourteen   

Samples of American Drama: 

 A One-act Play  

Trifles 

A Play by Susan Glaspell (1876-1948)  

Setting 

.......The time is the early twentieth century during cold weather. The action takes place in the kitchen of a 

farmhouse in the American Midwest. The author describes the scene and the characters as follows: 

The kitchen in the now abandoned farmhouse of John Wright, a gloomy kitchen, and left without having 

been put in order—unwashed pans under the sink, a loaf of bread outside the breadbox, a dish towel on the 

table—other signs of incompleted work. At the rear the outer door opens, and the Sheriff comes in, followed 

by the county Attorney and Hale. The Sheriff and Hale are men in middle life, the county Attorney is a  

Sheriff's Wife first; she is a slight wiry woman, a thin nervous face. Mrs. Hale is larger and would ordinarily 

be called more comfortable looking, but she is disturbed now and looks fearfully about as she enters. The 

women have come in slowly and stand close together near the door. (Glaspell) 

5=Oه= ?ا L·ن أواR`Oا ^gRbNOل اw_ ¬`;O9رد اoOا .LMNOي واRug 67 ½o;Z ?@> 6fgب 67 رR�Oو:� اd6 اzgRZd4¨. اg ¨O°MOا icbMOا 

  :ا6O9UO ا�e8 =TmO وا4�bO@9ت

½o;MOر38 67 ا]Z رة=ucZ ل ا®ن ?gن را=[ ،½o;MOك آ²@{، اRV9م،  دون وvK �@8ا�و R@ª 3O=p�Z ?TV ،ض=TOا ¨@ªر ^Z ]o�Oا 

 اeV 68iMO@� اZ�MO=ر، 67 و6V�g ا9�Oر]6، ا9oOب Ufg¸ اrO LMUzV  d  .67 ¨e�O أ_Rى ا9M8ل   ا3fbmZ �o� �e8 xi·9MO اim� ،]o�Oوق _9رج

  ه= 3N�9`MeO ا9NOم وا68iMO ، ا4UmZ RMNO¨ 67 ر]9ل وه@gRC L¨. وه@3N�9`MeO L ا9NOم

 ا®ن وToeO ^zO¾، را3X أآ�R 98دة �Mpg أن و 9MuX، أآRo ه@L اi@pOة. 6o48 ر5@� و]p> ،�e@TK 9cc@;3 اRZأة أ9cK اdو�O؛ اZ�MO=ر زو]�

9cKأ RNbV 98ج]K�9> وiog9 وcKف ا=�UV ن�b> ل=_iO9ء ]9ءت. اpmO5=ف 67 ا=Oء ا�o> 3ogR5و ^Z 9cºN> ³NoOب اR`O9> ^Z 9بoOا .

)Glaspell(  

 

Characters 

John Wright: Murder victim who lived with his wife in a farmhouse. He was said to be an upright but 

"hard" man.  

Minnie Foster Wright: Wife of John Wright and his accused murderer. She is being held in the county jail. 

The dialogue in the play suggests that her husband, though honest and clean-living, was a taskmaster and a 

miser who made life miserable for his wife. Apparently, he wrung the neck of a canary that his wife kept in 

a cage to sing and brighten her dreary life. In retaliation, the dialogue suggests, Mrs. Wright killed her 

husband in similar fashion, wringing his neck with a rope. 

Mr. Hale: Man who tells the the sheriff and the county attorney that he stopped at the Wright place on his 

way to town with a wagonload of potatoes. With him was his helper Harry. Hale planned to ask John Wright 

to share with him the cost of a party telephone line. After entering the Wright farmhouse, Hale and Harry 
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discovered the body of John Wright. The county attorney calls upon Hale to recount what he saw.  

Harry: Mr. Hale's helper. 

Sheriff Peters: County lawman who holds Mrs. Wright in jail.  

George Henderson: County attorney. He and Peters scour the farmhouse for clues that will hold up in a 

court trial.  

Mrs. Hale: Wife of Mr. Hale. While the sheriff and the county attorney search the Wright property for 

evidence, Mrs. Hale and the sheriff's wife discover clues to the murder among trivial items they find in the 

kitchen. 

Mrs. Peters: Wife of the sheriff. 

Frank: Deputy sheriff. 

Dr. Lloyd: County coroner. 

  ".�N{"  وr@`UpZ ^zO ر]L  آ9ن ا�K وL@5. اMO[ر38 <@? 67 زو]aZ �U 98ش اO}ي اT¼ LU`O@3: راg? ]=ن

6m@Z RU:=7 ?gن زو]�: را=[ ?gو را rcUMO3 67 اMgR[ �eU5 rV9زه9 وuUX67 ا ^u: 3N�9`MOار. ا=TO3 67 ا@XRpMOا R@bg �O9، أن إc[زو 

�e8 rªRO9دق ا� ¨@vK9ة، و@TO3 وآ9ن ا@ª9� L@�> ي{Oوا LN[ 9ة@TO3 اp·9> �U[و]O .�e8 9Z ،وiog ع آ9ن]UK3 اo59ري رmzOي ا{Oا ?K9آ   

�U[زو yfUTV �>  67 �f5 9ءm�eO R@mg9 وcV9@X �o@²zOا .�e8و L@o: نËfZ9`UKار ا�=TO6 اX=g ?eU5 ةi@pOا ?g9 راc[3 زو`gR;> ،3e©9MZ اع]UKا 

�`m8 LoT>.  

i@pOا L@ه :L[ROي ا{O6 اzTg ر=Z�MOا  }·9mO9م واNO3 اN�9`MeO �K5¨ ا=V 67 9نzZ ن=[ ?g67 را �`gR� �O3 إmgiMOا aZ �O=MX d ^Z 9�9;oOا .

 اآbU¨ راg?، ]=ن Z[ر38 د_=ل <iN. ا6fV9cO ا�NZ ¨@O9zV ��O ا9bMOرآ3 راg? ]=ن_  �pKل أن ه@UNg L[م. ه9ري Rg xi89pZا7`� آ9ن

  .ر9Z xÊ ه@L  ا98دة إ3N�9`MeO =8iV �O ا9NOم ا9mO·{. راg? ]=ن_  و]�3 ه@L و ه9ري

  . ه@L اi89pZ i@pO: ه9ري

  .اupO^  ا�O راg? ]=ن اi@pOة LMTg اO}ي ا3N�9`MO اK9`O=ن ر]RU@> :Lز اZ�MO=ر

  .ا9TMOآiM4V 67 3M أن Z 9cK�C^ أد3O أي 9�T> ^8 اMO[رRU@> ¨vK ?@> 38ز وآ9ن. ا68iZ 3N�9`MO: هimر:=ن ]=رج

 وزو]3 ه@L اi@pOة أد4TeO �e8 ،3O=ل راg? ]=ن  9zeUMZت  �Tog=ن 3N�9`MeO ا9NOم ا68iMO  اZ�MO=رو <@9Mm.  ه@L اi@pO زو]3: ه@L اi@pOة

  . اo;MO½ 67 و]iوهR�9m8 3c79V 9 <@^ ا3MgR[ LU`O _@=ط fbUzg=ن اZ�MO=ر

  . اZ�MO=ر زو]�: <@RUز اi@pOة

±KاR7 :}·9K ر=Z�MOا .  

  3N�9`MeO ا68RbO اig=O :}@o;O اiOآU=ر

Type of Work and Year of Publication 

Trifles is a one-act play centering on two women who discover murder clues that county officials regard as 

trivial. But the play is not a murder mystery. Rather, it is a cultural and psychological study that probes the 

status of women in society and their intuitive grasp of reality. Glaspell wrote the play in 1916 for the 

Provincetown Players, a Massachusetts acting group that she and her husband, George Cram Cook, founded 

in Massachusetts in 1915. 

  اRbmO و:3m اK LMNO=ع

 و3c79V  ._^zO اpZ 3N�9`MO°وRoUNg  6Oه9 ا6UO اLU`O _@=ط fbUzg=ن اeO=ا6V ا9pmOء Z^ ا©RV �e8 ^@mآ[ واXRpZ ^Z L47 iX@3 ه6 ا9fUOه9ت

3@XRpMOا ?p@O ]�O 3MgR[ LU5 .�i> ^Z ،±Oذ =c7 9رةo8 ^8 3:3 ©`79@3 درا@pfK6 وUOا �`TV  a¼أة وRMO67 ا aMUuMOو ا rc:iX  a5ا=eO .
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}Uآ Glaspell 3@XRpMO١٩١٦ 98م 67 ا ^@o8wO ،¬m@7وR> 38=MuZ L@�MUOا ¬U:=bV9:9Z 9cK9 أc[ام ]=رج وزوRآ ?p:�U3 67 آ=آgو� 

¬U:=C9:9Z 67 ١٩١٥ 98م  

The Title's Meanings 

The title refers to more than the items in the Wright home that Peters, Henderson, and Hale regard as 

irrelevant and Mrs. Peters and Mrs. Hale regard as significant. It also refers to the men's view of the women 

as trifles and their observations as unimportant. It is likely also that the murder victim regarded the bird as 

an annoying trifle. To Mrs. Wright, it was apparently one of her few sources of joy.  

Climax 

.......The climax occurs when the two women discover the dead bird, enabling them to envision the events 

leading up to the murder of John Wright.  

6K9NZ ان=mNOا  

R@bg ان=mNOا �Oإ Rأآ� ^Z R�9mNOدة ا=[=MOل 67 ا]mZ ن=[ ?gز، ان راRU@> ،ر:=نimوه L@ه9 وهRoUNg  ك R@ª 3 ذاتe� ةi@pOز واRU@> 

 اRMO]¸ وR@ª 3McZ .^Z_ وrcV9vXwZ آ9fV9Mه9ت ا9pmOء Z^ اRO]9ل RvK و]3c_  أ3McZ .�KË7 R@bg 9ºg أRoUNg  �e8 9cKه9 ه@L واi@pOة

9ºg3 أن أ@TºOا LU5 R·9;Oا RoUNV 3>9�M> 39هfV �u8]Z .ة]=ن لi@pOا ،?gوآ9ن را �e8 9Z وiog ةiXوا ^Z دi8 L@e5 ^Z 94درZ 9cXR7.  

  اO}روة

  .راg? ]=ن_  LU`Z إ�O أدت ا6UO اiXdاث 4V=ر Z^ و9U@Z rcm@zMV، اbUzV R·9;O¨ اRMOأiTg 9Zim8 ^@Vث اO}روة....... 

Symbols 

Bird: Mrs. Wright's spirit.  

Cage: John Wright's oppression (or immuration) of his wife and her spirit. 

Stove, Cold House, and Broken Jars: When the stove fire goes out, the house temperature drops below 

freezing and all but one of the jars of preserves break. The stove fire appears to represent John and Minnie 

Wright's marriage. The fire probably goes out just before or immediately after the murder. The resulting 

freezing temperatures crack the jars of preserves, apparently representing Minnie's mental well being. The 

jar that remains intact seems to symbolize the modicum of sanity left to her and the hope for a brighter 

future that Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Peters envision for her.  

Unevenly Sewn Quilt Block: Mrs. Wright's disturbed mental condition. 

Rope: Minnie Wright's usurpation of male power. Strangulation is a man's method of killing. In her rebellion 

against her domineering husband, Minnie musters the strength to murder like a man, thus perversely 

asserting her equality.  

  اZRO=ز

R·9;Oة روح: اi@pOا ?gرا.  

�f`O9د: اc;¼ن ا=[ ?gأو( را immuration (ل �U[9 زوcXورو.  

،i5=MOا ?@oO9رد، اoOار اRuOرة وا=pzMO9: اZim8 i5=Z 9رmOا ،a;`K3 ا[ارة ودرRX ل]mMO³  اf�mV ?TV Rf4Oا Rpوآ a@MuO9ء  اm�U:9> ةiXوا 

^Z ارR[ 9تoeNMOا .i5=Z 9رmOو اiog L@�MUO 6 وزواج ]=نm@Z ?g9. راM>ه{ ر{V 9رmOا ^Z Lo5 ة أوRC9oZ iN> 3@eM8 9ل@Uªارة در]9ت. ا�RTOا 

ÄUmV i@MuV عi� ارR[ ،9تoeNMOا L�MV �e8 9Z وiog �@e`8  6m@Z �c7RZ .ةRuO6 اUOال � ا]V 3M@e: وiogأن و ]ZRV �Oإ L@e`Oا ^Z L`NO9 <`6 اcO 

LZd67 وا Lo`UpZ Rا95 أآ�RCة أن إi@pOو ا L@ة هi@pOز واRU@> �K4=روUg 9cO.  
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  .اR;ºMO<3 اe`NO@3 راg? اi@pOة 9pUZ   :3O9XوLzb>  a;5 R@ª �g ا9TeOف  _@3�9

LoTOا :}e: 6m@Z ?gآ=ر 5=ة را{Oا .�m�O3 ه= ا`gR� L[RO67 ا LU`Oده9 67. اRMV i¼ ادioU:9  اc[6 ،  زوm@Z ibTV ة=`Oا LU`O� 9cKوآ� 

،L[6 رO9UO9>و i@آ�V 9واةpMOا  Lzb> ¬9آNZ. 

Themes  

Casting Off Male Oppression 

.......In 1916, when Glaspell wrote Trifles, male-dominated society continued to deny women the right to 

vote and severely limited their opportunities in offices, industries, legislatures, and the marketplace. In the 

home, the husband was king and the wife a mere vassal. In carrying out one of the most important and 

demanding tasks in all of society, rearing children, she frequently received little or no help from her spouse. 

The typical lower- or middle-class wife spent much of her time in the kitchen, cooking, baking, canning, and 

stoking the stove fire. In "leisure" hours, she sewed, knitted, darned, and quilted. Women who worked 

outside the home usually held jobs as secretaries, clerks, waitresses, nannies, housekeepers, washerwomen, 

and manual laborers in factories. There was no minimum wage for these women. Rare was the female 

physician, lawyer, archeologist, business executive, or professional athlete. However, thanks in large part to 

pioneering work by women social reformers in the nineteenth century, the women of the early twentieth 

century began to demand fairer treatment and equal rights. Glaspell's play presents one radical woman rebel, 

Mrs. Wright, who goes to the extreme to free herself of male domination. It also presents two quiet rebels, 

Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Peters, who side with Mrs. Wright and withhold evidence that the sheriff and the county 

attorney need to establish a motive for Mrs. Wright's alleged crime. 

  اO}آ=ر ا¼;9cد �{ إg`9ف

 اg=4UO? 67 اZ �TO^ اRMOأة 9ZRTOن ، l  ا�e8 aMUuMO ا�mM@cO اO}آ=ر وا�L ،  ا9fUOه9ت Glaspell آ9Zim8 }U ١٩١٦ 98م 67....... 

 RuMO a>9V .67 {@fmVد واO[و]eZ  3± اO[وج وآ9ن اmMO[ل، 67. واpO=ق اNgRbUO@3، واcO@9²ت وا989m4Oت اiTZ 3g9�eO 67 ،}V9zMOودة وR7ص

 اo;O`9ت 67 اO[و]�º`V 3. زو]i> xi89pZ  ^Z 9cون V}آRاو 9Z آ�@Rا eV`? ا9cK  ا9f�dل، RV<@3 اaMUuMO، آL 67 و9oe;V ا9cMOم أهZ r^ واiXة

 ،"اRfOاغ أو95ت" :989ت 67. ا9K i5=MOر و<9NC9ل واeNUO@{، واo�O[، اo;O½، اo;MO½، 67 وZ 9cU5^ اR@�zO اO=:;� اo;O`3 أو ا�efpO اMmO=ذ]@3

 _iم اRMO<@9ت، 9Kد�ت، وا3oUzO، وا9VRzpOر3g و¿9·¨ 98دة i`NV اmMO[ل _9رج eMNg^ ا6VwO ا9pmOء.  وR;Vز �VRV، ،، ا��9�O  اTO@9آ�

 6Z9TZ، ا9Ksث، اo;O@{ ا9mOدر Z^. ا9pmOء cO°�ء ÚO]=ر أدiX �K ه9mك rO ^zg. اaK94MO 67 اi@Oوg@^ وا9MNOل ،washerwomen ا9mMOزل،

rO98 ،9ل ا®©9رM8d3، اg{@fmUO9¼6 أو اgف رRUTZ .aZو ،±Oذ a[Rgو LºfOء 67 ا][ R@oآ �mZ �Oإ LMNO9دي اgROا ^Z Lo5 ^@@Xw�sأة اRMOا 

3@89MU[ن 67 ا�R`Oا a:9UOا ،Rb8 أتi> 9ءpmO67 ا L·ن أواR`Oا ^gRbNOا Rأآ� �i8 3oO9;MeO 9واةpMO9> 67 ق=`TO3 اeZ9NMO3. وا@XRpZ 67 

Glaspell ضRNg دRMV أةRZ37، اR;UZ ةi@pOا ،?g6 راUOه{ ا{V �Oود أ�45 إiTOا RgRTUO 9cpfK ^Z 3mM@آ=ر ه{O9. اMض آRNg ^@m©ا ^Z 

^gدRMUMO9د·3، اcOة اi@pOا L@ة هi@pOز، واRU@> ي{Oا }m[ aZ ةi@pOا ?gرا }uX3 وOأد �e8 ر أن=Z�MO9·{ اmO9م واNO3 اN�9`MeO 3[9T> �Oإ 

 .راg? اi@pOة ا3Z=8]MO ا3MgRuO وراء اiOاa7 إ9bKء

Women's Intuition 

.......So-called women's intuition demonstrates its power in this play when Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Peters 

discover household items, which the men regard as trifles, that lead to the establishment of a motive for Mrs. 

Wright's crime. The implication here is that women possess abilities that can complement and augment 

those of men. A society that limits women's use of their talents is the poorer for doing so.  
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  اRMOأة iXس

 .......9Z �Mpg سiX 9ءpmOا Rcvg 9cV=5 67 x{3 ه@XRpMO9 اZim8 ةi@pOا L@ة هi@pOز واRU@>  ^fbUzg 9تzeUMZ xR:ي ،  ا�{Oا xRoUNg 9ل[ROا 

 وV[LMzV ig أن zMg^ ا6UO اi`Oرات eUMV± اRMOأة أن ه= ه9m ا6mMºO وا�mNMO.  راg? اi@pOة ]3MgR وراء اiOاa7 إ9bKء إV �O°دي ا9fV 6UOه9ت،

�e8  ±eV 3�9�Oا L[RO9> .إن aMUuMOي ا{Oا iTg ^Z امi�U:أة اRMOا rcoاه=MO =ه Rآ�dا اR`7 9م@`eO ±O{>.  

Irony 

.......Sheriff Peters and County Attorney George Henderson pride themselves on their powers of detection 

and logical reasoning. But it is the two women, Mrs. Peters and Mrs. Hale, who discover the clues and 

establish a motive amid seemingly innocuous items in the Wright home. The trifles with which the men say 

the women concern themselves turn out to be the key evidence that the men are looking for. The story ends 

with an ironic exchange between Henderson and Mrs. Hale:  

COUNTY ATTORNEY (facetiously). Well, Henry, at least we found out that she was not going to quilt it. 

She was going to—what is it you call it, ladies! 

MRS. HALE (her hand against her pocket). We call it—knot it, Mr. Henderson 

3gR�pOا  

 اRMOأV@^،  وzO^. اmMO;`6 اR@zfUO و ا�آ9bUف :rcpfK�> �e8 rcV9;e �7=رون هimر:=ن ]=رج  ا�N�9`MO وRU@> 68iZز اZ�MO=ر....... 

 ا6UO وا9fUOه9ت. راmZ ?g[ل ioV 3;@p> 67و ا6UO  ا�:9zeUMZ xRت و:� اiOاa7 وإ9bKء اR`Oا·^ fbUzg=ن اg{O^ ه@L، واi@pOة <@RUز واi@pOة

 هimر:=ن <@^ ا9oV 3gR�pOدل aZ ا�Tog �m8 .6cUmV 34`O=ن اRO]9ل ا6UO اp@·RO@3 اdد3O إTUg �O=ل L�bV 9cpfK ا9pmOء ان O=`g=ن اRO]9ل

  :ه@L واi@pOة

6Z9TZ 3N�9`Z )9X9زZ .(،9mpX ،يRmه �e8 L5d9 اKi[9 وcKأ ?K9آ ^O 9فX �@e8 .9cKأ ?K99 67 آc`gR� �O9 إZ =ه �@e8 rUm9، آcK=MpV 

6Vاi@:!  

 L@ه xi@pOه9(اig L>9`Z 9co@[ .(9c@MpK ةi`8 ، i@: ر:=نimه  

 

 

Study Questions and Writing Topics 

1..Analyze the following passage from the play, then answer the question that follows it: 

MRS. HALE. Well, I guess John Wright didn't wake when they was slipping that rope under his neck. 

MRS. PETERS. No, it's strange. It must have been done awful crafty and still. They say it was such a --

funny way to kill a man, rigging it all up like that. 

MRS. HALE. That's just what Mr. Hale said. There was a gun in the house. He says that's what he can't 

understand.....Why didn't Mrs. Peters use the gun instead of the rope to kill her husband? 

2..Mrs.Peters hesitates to cover up for Minnie Wright, twice reminding Mrs. Hale that the killer must answer 

for the crime. However, she ....has a change of heart. Find the passage in the play (near the end) indicating 

that she has decided to go along with a coverup.  

3e²:را:3 أieO 3>9Uوآ a@¼ا=Z  

١  ..L@eTV a;`MO6 اO9UOا ^Z ،3@XRpMOا r© 3>9[sا �e8 ال°pOي ا{O6 اeg ±Oذ:  

xi@pOا .L@9،. هmpX i`U8ن  أن أ=[ ?gرا rO y`@Upg 9Zim8 �O]Kا LoTOا ?TV �Uo5ر.  
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xi@pOز. اRU@> .،� �Kا }gRª .}ug ن أن=zg i5 LM8 RzM> وعRZ  ال و�]g  .ن=O=`g �Kآ9ن أ L�Z ه}ا  - Lzb> ±TºZ LU`O ،L[ر Rgو]V Lآ 

  .اL@o`O ه}ا 6C �UX ^Zء

xi@pOا .L@9 7`� ه}ا. هZ 95ل i@: L@9ك آ9ن. هm5@3 هim> 67 ل]mMOل. ا=`g 9 ه}اZ آ9ن � rcfg 9ذاMO rO  .....ةi@pOز اRU@> ?Zi�U:ح اwpOا �i> 

^Z LoTOا LU`O 9؟c[زو  

٢  ..xi@pOز اRU@> s ددRUV 3@;�UOا �e8 6m@Z ،?gا راRآ{Z ^@VRZ ةi@pOوا L@ان ه LV9`Oا }ug أن r9آTg �e8 3UMgR[ .aZو ،±O9  ذcK9 اcgiO 

 ....R@@�V }e`Oر. ا=�NOا �e8 a;`MO3 67 ا@XRpMOب( اR5 3g9cK (9MZ لig �e8 9cKرت أR5 ه{ أن{V �Oإ }K9[ RUpUOا. 

3..Imagine what life was like for Minnie Wright when John Wright was alive. Then write a page of dialogue 

that begins when Mrs. Wright ....asks her husband for money to buy new clothes. 

4..Write an essay that compares and contrasts life for a typical American wife of the early twentieth century 

with life for a typical ....American wife of the twenty-first century. 

5..If Mrs. Wright is found innocent for lack of incriminating evidence, do you believe her conscience will 

eventually make her confess the ....crime? 

6..If Mrs. Hale and Mrs. Peters change their minds and decide to testify against Minnie Wright, would the 

evidence they discovered be ....enough to conflict Mrs. Wright of murder?.  

 

٣  ..L@�V ¨@آ ?K99ة آ@TO6 اm@MO ?g9 راZim8 ن  آ9ن=[ ?gرا  _�e8 i@5 9ة@TOا .r© }U3 اآTf� ^Z ار=TOي ا{Oأ اiog 9Zim8 ة  آ9نi@pOا 

?gرا  ....?O�: 9c[9ل زوMOاء اRbO ¬>wZ ةigi[.  

٤  ..}U3 أآO9`Z 3K9ر`Z ³59mV 9ة@TO3 زو]3 8^ ا@zgRZذ]@3 أ=MK ^Z L·ن أواR`Oا ^gRbNOا aZ 9ة@TO3 زو]3 8^ ا@zgRZ9ت 67 أ`o;Oا 

  .واgRbNO^ ا9TOدي اR`Oن 67....  اMmO=ذ]@3

  ؟.... <RUNV 3MgRuO9ف_  :@9ceNu اMO;9ف R@M¼  _67 3g9cKهi`UNV 9 ه9cmgiV L، أد3O و]=د iNOم <3²gR راg? اi@pOة و]iت إذا..  ٥

 راg? اi@pOة �Rاع....  zV=ن dن آ79@3 أد3O واآfbU=ا ، راi¼ 6m@Z ?g ا9cbOدة �e8 وR`Vر RU@> R@@�V rcO=`8ز واi@pOة ه@L اi@pOة إذا..  ٦

  LU`eO؟

  

  

                                                                         a@MuO�7 ا=g Ôا  

                           x9ر: rzU_ا : rzVد8=ا  

 

 

 


